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E.Dolmiuaci, B,So.(Eng.), London
The First Part of this thesis is concerned with the theoretical 
formulation, critical examination and practical applications of the 
Finite Element approximation in the vibration problems of elastic , \
beams idealising the actual turbine blades. î
The method is presented in a generality encompassing a large 
body of useful linear vibration theories of beams. The basic and 
refined element models are introduced, and the convergence properties 
of each model studied, A rigorous proof of the convergence of the 
Finite Element solutions to the exact values is included in the case 
of torsional vibrations.
The use of refined models is advantageous, especially in cases 
where the modal curves are of some complexity, e.g., vibrations at 
higher modes and beams with certain boundary conditions.
The general non-dimensional forms of element dynamic-stiffness 
matrices for linearly pre-twisted beams are given. Numerical results 
obtained with polynomial approximation in bending-bending and bending- 
bending-torsion vibrations of beams, where the effects of"shear and 
rotatory inertia may not be negligible and linear taper may be 
present, show good convergence characteristics. Satisfactory results 
are obtained with the use of only a few, number of elements.
The application of the method to vibrations of beams carrying 
concentrated masses and supported on elastic springs is briefly 
demonstrated, Representative results show good agreement with the 
exact values.
The Finite Element Method provides strong and stable convergence 
characteristics.■ It is simple to apply and ideally suited to digital 
computers. On the other hand, the versatility of the method, in the 
treatment of boundary conditions, alone is a considerable advantage 
over the other more conventional numerical methods.
In the Second Part of the thesis the Finite Element Method is 
applied to investigate the vibrational characteristics of uniform and 
tapered slender beams with, or without, pre-twist, and having various 
boundary conditions. The first four frequency ratios and modal shapes 
are presented for the following ranges of problem parametersî 
Pre-twist = 0 to 90 degrees, ratio of flexural rigidities « 1 to 256,
-, ... î'*-'--.- • ,•
doptli and width taper parameters = -0,5 to 0,5, The boundary 
conditions considered are those obtainable from combinations of 
free, pinned and clamped conditions at the ends of a beam.
Theoretical results agree closely with experimental results 
presented in the thesis.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to determine the modes of vibration of turbine and 
compressor blading is of great importance. Knowledge of the natural 
vibration characteristics of blades is required in the design stage [
in predicting the likelihood of resonant vibrations, |
The blades used in practice are of non-uniform cross-section '
and pre-twisted, and have non-syimnetric cross-sections, usually of 
the aerofoil type. The moving blades, on the other hand, are some­
times handed in packets by shrouding or lacing, and subject to 
centrifugal forces. Further, the blade vibration is also influenced 
by the type of root fixing, and the disc vibration. These factors 
considerably complicate the determination of the theoretical natural 
vibration characteristics of blading, and pose problems that need to 
be investigated separately.
The subject of the present thesis is concerned with a particular 
branch of this field, namely the free vibrations of single blades 
where the centrifugal effects are negligible,
A linearly pre-twisted beam of non-symmetric and gradually 
varying cross-sections represents an adequate model of the actual 
blades. The dynamic motion of such beams is usually referred to as 
bending-bending-torsiou vibrations, for the bending in the two principal 
directions are coupled due to the presence of initial twist, and the 
torsional vibrations are coupled with the bending vibrations due to 
the non-collinearity of the centroidal and shear centre axes. The 
mathematical theory of bending-bending—torsion vibrations covers a 
large class of beams of simpler geometries.
The increasing complexity of the turbine blades and the accuracy 
demanded in practical applications at the present time require a 
comprehensive analysis of the vibration problems of the pre-twisted 
beams. Specifically, the shear and rotatory inertia effects in 
bending, and the longitudinal stress and inertia corrections in torsion, 
and cross-sectional nou-uniformitites have to be taken into account.
On the other hand, a necessity for examining various boundary Con­
ditions arises from the fact that many turbine blades are restrained 
at the tip by shrouding, and the effect of this can be approximated 
by considering that end as pinned or clamped* Also, at low speeds 
the root fixing is of the type pinned rather than clamped for 
certain blade designs. The effect *6f lacing should also be brought
20
into the analysis. As a first approximation, this can be done by 
considering the effect of lacing as that of a concentrated mass or 
an elastic spring, according to the packet modes.
The object of this thesis is the development of a Finite Element 
procedure for the numerical treatment of the general coupled vib— j
ration problems of pre-twisted beams,, and the investigation of the >
effects of various boundary conditions on the natural vibrational \
characteristics of pre-twisted symmetric beams with or without linear 
taper. The scope of the thesis, however, extends to the analysis of
the effects of shear and rotatory inertia in bending-bending and 
bending-bending-torsion vibrations of uniform and non-uniform beams, 
and also includes a brief demonstration of the application of the 
present method to beams carrying concentrated masses and supported 
on elastic springs.
The study of the subject in general falls into three distinct 
parts, namely, l) the establishment of the continuum theory, 2) the 
numerical solution, 3) the experimental confirmation, and has received 
the attention of a number of investigators in the case of cantilever 
beams.
The equations of bending-bending vibrations are derived by 
several authors, DiPrima and Handelman^^)* choose a moving triad,in 
the directions of the principal axes of cross-sections and the 
longitudinal axis of the beam, whose rate of rotation per unit length 
is equal to the pre-twist of the beam per unit length. Then, the 
linear angular distortions of the beam are judiciously expressed as 
the scalar product of the corresponding forces and certain dyadics, 
whose terms are found by inspection from the theories of untwisted 
beams. Substitution of these relations into the vectorial force and \ 
moment equilibrium equations gives the required equations of bending- 
bending vibrations in the principal frame, Troesch, Anliker and 
Zieglerpresented a similar** but more intricate method of 
derivation, Martin' on the other hand, pointed out that the
* List of references is given in the Bibliography,
'** In the sense that a direct use of the constitutive equations of 
the elementary beam theory rather than the fundamental principles 
and assumptions leading to such equations is made.
21
relevant equations could easily be obtained from the Kirchoff- 
Clebscb theory of bending of naturally twisted beams. The general 
Kirchoff-Clebsch theory is discussed in detail in the Chapter 18 
of Love's "Treatise on the Mathematical Theory of Elasticity", and 
assumes that the components of the flexural moment in the principal 
directions are connected with the corresponding curvatures of the 
centroidal line of the beam as in the Bernoulli-Eulcr theory.
The ordinary approximate theory of bending-bending-torsion 
vibrations could also be deduced from the classical Kirchoff-Clebsch 
theory, v/liere the torsional moment is connected to the twist as in 
the St,-Venant theory. However, the effect of the twisted beam 
fibres on the torsional stiffness of the beam, as well as the effect 
of the cross-sectional shapes must be considered. Such a derivation, 
in relation to pre-twisted beams with no axis of sjiiiraotry, is given 
by C a r n e g i e w h o  employs the Euler equations in performing the 
variations indicated in the application of the Hamilton's Principle.
More rigorous theories of bending-bending-torsion vibrations of
slender beams are usually based on finding an expression for the
longitudinal strain in a deformed beam fibre. The tangents to the
space curves representing the beam fibres are assumed to be normal
to the beam sections before and after deformation. By vector algebra
it can be ahoim for a helix, representing a linearly twisted beam
fibre, that such a condition is approximately true before the 2deformation if c 1, where c is the maximum dimension of a
cross-section and ^  is the pre-twist per unit length of the beam. 
Subsequent analysis then indicate that this assumption also linearises 
the expression for the longitudinal strain, Houbolt and Brooks 
considered pre-tv/isted(and rotating) beam having one axis of symmetry 
in this way, and showed that the effect of the twisted beam fibres on 
the bending-bending-torsion motion is not only to increase the 
torsional stiffness of the beam, but also to introduce an elastic 
coupling between the flexural and torsional deformations. Recently, 
Montoya^^) derived the equations of the bending-bending-torsion 
vibrations for beams having no axis of sjTnjiietry, essentially on the 
similar lines.
In the works, mentioned in the preceding paragraph the equations 
of motion are obtained by the substitution of the derived inertia—  
loadings, and the elastic forces and moments, obtained from the 
integration of the longitudinal strain expression, into the general 
force and moment equilibrium equations of a beam element, A more
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compact analysis can be carried out by the application of Hamilton's
Principle*, The strain energy and kinetic energy defining the
bending-bending-torsion vibrations of slender beams are derived in
Appendix 1, The expression for the longitudinal strain coincides
with that given by M o n t o y a T h e  variational procedure employed
in the application of the Hamilton’s Principle is illustrated in ,y >Appendix 2 in relation to general forms** of energy equations occuring I
in the vibration problems of beams. The actual differential equations
are, however, not required in the present analysis.
It is well known that the Bernoulli-Euler theory of bending 
vibrations is inadequate for higher modes, and also inadequate where 
the effects of cross-sectional dimensions on the beam frequencies 
cannot be neglected. Towards this end, a number of higher order 
theories have been suggested by various authors, R a y l e i g h i n t r o ­
duced the effect of rotatory inertia, and Timoshcnko^^^ extended it 
to include the effect of transverse shear displacements, 'Prescott^^^^ 
and Volterra^^^^ suggested, by independent reasoning, various 
Timoshenko type beam models. At the present, the Timoshenko theory
is considered satisfactory due to the close agreement it gives with(12)the exact solutions obtained by the Pochammer theory' ^. However, 
it should be noted that in the Timoshenko theory neither a quantitative 
measure of thickness, nor a rigorous definition of the shear coefficient 
is available. Recently, Cowper^^^^ deduced the Timoshenko beam 
equations by the integration of the three-dimensional elasticity 
equations through the use of the concepts of average displacements and 
average rotations over the beam sections***,- Thus, a new formula 
emerged for the shear coefficient, which did not agree with its 
conventional definition, namely, the ratio of the average shear stress \ 
to the maximum shear stress at the centroid, as given from a parabolic 
shear stress distribution. For example, for a rectangular section 
Cowper's calculations gave k=10(l+)/(l2+lip), where k is the shear 
coefficient and p the Poisson's ratio. However, this rigorous work
(7^* Courant and Hilbert' ' state that "the laws of motion are most 
simply formulated in terras of Hamilton's variational principle, 
Carnegie also advocates a similar approach,
** See Article 1.1,
***These concepts were first used, to the author's knowledge, by 
P r e s c o t t L a t e r ,  it became widely known in the derivation of 
Reissuer^^^^ type plate theories.
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does not answer the point put fonmrd by various a u t h o r s n a m e l y ,
the dependence of Ic on the modes of vibration. This is clearly
indicated, for the shear constant, in Cowper's type derivations,£emerges as a result of assumed distributions of static shear strss, 
which in the dynamic case is not the same for all modes. For 
vibrations of low frequencies Prescott shows that the shear stress |
distribution is parabolic. The value of k corresponding to parabolic |
ishear stress distribution can be obtained from the formulae given 
in lief,(13) by putting Poisson's ratio equal to zero, e.g., for 
rectangular beams k=3/6. It is also interesting to note that this 
value agrees closely with^based on high frequency vibration modes, 
namely k>=TT^/l2 (see Ref,13), Hence, it is hoped that the inequality 
7p^/l2 < k ^  5/6 brackets the correct value of the shear coefficient 
for rectangular beams,
A number of correction terms can also be added to the classical
St.-Venant theory of torsional beam vibrations. For a cantilever beam
the St,-Venant theory predicts that the n th frequency is (2n+l) times(15)greater than the fundamental frequency. But, Barr' ' points out that
the experimentaT''resuits obtained by a number of authors indicate a
departure^'trom this proportionality; generally the n th frequency is
found to be greater than (2n+l) times the fundamental frequency. This
is attributed to the fact that St,-Venant theory takes into account
only of shear stresses and inertia forces acting in the plane of cross-
sections, and the longitudinal inertia and stress arising from the
warping motion are neglected. The effect of longitudinal stress was
first considered by Timoshenlco in relation to I-section thin walled 
(15)beams*. Barr' ’ extended this to beams other than thin walled sections, 
and also added the effect of longitudinal inertia correction. The \ 
resulting theory, stated to be a counterpart of the Timoshenko theory 
of flexure, yielded good agreement between the theoretical and 
experimental results for the rectangular section beams considered.
The consideration of the rotatory inertia and shear displacement 
effects in flexure, and longitudinal stress and inertia effects in 
torsion enables a more accurate prediction of the frequencies and mode 
shapes of slender beams, and at the same time extends the range of 
ap%)licability of the corresponding elementary theories to beams which 
cannot be classified as slender. However, it must be emphasised that
* See footnote 2 in Ref.(16) y
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a quantitative raoasure of "thickness" of beams with which the higher 
order theories are physically associated cannot be predicted theoret­
ically at the present time.
The Timoshenko type flexure and torsion theories of bonding- 
bcnding-torsion vibrations are presented by Carnegio'^^*^^*^^). The (5)rotatory inertia term was also given in the work of Houbolt and Brooks' 
in relation to pre-twisted (and rotating) beams having one axis of |
symmetry. The cross sections were assumed to rotate about the shear 
centre by an arbitrary small angle. This differs from Carnegie’s 
a s s u m p t i o n s n a m e l y ,  that the cross-sections rotate about the centroid 
by angles given by the first derivatives of the centroidal deflections, 
the shear displacements having no rotational components. In Appendix 1 
of the present thesis the kinetic energy of the beam due to rotatory 
motion of its cross-sections are also derived, yet by another set of 
assumptions tlu^ t the cross-sections rotate about the centroid by angles 
given by the first derivatives of the flexural displacements of the 
shear centre. The potential energy dike to shear displacements coincides 
with that given by Carnegie. The effects of longitudinal stress and 
inertia in torsion are neglected in the present analysis.
The general vibration problem of pre-twisted beams is clearly a 
complex one, and an electronic digital computer has to be employed in 
order to get numerical results. Therefore, it is important to select a 
method of solution which is particularly suitable for machine computation, 
and also the problem under consideration.
The application of a number of standard methods of numerical solution 
to particular cases of the coupled vibration problems of beams have been 
presented by several authors. The bending-bending vibration of uniform 
cantilever beams has received most of the attention.
The fundamental frequencies can be obtained within the accuracy 
demanded in engineering practice by the Rayleigh's Principle, Di Prima 
and Handelman^^) calculated the fundamental frequencies for cantilever 
beams of ratio of rigidities 48,64,144 and pre-twist TT/16, tt/S, Tt/2. 
Fourth order polynomials, satisfying zero deflection and slope conditions 
at the clamped end, were chosen as trial functions for the displacements 
in the principal directions. The number of undetermined constants 
was then reduced to one by certain assumptions. Carnegieobtained 
explicit formulae for the fundamental frequency of bending-bending and 
bending—bending—torsion vibrations of uniform cantilever beams through
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the use of exact static deflection curves
{ 21 )Rosard''^ ^» Frequencies of cantilever beams of ratio of flexural 
rigidities in the range 16 to 144 and i)i'e-twist angles ux5 to 40® 
were obtained and compared with the experimental values, which are 
subject to criticism^ \  \
The Wyklestadt m e t h o d i s  essentially an extension of the |
well known Holzer’s method, devised for the analysis of torsional *
systems coiiqjosed of a number of flywheels on massless flexible 
shafts, to flexural vibrations. It has enjoyed considerable amount 
of popularity before the advent of digital couqjuters, due to its 
Buitablity to hand computation. The modern version of the Holzer- 
Myklestadt method, is known as the Transfer Matrix method, which is 
essentially a matrix formulation of the former, but it is not 
restricted to lumped mass idealisation. A comprehensive account of 
the Transfer Matrix method is given by Pestel and Leckie^^^\ Briefly, 
it consists of segmenting the actual beam into a number of elements, 
and expressing the forces and displacements at one end of an 
element in terms of respective quantities at the other end through 
a "transfer" matrix. When this is done for all elements, the transfer 
relation between the endstof the whole beam is found by the multipli­
cation of the element transfer matrices in a prescribed order. The
imposition of the boundary conditions then results in a frequency isdeterminant, which solved by trial and error. This procedure was 
(■25 )applied by Targoff' ' to bending-bending vibration of uniform clamped-
free beams. In the finitisation procedure, masses were lumped at the 
centres of elements which were considered as having no twist across 
their length, their orientation being those of the tangent planes ^
at mass stations. The flexural rigidity of an element was considered ' 
constant on each side of the mass station. It was stated that, the 
use of transfer matrices obtained by this idealisation yields the 
first and second mode frequencies within +2^ and ?4^ error, respect­
ively, the number of elements being 10,(3 )Martin' ' presented solutions to the equations of bending-bending 
motion of cantilever beams, treating the pre-twist as a first order 
perturbation. Since the solutions of the pre-twisted beam equations 
will exist at zero pre-twist, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors can 
be expanded by Taylor’s series about this point. The eigenvalues 
will be unchanged if the sense of the initial twist is changed.
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Hence it is concluded that the eigenvalues of the pre-twisted beams 
are even functions of the pre-twist angle. Similarly, the eigen­
functions corresponding to the broadside and edgewise displacements 
arc taken as even and odd functions of the pre-twist, repoctivoly.
By the substitution of these expansions into the differential equations 
of motion and the boundary equations, and equating the like powers \
of the pre-twist angle a now set of equations are obtained. From {Ithe solutions of these equations, the constant functions appearing 
in the Taylor expansion formula can be determined. The calculations 
are straightforward but laborious and long. It is shown that the 
derived frequency ratio expression becomes indeterminate for critical 
values of the ratio of flexural rigidities, ie,, those values equal 
to the ratio of any two eigenvalues of the untwisted beam, and in |
the region of these values care should be taken in the numerical cal— j
culations for securing accuracy. Although only cantilever beams |
were considered in Ref,(3), the method is clearly applicable to other |
boundary conditions, too.However, in a search for a versatile method |
of numerical solution this approach should be dismissed, I
As the digital computers become widely available, more compre- j.'
hensive studies of the bending-bending vibrational characteristics 1
(27) iof uniform beams appeared in the literature, Slyper'  ^ derived the •.
relevant orthogonality condition by the application of the Reciprocal . |
Theorem, and hence formulated a Stodola method of mode iteration, |
Frequency ratios of cantilever beams of ratio of flexural rigidities |.
4 to 256, and pre-twiSt up to 180® were presented and compared with j
the experimental values obtained by the author and also by other |
investigators. It was concluded that by allowing at most 25 iterations j.
for each mode the first 6 frequencies could be calculated to about \ |
yjo of the values determined experimentally. The first five modal I
patterns of a beam of ratio of flexural rigidity 64, and angle of ]
twist 90.9® were given and compared with the experimental results, j.
In the application of the Stodola method, one starts from a trial 
deflection curve and then calculates the deflection resulting from I
the inertia loading corresponding to an arbitrary unit frequency, !
In this way one obtains a sequence of deflections, which can be
shovm to converge to the fundamental mode shape of the beam, and the ■th "ratio of the n derived deflection curve to the (n+l)th derived"^ i
curve converges in some average sense to the square of the correspon- |
ding frequency* In the determination of the higher modes/ i
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the use of the orthogonality relation is made for starting the 
iteration. The frequencies and mode shapes of the beam ai'e thus 
obtained in ascending order. The sequence of improved deflections 
are obtained by the numerical integration of the moment equations 
resulting from the loading on the beam under the appropriate bound­
ary conditions, and the substitution of these into the integral forms .I 
of the constitutive equations. However, under this formulation the |
Stodola method is not particularly suitable to machine computation, '
and the convergence is usually slow. For an account of the modern 
version of the Stodola method the reader is referred to lief,(28),
Analytical solutions were given by Anlilcer and Troeoch^^^\ who 
also considered a number of boundary conditions apart from the 
clamped-free case. The imposition of the boundary conditions at both 
ends of the beam results in a 8x8 frequency determinant whose terms 
depend in a very complicated way through the roots of an eighth order 
equation, on the angle of twist, the ratio of principal flexural rig­
idities, and the frequency parameter. Since the roots of the charac­
teristic equation associated with the differential equations were 
complex, it was found convenient to employ complex arithmetic in the 
iterative calculation of the zeros of frequency determinant. First 
four frequency values were plotted against the angles of pre-twist 
up to 450® for ratio of flexural rigidities 4,25, and 256, The case 
of infinite ratio of flexural rigidities was presented previously by 
Troesch, iVnliker and Ziegler
For a uniform beam the exact frequency determinant can theoret­
ically be derived, since the associated differential equations of 
motion are of the type with constant coefficients. However', the 
elements of this determinant are highly complicated hyperbolic and 
trigonometric functions, whose arguments depend on the frequency values 
and the physical beam parameters through the roots of the character­
istic equation, which is, effectively, of the fourth order in bending- 
bending, and of the fifth order in bending-bending-torsion. The 
analysis of the bending-bending vibrations is, therefore, relatively 
simple, for analytical formulae exist for the determination of the 
roots of biquadratic equations. However, it is well known that no 
such explicit formulae can be found for fifth and higher order i
equations. Therefore, an additional iterative scheme has to be inclu­
ded in the calculations. On the other hand, a sophisticated iterative 
method has to be employed in the determination of the zeros of the 
frequency determinant. The elementai'y evaluation of the determinant
recently occupied the attention of a few investigators in this field. 
Carnegie, Dawson, and Thomas' ' presented the application of the 
Runge-Kutta mimerical integration method to a uniform cantilever beam.
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is unsatisfactory for higher modes of vibration, for then exponen- kMQ ;tial functions with large arguments appear, and precautions ha^ to j
be taken to prevent loss of accuracy. This fact is also noted in
Ref,(24), . ;
!The analytical solutions of vibration problems of uniform beams '
can be considerably simplified by the incorporation of formulae for i |
the roots of cubic and biquadratic equations in the cases of bending— | |
torsion and bending-bending vibrations, respectively. Although these •
formulae are classical in the theory of e q u a t i o n s t h e i r  use ;
are not mentioned in works where they could have been applied, |
Mendelson and Gendler^^^^ proceed to solve the bending-torsiou equations S^by first transforming them into six first order equations, and then ' J
determining the elements of the matrizaut through the use of Sylvester's |
■ Theorem, In this process the characteristic equation of the problem |
!appears, and its roots are left arbitrary. The resulting frequency |
determinant for a cantilever beam is then very complex. In Appendix 3 
of the present thesis a much simpler determinant is presented. The
simplification is brought about by the use of Descarte's Rule of Signs(30) Iand the Cardan's formulae' ' for the roots of a cubic equation. These |
enable a complete determination of the nature and form of the roots
of the characteristic equation. In the bending-bending vibrations, on Î
the other hand, similar considerations through the use of Ferrari's
m e t h o d f o r  biquadratic equations may be valuable. Such an analysis,
however, is not mentioned in Ref.(29).
The bending-bending-torsion vibrations of cantilever beams have
■ ;This method, briefly, consists of transforming the three coupled i|
differential equations of the motion to ten first order equations,'. 
which are then integrated by the Runge-Kutta procedure, for an assumed I.,
value of the frequency, under the five im%)osed boundary conditions at j.
the clamped end of the beam, and giving the remaining five functions !
the values of unity in turn while the other four are set to zero, . |
Then, the five boundary values thus found may be combined linearly •:
to obtain the values of the functions at the free end for the corres- 
ponding assumed frequency. Since these must satisfy the boundary i;
conditions at the free end, a determinant is obtained. This deter- 
minant must vanish for the correct value of the frequency. Once the ,i
latter is determined, the corresponding values of the functions along '.
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the beam can be obtained by back substitution. The authors consid­
ered an aerofoil section beam of pre-twist angles in the range 0® 
to 90®, for which the first five frequencies wore determined and 
coiiqmred with exporimcntal values. Montoya^^^ also formulated 
independently, a similar method of solution, and presented the first 
seven theoretical frequencies of an actual turbine blade which was |
highly twisted and also non-uniform. In the solutions the effect of ?
the elastic coupling of bending and torsional deformations due to ‘
the twisted nature of the beam fibres was taken in^o account. Agree­
ment with the experimental frequencies was shown to be satisfactory.
The Runge-Kutta method of the numerical integration of systems 
of first (or, second) order linear differential equations by 
frequency iteration is, in general, preferred to the Stodola type of 
mode shape iteration. The accuracy of the higher frequencies are not 
dependent on the previously calculated modes, and the frequencies, 
hence the mode shapes, can be calculated in any order desired. The 
step size required to get satisfactory results is usually small, and 
must be adjusted for a particular problem and mode of vibration.
The effects of shear and rotatory inertia on vibrational 
characteristics of uniform classical beams have been thoroughly exam­
ined, A large number of authors contributed to this end. A compre­
hensive exact treatment is given by Huang^'^^^, v/ho derived the
frequency and mode shape equations of Timoshenko beams for the six
standard boundary conditions,- First five frequencies and mode shapes 
(also, moments and shear forces) were tabulated for a wide range of 
shear and rotatory inertia parameters.
The shear and rotatory inertia parameters are defined by the 
relations
8=kG0t L^/FI. , R=I- /0[L^,■ -X
respectively. The meanings of these symbols are given in the
nomenclature. The effect of the independent variations of theseAquantities was considered by Huang in the range R“«=0,0.01,,,,,0,1,
— 0and S "=0,0^1,.,,,0.1, These values obviously prescribe arbitrary 
values to the shear coefficient, k. In general, increase in the 
value of R for a fixed S results in the decrease of the classical fre­
quency parameters, the amount of reduction being greater at the higher 
modes of vibration. The decrease of S, on the other hand, causes 
additional reductions which are again greater at the higher modes.
This implies that the smaller the vAluoa of the shear coefficient,k,
\
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the lower are the frequencies.
The analysis of the effects of the shear displacement and
rotatory inertia on pre-twisted beam vibrations has received
(22)considerably less attention. Dawson' ' examined, using the 
equations derived by C a r n e g i e t h e  effects of shear and 
rotatory inertia on the frequencies and mode shapes of rectangular 
section uniform cantilever beams of ratio of flexural rigidities 
16 and 64, and angles of pre-twist in the range 0 to 90 degrees.
The width’and length of the beam were 1 in, and 6 in,, respectively.
The theoretical results were obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz method 
where the assumed displacement functions were taken as a linear 
combination of the characteristic functions of the classical ]
clamped-free beams. Recently, Ghosh^^^^ applied the Runge-Kutta 
method of numerical integration to this problem. The results of [
this research are in preparation, |
Another aspect that must be taken into account in vibration j
problems of beams is the effect of cross-sectional non-uniformities, |
Much work has been done on this subject in relation to clamped-free I
Bernoulli-Euler beams with linear taper. Exact solutions are 
available only in a few cases, namely cones, wedges and pyramids.
For other cases several authors employed numerical procedures,
Martinobtained approximate solutions to the equations of motion 
by treating the depth and width taper as second order perturbations;
The analysis proceeds on the similar lines as that described earlier 
in relation to this author’s work on pre-twisted beams. The 
derived expression for the frequency ratios Y/as found satisfactory 
for taper parameters in the range 0 to -0,5, The accuracy of the 
mode shapes was not discussed, Housner and Keightley^^^^ used a 
Myklestadt type procedure, where the beam is divided into a number 
of segments, and the mass included within the half segments on 
either side of the division points is concentrated at the division 
points. The flexural rigidity of each segment was assumed to be 
constant. The first three frequencies and mode shapes could be 
obtained under this idealisation by using ten elements, provided 
the depth taper was not excessive. For certain taper values the 
method.yielded very poor results. In such cases refinement of 
results were made by using the Stodola method, or employing as many 
as 100 elements. Rissone and Williamspresented confirmation 
of the results obtained in Ref,(33)^ through the application of the
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central finite differences approximation. The equation of motion
was transformed into a set of simultaneous linear equations by
replacing the derivatives of.the deflection by central finite
differences. This procedure results in a non-syimnetric algebraic
eigenvalue problem. Satisfactory results were obtained by an
extrapolation technique, from the results obtained by using 30 and ,
40 intervals. Even then, the accuracy of the frequency parameters • |iwas slightly less than those given by the Myklestadt and Stodola 
methods.
The application of a similar finite differences approximation
to linearly tapered pre-twisted cantilever beams v/as developed,
("62)independently, by Carnegie, Dawson and Thomas'- Extrapolation 
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors was made from the values obtained 
by taking 10, 20 and 50 intervals.
The advantage of the matrix formulated version of the finite 
differences approximation over the methods discussed so far is 
that the frequencies and mode shapes can be obtained without a 
trial and error technique based on the evaluation of the zeros of a 
frequency determinant. This advantage, however, is substantially 
offset by the non-symmetric character of the eigenvalue problem, and 
the slow convergence properties. The latter necessitates the use 
of extrapolation, from the results obtained after a uniform / C^\ \convergence level has been reached, according to an error law'* * * .
The effects of shear and rotatory inertia on the frequencies 
of the classical clamped-free wedge were calculated by Lee^^^\ for 
a particular beam, Bo'th upper and lower bounds for the first three 
frequencies were evaluated. Lee and Bisshopp^^^) used the Rayleigh- 
Ritz and Galerkin methods, and indicated the effects of variations \ 
of the shear and rotatory inertia parameters, for a particular value 
of the shear coefficient, and the effect of variations of the latter 
for a fixed value of the rotatoryt. inertia parameter. Recently, Gaines 
and Volterra' y\Timoshenko type clamped-free truncated cones and 
wedges. Upper bounds were obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz method, and 
lower bounds were also presented.
The above discussion is a sumiuary of the great amount of work 
that has been done in connection with the analysis of vibration 
problems of elastic beams, which have in general, been limited to 
the clamped-free end conditions, A need for further investigation 
of the subject also arises due to the advances made, as a result of 
the advent of digital computers, in the philosophy of numerical 
procedure.
V  ■■
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The computers, by their very nature, demand numerical methods that 
are well suited to matrix formulation and that have strong stable 
convergence characteristics. Most of the methods mentioned in the 
previous paragraphs were initiated before the invention of digital 
computers. Therefore, their inherent operational characteristics had , 
to be suitable for hand computation. Recent years have witnessed 
attempts on the reformulation of these methods in matrix notation.
The most valuable fruit of these investigations has been tlie 
introduction of a nevf philosophy in the approximation of continuous 
media, namely the Finite Element method.
The essential feature of the Finite Element method is the 
substitution of the actual continuum by an assemblage of discrete 
structural elements, interconnected at a finite number of points (or, • 
"nodes"), the material properties of the actual system being retained 
in the elements. The idea of approximation of a continuum by discrete 
elements is not new. Lumped mass models of Myklestadt, and the 
Hreniko^ff models of plates are examples. But, the use of elements 
which retain the original material properties is new.
The most significant contributions which started the evolution 
of the Finite Element method have been the early works of Argyris^^^^ 
and~Clough(*^) in relation to static problems of structural and solid 
mechanics, Argyris profoundly developed comprehensive matrix methods 
of structural analysis, and Clough introduced the idea of idealisation 
of a continuous system by an assemblage of finite elements, whereby 
Argyris*a methods of structural synthesis could be applied. Since 
these original works appeared, the method has been applied to a wide 
variety of problems in solid and structural mechanics with noteworthy 
success. However, applications to coupled vibration problems of beams \ 
have not appeared, the main attention being directed towards two and 
three dimensional problems of elasticity, and static and dynamic 
problems of plates and shells of arbitrary configurations. The success 
enjoyed by the Finite Element method in those problems indicates that 
a similar approach will possibly provide a more powerful and versatile 
analysis of vibration problems of pre-twisted beams than the standards 
numerical methods.
Indication of the better accuracy of the Finite Element method 
has been given by Archer^^^) and Leckie and Lindberg^^^) in connection 
with the uniform Bernoulli-Euler beams, and by Lindberg^^^) in the 
case of linearly tapered Bernoulli-Euler beams. In these works it was
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demonstrated that the derived basic element dynamic-stiffness matrices* 
yielded more accurate frequencies and mode shapes, in terms of 
convergence properties of the approximate results with the number of 
elements used and hence the computer time, than more conventional 
methods such as the finite differences approximation, Myklestadt
• method, Stodola method and other methods where continuous beam 1
parameters are physically lumped, |
The standart procedure in the application of the Finite Element *
method to free vibration problems of beams proceeds as follows. The
beam is divided into a number of elements and each element is
segmented from the beam. In order to restore the equilibrium of such
an element external forces are applied at the ends of the element.
Thus, each element performs forced vibrations, its motion being given
by the Virtual Work equation! Virtual Work * \ / Virtual work \ / Virtual work \done by ( + > done by < 4* > done by ( = 0
external forces ' ' inertia forces * ' elastic forces '
Up to this stage the analysis is exact. Approximations are now 
introduced by assuming a displacement function over the length of an
element, with a number of undetermined coefficients equal to the
number of external forces applied at the ends of the element. This 
function must allow rigid body motions as well as straining motions.
The undetermined coefficients are then transformed into the general­
ised displacements of the ends of the element by considering the local 
geometry of the element. By substituting the new displacement function 
thus obtained into the Virtual Work equation, an equation of the 
following type will be obtainedC/ Element  ^ ^ / Element \  ^ Vector of  ^ / Vector of \> stiffness  ^- <jo  ^inertia y . > element end < « > element end <' matrix ' ' matrix ' ' displacements K forces '
If the actual beam is divided into n elements, there will be n
equations of the foregoing type. These are assembled together by
imposing the conditions that at any junction point continuity of
displacements must be satisfied, and the total forces acting at the
• junction points must be zero. Finally, the imposition of the boundary
conditions of the actual beam leads to the simple eigenvalue problem
/ Beam \ ^ / Beam \ / Vector of \stiffness  ^- uj> } inertia <), ) nodal beam < = 0' matrix ' ' matrix ' À displacements '
for free vibrations.
The Virtual Work equation actually corresponds to Hamilton's
/
* See Article 1.2;1.
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Principle for non-conservative systems, or to Lagrange's equations 
of the second kind after the approximations. Thus the element 
stiffness and inertia matrices can simply be obtained by subtitution 
of the transformed approximate displacement functions into tlie 
A , appropriate potential and kinetic energy expressions and the ^
‘ application of the Lagrange's equations to the resulting finite j
. • “ quadratic forms. This fact was noted by a number of authors tand as a result there has been a tendency to describe the Finite 
Element method based on the approximation of the displacements as a 
generalisation of the Rayleigh-Ritz method. This interpretation may 
be misleading, for the principles underlying the approximations in 
. the two methods are different.
The contents of this thesis are contained in two parts. In thewhichfirst Fart a formulation, which differs from those^appeared in the 
literature, of a Finite Element procedure is presented, and applications 
to various important coupled vibration problems of beams are 
demonstrated. Various finitisation techniques are introduced and 
their relative merits are discussed. The method is versatile, has 
strong and stable convergence characteristics, and ideally suited to 
digital computers. The treatment of the boundary conditions does not 
• present any additional work. This fact alone is a considerable 
advantage over the more conventional numerical procedures. The 
second Part of the thesis is devoted to the investigation of the 
■ - vibration characteristics of tapered and pre-twisted beams having 
various boundary conditions.
\
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PART 1
\ FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
M.
VIBRATION PROBLEMS OF BEAMS
■N\-
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SECTION 1
I, THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The application of the Hamilton's Principle gives two types of 
equations (see appendix 2), namely the differential equations of 
motion (or, field equations), and the boundary equations. The former 
and the latter express the conditions of dynamic equilibrium in the 
field and at the boundaries, respectively. The solutions of the field 
equations give the classes of argument functions, which are uniquely 
determined by the differential equations (and hence, by the theory 
that has resulted in the energy equations), but otherwise arbitrary. 
These functions will be called the "field functions". The field 
functions which satisfy the essential boundary conditions can be called 
the Eitz functions, while the llitz functions which satisfy the natural 
boundary conditions are usually termed eigen functions. Evidently, 
eigen functions represent the complete solution of a particular 
problem of the theory.
In this section, after the introduction of a matrix representationrof energy equations occulting in the free vibration problems of beams, 
a procedure (subsequently called Displacement Method) for the 
finitization of the exact energy equations is formulated. This method 
is based on the approximation of the field functions, and therefore, 
advantages over the Rayleigh-Ritz method, where the Ritz functions are 
approximated, are expected. The piecewise approximation of the field 
functions, on the other hand, leads to a Finite Element type 
representation of beams, where the element properties are determined 
by the Displacement method,
1.1 M a t r i x  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n
o f  E n e r g y  E q u a t i o n s
In order to present a treatment of the kinetic beam problems in
a generality encompassing a large body of useful linear theories ofoelastic beams, it is convenient to intrduce an extended definition of
quadratic functionals, which symbolise a common property of energy 
equations occu:^ing in these problems, A linear energy functional, 
say , can be generally defined by the expression
U  - j  ^  (I'l)
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where i,lc « , and F^(Ip^) represents a linear partial
differential operation F. on the continuous argument function , a., isJ -t _ Ja physical parameter which may be a function of the spatial variables
defining the domain , , of the energy functional ^  . For some, or all,
j * 1,2,,,,,N, the relation j 4^^ ,say, may hold. In this definition, :
the facts that is positive definite and ip. possesses continuous
derivatives so that the operation F^ .( meaningful for all j,are |
assumed on account of physical considerations. \
In linear eigenvalue problems associated with beams, there exists two
functinals of the above type, namely the strain energy and kinetic energy
functionals. If in equation (l.l) the domain Dtl represents the one-
dimensional beam domain 0 ^  z 4 L , then this equation will represent the
strain energy of the beam. The kinetic energy can also be written similarly:
(1-2)
where i,k •= 1,2,,..,^2 , and the quantities and b^ j^  are defined 
similarly as Fj and ,
The argument functionsip. represent the co-ordinates of the beam motion. 
For example, if a pre-twisted beam is vibrating flexurally, then q)^ and 
ipg can be taken to be displacements in the two principal directions. If 
there are no elastic and dynamic interactions between the elements of an 
independent set formed from ip^, then both energy functionals reduce to 
"canonical" forms, ie,, a^ j^  » b^ j^  = 0 for i / k, and the motion is called 
uncoupled. If such interactions exist, the motion is said to be coupled.
Then the syinmetry^  relations a^ j^  « a^ ^^  and b^ ^^  = bj^  ^will.be valid.
By introducing matrix notation the functionals (l.l) and (1.2) can 
be written compactly as follows;
(1.3)
(1.4)
4)
.where
. u -
L
(■A °A )^  3).A0%., dz0
T ■. i f ( B ). C L . B Ô-g . dz
. A *»
h
B *» p i
^ A “ {fi •
4 ) - P i % •
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and ^  and (% are symmetric square matrices whose (ik) th terras are 
2a^ jç and 2b^ j^  , respectively.
The vectors and CT^ can be expressed by simple transformations o** 
and P , respectively, in terms of a linearly independent vector .
0- O'. • asO' - 0(CrA
B -  P fcrClearly, the vector O' may coincide with 0^ and/or 0*^  
foregoing transformations into the equations (l*3) and (l*4)
i V ( AocO*)'^ ©.AofCr*. dz
0 X
Substituting the \
^ Q . B p O '
^0
dz
(1.5)
(1.6)
The energy equations for beams of interest in the present analysis 
are derived in Appendix 1, which also includes the formsof these equations 
in the notation of the foregoing equations. In the mean time it should 
be noted that, apart from the beam vibration problems considered in this 
thesis, it is possible to find other systems whose strain energy and 
kinetic energy can be represented in the foregoing forms. For example, 
the strain energy of bending of an isotropic and homogeneous rectangular 
plate lying in the 0 £  x ^  a , 0 4 y ^  b plane can be written as
a b
''0 0
&xhy
o
iti . J J ( Aotw )T I^iate* dx.dy
where A ■
plate
6x^ 6/
‘ 1 0
1 0
.0 0 i-K
I 1 1 1 1 \oC
and w is the deflection of the middle plane, d the plate rigidity, y* the 
Poisson's Ratio.
1 * 2 S i m p l e  A p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  t h e
F i e l d  F u n c t i o n s  t P i s p l a c e m e n t  
M e t h o d
The class of functions that are hoped to approximate- the exact field 
functions will be called the "continuity functions". These can be 
written as ■
» 3 " 1,2,...,N (1*7)
i-1
V'V
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(Wj)where O'. denotes that the argument function O', is approximated by 3 3a linear combination of m. number of "co-ordinate functions" , g.. , and3 3^e .. are undetermined time dependent eonotants (or, the "basis" of the
linear combination),
The possibility of the foregoing representation is the subject of ;
the theory of series expansion of arbitrary functions, and it is well
documented in Ref,(7), It can be shown that any function continuous in
the interval of its definition can be approximated arbitrarily closely
by a linear combination of a system of "complete" functions in this
interval. The definition of a complete system of functions is beyond the
scope of the present analysis. However, it may suffice to note that, a
system of functions can be said to be complete if any continuous function
can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a linear combination of them.
Then, from Weierstrass'.s Theorem it is seen that the powers_ 2 3
form a complete system of functions in every interval a 4 z < b . 
Throughout the analysis it will be assumed that the co-ordinates in the 
linear combination (1.7) ie,, g^^ , are the simple powers and occur in 
their natural sequence.
The equation (1.7) in matrix notation becomes
(mJj"j
where e
O'. ■< - G. e. , j . 1,2,....N (1.8)
J  J O
■
But
1 2 • • ~ N
Substituting the equation (l.S) into the foregoing equation
cr - G e (1.9)
where * " (®l ®2 ' ' ' ® N )
« “ P l  «2 • • • ®nJ
Hence, the approximated energy equations will be reduced to finite^quadratic 
forms in the basis e.. , namely,31
A4 « -J- e^ k e (1.10)
T (1.11)
where
Ic - r ( A » G  )^.\D. A *  G . az (1.12)
Jq
ih a ^  ( B p G  )^. Q,. B p G  ., dz (1.13)
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In the Rayleigh-Ritz method, the analysis essentially ends at this 
stage. For, all the essential boundary conditions are prescribed at the 
beginning of the problem by the selection of argument functions in the 
Ritz space and, therefore, the basis j = 1,2.,,,N, are independent,
Renee, the application of the Hamilton's Principle to equations (l«10) |
and (l.ll) would be permissible, j
In the present analysis, however, the Hamilton's Principle cannot > 
be invoked at this stage. Because, by imposing constraints on the 
system,it is possible to find relations between , and hence the 
latter cannot be subjected to arbitrary variations. This can be 
overcomed by the transformation of the original basis to an independent 
set as follows,
r • / r « l,2,,«,,]Rj ^
• ( k - >
represent the k th derivative of the argument function CJ\ at a point
r (subsequently called a "node"; if a node belongs to the boundary of
the beam it is termed a "terminal" node, otherwise it is called an
"internal" node) on the beam (see Fig.1,1), The number of nodes,
R., and the number of successive derivatives, q . , at a node r, will 3 3^be subjected to the following restrictions;
Restriction 1. The number of all qt^ , must be equal to the number of3the undetermined constants e^^ in the linear combination (1,7), ie,.
R.
“ j  •  2 _   ^ ^ V  )r=l
Restriction 2. The set O' ^  , must at least include those terms which3»^ \are associated with the geometric boundary conditions imposable on the
beam, for every argument function O*^  ,
Let , denote,similarly,the values of 0*^ , as obtained from 3»*Ç / 3,K 'the equation (1.8), Clearly
"^Ik - i . k  ®j
Going through the values of k, for a fixed r and j, let
I
' /Going through the values of r in the foregoing equations, for a
fixed j, let ' _
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. . . ■\S“ 1 (1.15)J  ^ J V w I
Cj - |^(Cjf (Cjf . . , (C^)^ (1.16)
Similarly, for j » 1,2,.,,,N , let
^ - K  "^ 2 -• • • -^n } (1-17)
c ” pi Cg . . . CjjJ (1.18)
Then the equations (,L* 14) are compactly vrritten as
4L . 0, «j , j-l,2,,..,N (1.19)
or, “V? = C e (1.20)
From the "restriction 1", it is clear that C is a square matrix. Also, 
since the co-ordinate functions are complete and occur in their natural 
sequence, the matrix C is non-singular. Hence from equation (l,20)
e = » D ASt (1,21)
where D « C*”^  is written for typographical simplicity. It should
be noted that
® “ p i  (1,22)
where D . = cT^ .J J
Substituting the equation (l,2l) into the equation (1.9)
c r ^ G D T ^  (1.23)
This result can be expressed, by a reverse process, by the following 
linear combination
”.i .^1r
- cr. = 7  J> .1)' k , j " 1.2,...,N (1.24)
J  i*.....  ■■■/r*=l k=0 ^
where, clearly , as the values ,0*^  , are assigned to the left hand side,J » r / \the right hand side will go through the parameters v  . . (subsequently
_  3 Icalled generalised displacements). The functions g. are called unit ' !
^rk jdisplacement functions. Hence, it is seen that the equation (1.24) can t
vanish only when all ^ vanish, ie,, the combination (1.24) is linearly
independent. Therefore, energy equations that will be obtained by the
substitution of the equation (l,2l) into the equations (l.lO) and (l.ll),
namely,
i (1.25)
T = i iPT M i)  ^ (1,26)
where
E = D? k D (1.27)
m /M - D m D ' (1.28)
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can be used in the Hamilton's Principle, Thus,noting that the motion 
is harmonic with circular frequency uJ , ie,, 1/ « cosu>t , and the 
matrices K and M are symmetric
( K M )T> « 0 (1.29) '
or, Z - 0
The symmetric matrices K,M and Z are called the stiffness, inertia and | ■Idynamic-stiffneOS matrices of the beam, respectively, |
The essential boundary conditions can now be applied directly to the *Aequation (l,29), since by the restriction 2 the vector 1/ contains all the 
necessary terras. Obviously, this will involve the deleting of the rows and 
columns of the dynamic-stiffness matrix,Z,corresponding to such constraints. 
The equation (1.29) can be considered as an approximation to the actual 
field equations. On the other hand, it is also the correct equation for a 
finite degrees of freedom system (subsequently called a model) which idealises 
the actual continuum. Implicit in the preceding analysis are the notions 
of the basic and improved models, which are discussed in the next articles,
1.2.1 The Basic Model
The basic beam model can be defined conveniently by the concept of
"basic nodes", A node r is called a basic node if the number q. is suchr 3 ^that there'Corresponds a force to every O' . . , Then, the basic modelJI his that which contains only basic terminal nodes.
The number q. of the basic model, say q ., obviously depends on a 3^ . 3particular problem under consideration, for example, let the argument
functions CT^  and CJg represent the vibrational displacements in two
perpendicular directions of a pre-twisted beam with symmetric cross-sections*
Then there will be a unique correspondance only between the displacements
(includes rotations) q , O ^   ^ , O g  q , Or%  ^ , and the forces
(includes moments) acting at the node r. Therefore "q^  *• "q^, ** 2. In 
general, if corresponds to the flexural (according to the Bernoulli- 
Euler theory) component of the motion then q^ » 2, and if it corresponds 
to the torsional (according to the St,-Venant theory) component then q^ “ I, 
The size of the basic dynamic-stiffness matrix, or the degrees of 
freedom given to the beam, will be 2.( q^ + q^ + , , . + "q^  ), since 
the basic model has only two basic terminal nodes. It is interesting to 
note that this number equals the number of independent constants of 
integration in the exact field functions,
1.2.2 Improvements of the Basic Model
In order to improve the basic model properties it is necessary to
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provide means which will enable the inclusion of an icreased number of 
terms in the linear combination (l.?) corresponding to the basic model.
Two such means are directly deduced from the analysis of article 1,2,
A third one,called the Internal Parameter method, is also given,
1.2.2.1 ' The Internal Node Method |
)In this method the degrees of freedom given to the basic model is \
increased by introducing nodes in the region 0 4 z < L of the beam in
such a way that to every •O'^ , associated with such a node, there 
corresponds a force component. This limits the maximum number of degrees 
of freedom that can be given to an internal node, to that of the basic 
nodes. However, advantageican also be gained by using "degenerate" 
internal nodes, ie,, nodes that are given less degrees of freedom than 
that of basic nodes, especially in the vibration problems of beams vdiere 
flexural and torsional motions are coupled.
The positions of the internal nodes can be choosen arbitrarily. As 
long as the number and nature of the internal nodes are kept constant, the 
eigenvalues will be independent of any variations of their positions, 
since such changes are equivalent to co-ordinate transformation and do not '
alter the energies of the system.
1.2.2.2 The Highex* Derivatives Method
This improved model contains only external nodes that are given more
number of degrees of freedom than that of basic nodes, by the inclusion
of the successive derivatives 0"^  _ , . as the
additional generalised displacements. No forces, however, can be associated 
with these extra co-ordinates.
This approach can be incorporated with the internal node method. The 
procedure is self-explanatory, and the corresponding mathematical analysis 
is already given in article 1,2,
1.2.2.3 The Internal Parameter Method
Refined models can also be derived by a linearly independent extension
of the unit displacement functions g . (see equation (1,24)), Let the^rknew approximating function thus obtained be
q
. . + 1. , >1,2 N
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where, for simplioity it is assumed that the basic model is being 
improved, and
i-1
where h.. are undetermined parameter and f... are some functions of z.
Evaluating the values of CT^ . (r«=l,2; kwO,!,,,,,q.) it is seen thatJ 3
j,k - ' “ j.k + fjUk
Therefore, f. , = 0 , (r=l,2; k=0,l,,,.,qj) , (l.3l)3
This result gives 2q. conditions. The remaining s.-2q. constants h..3 3 3 3^
in equation (I.30) can be obtained by giving 8^-2^ number of values 
to the argument function(and/or its derivatives) at a number of points 
on the beam. Having thus determined f^ the dynamic-stiffness matrix 
can be derived as explained earlier. Evidently, this approach can be 
incorporated with the other two methods,
Bolotin^^^), Hurty(^^*^^), and A r g y r isproposed, independently, 
similar methods for the refinement of basic elements. The first two 
authors define the functions which extend the unit displacement functions 
as satisfying the equation (l.3l), and the remaining constants are 
obtained by considering displacements of internal points of the beam 
relative to the terminal nodes. Argyris, on the other hand, imposes the 
additional restraints that the extending functions also satisfy the zero 
force and moment conditions at the terminal nodes.
1.3 P i e c e w i s e  A p p r o x i m a t i o n  o f  t h e  
F i e l d  F u n c t i o n s  { F i n i t e  Ê E l e m e n t  
M e t h o d
The methods discussed in the preceding articles are based on the 
approximation over the whole region of a beam. Consequently, systemati­
cally improvable results,tie,, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, are obtained 
by the successive increase of the number of terms in the linear combina­
tion of the complete functions, A more powerful and versatile method of 
improvement of the results is based on the piecewise approximation of
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the field functions. In effect this corresponds to segmenting the beam 
into a number of elements, whose motions are then synthesised through 
the conditions of compatibility of displacements and equilibrium of 
forces, to obtain the beam motion.
Consider a beam segmented into n number of elements. Let i=0,l,,..,n 
be%ounter for all segmentation points, as shown in figure 1,2a, the |
points i=0 and i«=n referring to the ends of the beam. If the beam is \
"divided" into elements as shown in figure 1,2b, a typical element i \
having the terminal nodes i-1 and i (or, simply the element i), can be 
considered as executing forced vibrations, the motion being excited by 
the adjacent portions of the beam. The dynamic properties of the element 
i will be determined by its potential and kinetic energies, and the work 
of the external harmonic forces, and can be idealised by the Displacement 
Method described in article 1.2,
The fir^t step in the analysis is the derivation of all element 
dynamic-stiffness matrices. The synthesis of the beam motion can then be 
accomplished conveniently either by deriving the beam dynamic-stiffness 
matrix from component matrices, or by the Equivalent Transfer Matrix . 
concept. Similarly, Equivalent lleceptance Matrices could be used, too. 
However, this does not exhibit any advantages over the other two techniques.
1.5.1 Assembly of Element Dynamic-Stiffness Matrices
For the present it will be convenient to denote the properties of 
an element i by a superscript i. Then the same symbol without the .• - 
superscript i will refer to the whole beam. This notation, however,will 
be dropped after this article.
From the equations (1.25) and (1.26) the&potential and kinetic 
energies of the element i become
where
f  . . '
V ( A «  g' 5)^ . A o< e' . dz .
0
. r
m' = (D')'" j ( B P g' f. Q,' . B p G^ . dz . ^
0
The matrices D and G are also incorporated by the superscript i because 
the continuity functions of the elements need not be the same for every 
element.
where
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Let Q be the vector of all generalised forces acting on the 
element i. It is assumed that and have a one-to-one corres­
pondance, although the former may have a number of elements equal 
to zero. The work done by the external forces, will be
1%^
Hence, the Hamiltonian of the element is 
« T^ -
and the Hamiltonian of the whole beam will be
6 "  6 r '
This equation in matrix notation becomes
H " ( .Q (1.32)
19^ . . , iJi"]Ï -  Ilf . . . ic“JM - f if . , . . m"J
Q - [ q  ^ . . . Q“ }
However the supervector is not independent, as the vectors 
and , i-l,2,...,n-l , will have common terms on account of the
conditions of analytical continuity at the joints. Let be a vector 
containing all the independent displacements of the beam. Then a trans­
formation, say P , having either zero or unit elements can be formed 
satisfying the following relation
W  = r  I) (1.33)
The corresponding transformation of the generalised forces can be \
obtained from the fact that the work done by the forces Q on virtual 
displacements is equal to the work done by the transformed force 
vector,Q, on virtual displacements , ie,,
( ^  f @  (1,34)
Substituting from equation (1,33) for
( Q )^ . r  = Q^. gs
Therefore Q = q (1.35)
Substituting the equation (1,33) into the equation (1.32) and noting the 
equation (1.34), the Hamiltonian of the beam is written in terms of the 
independent vector ,namely /
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" 2  "Ù- ^  M l) - i K '\^  + -\3^ (1.36)
where
K . r^ K r  (1.37)
M - r ’^ M r (1.38) ,
are the assembled stiffness and inertia matrices, respectively. J
On invoking Hamilton's Principle >
( K i5l + M Ü )  - Q
For small vibrations of a conservative system vibrating with a circular 
frequency co y the foregoing equation gives
( K - CJO^  M ) 0  « 0 (1.39)
or, Z '5 *= 0
where Z is the assembled beam dynamic-stiffness matrix.
The geometric boundary conditions can now be applied simply by 
deleting the rows and columns of the matrix Z corresponding to the 
constrained beam displacements. The resulting eigenvalue problem will 
be symmetric and can be solved efficiently by using a Similarity 
Hethod^^^), e.g., the Jacobi Method, However, before the application 
of the latter it is necessary to transform an eigenvalue equation of 
the type (A- XB)X=0 to the form (C-‘Xl)Y=0, vdiere A, B, C are symmetric 
matrices, I is a unit matrix, and X, • Y are eigenvectors. Two methods of 
doing this are show in appendix 5.
In general, the methods described in article 1,2 can be used in 
the piecewise continuous approximation of the field functions with the 
following effects:
i) The use of basic elements is the minimum requirement for the solution 
of a vibration problem. Only the derivatives that occur in the essential 
boundary conditions will be made continous at the junction points, \
ii) The internal node and internal parameter methods retain the basic 
continuity conditions, but provide a means of improving the functional 
approximation for the elements,
iii) The method of higher derivatives will obviously enable_a piecewise 
approximation where the derivatives higher than the basic ones can Tie 
considered in the smoothing of the approximations.
iv) A "mixed" formulation will achieve the above effects similtaneously.
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In practice the assembly of the beam stiffness and inertia 
matrices as indicated by the equations (l*37) and (1,38) can be done 
by inspection.
1,3,2 Assembly of Elements by the Equivalent Transfer Matrices
The use of internal nodes, internal parameters and higher 
derivatives increases the size of the element dynamic-stiffness 
matrix, and consequently the beam dynamic-stiffness matrix may become 
large enough to test the storage capacity of medium sized digital 
computers. In such cases a full advantage of the symmetric eigenvalue 
problem given by the direct assembly of the element matrices cannot be 
taken, and a frequency iteration type solution has to be used. Then 
the following modifications on the already derived element dynamic- 
stiffness matrices may be advantageous,  ^^
Consider a beam element i , as shown in Fig,^, whose displacement 
vector is assumed to contain, in addition to the basic displacements, 
a number of higher derivatives, displacements of internal nodes, and 
internal parameters. The generalised forces can be associated only 
with the basic displacements and there acts no external forces at the 
internal nodes. Hence, the element dynamic-stiffness matrix can be 
written in the following partitioned form
(1.40)
where and denote the vectors of basic displacements at the nodes 
i and i+i, and are the forces associated with these displacements,
is the vector of all displacements with which no forces can be 
associated. The foregoing equation can be represented by two equations, 
namely.
Zll 4 4 '
^21 ^22 gT32 • 0
_Sl ^32 ■ X %
«A 11 3 1
'33 .
'22 -  [ '21
^ A +
T 1
31 j' A
L^32.
(1.41)
(1.42)
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The elimination of the vector from equations (1.42) and
(l*4l) gives
'%ii- T T -1, T 1 51 ^21^22"52 A "
*31" *32*22*21 *33" *32*22*32 A
(1.43)
Hence the size of the dynamic~stiffuess matrix is reduced to that of 
the basic element. The penalty one has to pay for this is that the 
algebraic eigenvalue problem resulting from the assembly of the reduced 
dynamic-stiffness matrices will no longer be a pimple one, ie,, its 
elements will be polynomials of the frequency.
Let the equation (1,43) be written in the following notation
■*AA *ab'■•^ a'
«B _*BA *BB_
(1,44)
Using the sign convention of the figure 1,3b, ie,, putting 
the foregoing equation can be put in the form
% ' =
«B
or. . ;
b^ a" b^ b a^ b ’^a a “^BB %AB
A '
R.A
(1,45)
RA
where ^  is the equivalent transfer matrix of the dynamic-stiffness 
matrix (l,43).
If the beam is divided into n elements, denoting the ends of the 
beam by the subscripts 0 and n, it is easily shown that
n
Ruj ( )i=n R,
where is the equivalent transfer matrix of the i th element.
By inserting the end conditions in the foregoing equation a 
frequency determinant can be found. This is solved by iteration. 
During the course of this research no occasion that forced the 
use of equivalent transfer matrices has arisen due to the strong 
convergence characteristics of the dynamic-stiffness matrices used. 
However,'it is found invaluable in the analysis of article 1,5, in 
expanding infinite determinants*
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1.4 I l l u s t r a t i v e  E x a m p l e a
In deriving element dynamic-stiffness matrices, it is important 
that the potential and kinetic .energies are expressed in dimension- 
less quantities. This, not only simplifies the numerical calculations, 
but also provides an additional generality in the analysis,
I)1,4,1 Torsional Vibrations According to the 5
ISt,-Venant Theory
The potential and kinetic energies of this problem can be written
as
• ) (cr')*dx (1.46)
1
T  =  ^ ( O',)* d%- (1.47)
0
where X » z /-£ , 0^ denotes the torsional twist 0  , and the beam'ia
assumed to be uniform.
The continuity function is taken in the form 
- “1
CT^ CT B 0  n \  e^. (1.48)Ijjj=l
where is the number of degrees of freedom given to the element, e^j
are the undetermined constants and, in the notation of equation 1.7,
gjj " , Thus •
Gj = G = ^1 % (1.49)
From the equations (l,12) and (I.I5), whose terms can be easily 
inspected from the equations (1.46) and (l.4?), respectively, it can 
be shown that ^
k [ (Gr)T g ' die , (1.50)
^ “*0
1
m { G^ G d X  (1,51)
' ^
' The derivation of the stiffness and inertia, and hence the dynamic- 
stiffness, matrices will depend on the geometric transformation matrix 
*a C, which in turn depends on the number of internal nodes and/or 
higher dervatives employed in the analysis, For simplicity, consider 
a basic element, ie,, *=2, Then only O'j q and , where
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i and x+1 refer to the ends of the element, may be considered in the 
element displacement vector. But, from equation (l,48)
^1,0 “ ®  i " *ll'l + ®12'®
°lIo - =11-1 + °12'1
or, in the notation of article 1,2, « Ce, where i^-t-1 |
e - ^e^^ e^gj , and C = ^  1 oj , Therefore
0] (i.K)
Substituting equations (l.gO), (l,5l) and (1.52) in the equations
(1,27) and (l,28), the following dynamic-stiffness matrix is obtained
(1.53)1 — 2 ^  —1 — S—1 — ^ 1 — 2 ^
where 6,
A number of more complicated models found for the St.—Venant 
beams are presented in article 1,5*
The assembly procedure will be demonstrated by a beam divided into 
three basic elements, as sho’im below
/3
0 1 1 2 2
f3i The supervector of all element displacements (see equation l,]/t) is
a a^  “ {®0 -1 “2 
while the independent beam vector is
“ ll^ O ®1 do % \
Clearly, 1)1 » P  iS , or
& 03]
r ® o i ** 1 0 . 0 0
®i 0 1 0 0
®i 0 1 0 0r 0 0 1 0
<52 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
^0
©1
®2
%
Hence, the rectangular matrix is the required assembly matrix F* occuring 
in the equation (l,3/^ ). The extension of schematism to the general 
case is straightforward.
1,4.2 Flexural Vibrations According to the 
Timoshenko Theory
The starting point is again the potential and kinetic energy
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equations, which have the following non-dimensional forms
ElfiX (u i cr^fj.a-K
u
03 ( B. 6 -2  + & i u k
(1.54)
(1.55)
where and (Tg denote the average rotations and average displacements, \ 
In the conventional theory these quantities represent the bending.glope, * 
and total deflection («deflection due to bending * deflection due to 
shearing). Let
h'X hK B " il
w 0|g'
A « |l(D-
o-.
Then the equations (l,54) and (l,55) can be written in the forms of
equations (1.5) and (1.6), respectively.
The derivation of an element dynamic-stiffness matrix will depend
on the forms of continuity functions. Any form of the latter can be
selected with appropriate choice of internal nodes and/or higher
derivatives. For example, it is assumed that continuity functions are
required in the following forms
k
j-1
■ S 0 -s” (3/« fii Ô
0 1 0 1 0 1
-S 0 s_ z ■( ^ 1  2^ } â= | Ô - ^  Ô-g
fi 1 o' P “ F  \JLo 0 1_
cr.
cr.
>  * i j -
4Ej=i ®2j* ^ 0-1
“ ®1®1
®2®2
(1.56)
(1.57)
Since the total number of undetermined coefficients is eight, the vector 
of nodal displacements must contain eight elements'. This can be done 
by taking two basic internal nodes, ie,,
' ^ 2 l ' W l  O ' F  O'! 0'^ ^2 ' O-g+lj (1.58)
Clearly, a number of combinations of internal nodes and higher derivatives 
are also possible. In all cases, however, the matrices k and m of
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equations (l.l2) and (I.I3) will be the same for the functions (1,56) 
and (1*57). By substituting the latter equations into the former 
equations, it can be shown that the matrices k and ra are as follows
T , i.T *S.^i + (G^) G^
k «
,ni
m  I --S.G3 «2
0
-d'K'. |>OlP
/ * vT •S.fQg) Gg
3
Elr
• dv. I
Now, consider the case of two internal nodes. The undetermined 
coefficients are transformed into the elements of the vector (1,58)
^ 1 - [ai 1JL
o-r*-
i+l
.
• f .
1 0 0
1 K
1 % ' X
1 1 1
11
12
13
14
V l
where 0 ^  ^denote the positions of internal nodes. 'Similarly,
= {^2 crX. «2®2
Thus X ' 0
A
*=
_ ®2_
and, therefore, D = * Then from the equations \
(1,27) and (l,28) the dynamic stiffness matrix becomes
Z«B^(k-Xm)D 
where X  is the frequency parameter.
With the internal nodes dividing the beam into equal portions, ie., 
and the dynamic-stiffness matrix for a uniform beam will be
as shown in Table 1.1. Some results obtained using this matrix are 
given in Table 1.2, It is seen that the speed of convergence of the 
eigenvalues is very good. This method has also been applied, by the 
author, to doubly tapered Timoshenko beams with noteworthy succesg.
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Table 1.1
Non-Dimensional Dynamic-Stiffness Matrix for Timoshenko Beams
^11 I ^21
'21
’11 6216 + 128.S
- 128.RX 
■7938 7 ”99. S ~
~__99.RX 
"2268 - ”36.S ” 
+ 36.RX 
I  546 + ""19 .S “
-  19.r X
'22
'21 840 1 1 Symmetric
-1197 T 0 T  rJ. .1 1.504 I-.1701 1 0 1
- 147 7 504 C 1197 7-840 i I
I Symmetric
“18144*^ -T6487s”” f” "*
— 648.RX|
X2474” 8i 7s”  j~18144””+ ”6487s”” 
+ 81 .rX | -  648.R X“ 2268”-”” 367s” j”-7958”+” 997s” 
+ 36.R X1 -  99.RX
.8
*^6216 + 128; S 
- 128.R>
22 6216.8 - 128.x  1 1 :
-7938.8 - 99.X]^ 18144.S - 648 .x  y Symmetric
2268.8 + 36. x  1- 12474.8  + 81. Xl 18144.8 -  648. X I
-  546.8 - 19. x  y 2268.8 + 36. X j - 7938. S -  99. X |  6216.8 -  128A
Table 2.1
Eigenvalues of Clamped-Pree Uniform Timoshenko Beam with
R « 0.0025 
S « 100.00
Frequency
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
Number of Elements Exact 
Ref.(33)
lo
Error 
at 4 
Elements
Parameter ■ 
MODE 1 2 3 4
1 11.73 11.69 11.69 11.69 11.69 0.00
2 483.61 347.91 346.67 346,51 346.47 0.01
3 3817.23 2146.50 2000,59 1993.54 1991.27 0.11
4 43196.54 7009.24 5762,75 5575.03 5548,52 0.48
5 54436.58 15797.79 12349.41 11590.00 11296,33 2.60
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1,5 C o n v e r g e n c e  P r o p e r t i e s
The accuracy which may be obtained by the Finite Element method 
depends directly on the extend -to which the continuity functions are 
able to approximate the actual field functions. The analytical 
continuity conditions at junction points are prescribed , and, 
therefore, as the number of elements is increased the closer will the ieigenvalues and eigenvectors get to their exact values. Also, since \
the approximation is of the energy type, the convergence of the eigen­
values will start from an upper bound. This is usually explained by 
the fact that the continuity functions cannot represent the actual 
field function exactly, and any variation from the exact shape can be 
thought of as resulting from the application of internal constraints, 
which have the effect of stiffening the mod|rl thus producing higher 
eigenvalues.
In the preceding analysis a number of techniques, which are in 
effect devices for improving the functional approximation of the field 
functions, have been presented for the develop/ment of finite beam 
models. The "best" model will in general differ for each individual 
problem. However, in coupled vibration problems of beams an estimation 
of the "best" model can be made by studying the convergence charac^- 
teristics of the component motions, ie., bending and torsion vibrations, 
independently, v
1.5*1 Torsional Vibrations
In this case closed solutions of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
at n elements can be found. The method is given in Appendix 4, and 
consists of finding an equivalent transfer matrix as sho^m in theiii 
article 1.3,2 , whereby reducing the assembly procedure to consecutive \
multiplication of element matrices. It is not, however necessary to 
derive the transfer matrix, for the frequency equation can be obtained 
from the elements of the reduced element dynamic-stiffness matrix. The 
procedure is explained for basic elements, and results obtained for 
various higher order models are then summarised,
i, Basic elements (model Tl) : Consider the dynamic-stiffness
matrix (1.53), namely,
- 1 - 2 S  -1 - & 1 , 6 . A g / 6
—1 — 6 1 — 2 ^
From the application of equations (A4.3) and (A4.13)
( 1 — 2 4^ ) + ( —1 — 5 )*• cos « 0 
where « ( 2r+l )7T/ 2n, r » 0,l,..,,n-l for clamped-free beams, and
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oc « rTT/ n, r « l,2,,.*,n for froe-froe and clamped-claïupod beams, 
and n denotes the number of elements. Hence
>, = 6. J_=-£22£i- (1.59)
By writing
0
COSO(= 1 +
2 + cosCC
2jl
j=l
it can be shown that the series expansion of a function of the type
A 1 - cosOCAg) = c. ----------
is given by
A e
a + b*cosOC
 £ ap( 1 + A, o(.^ + + , * . ) (l.6o)
2(a + b) ^
where A^ « / X. , j « 1,2,..., and X^ is the coefficient of oc
in the binomial expansion of
2j
-1
For example, A ^ = ( 5 b - a ) / l 2 ( a + b )
Ag = ( 6lb^ - 28ab + a^ ) / 36o( a + b )'
Hence the equation (l,59) becomes2
0 Ot^( 1 + OX ^ oc12 
2 \
360 (1.61)
The exact values of jTZg « n are given by
( r + -g- )^.Tr^ « n^ for clamped-free beams, and
2 2 2 2 r , TT « n for clamped-clamped (or, free-free) -;
beams. Thus, from the equation (l,6l) it is seen that as n -+oo , the
finite element solutions converge to the exact values uniformly.
ii. Elements with one internal node (model T2)
Element continuity function 
Element displacement vector
« e^ +Xèg + X  e^
{0, a ®i.i} where
0 < 1 is the position of the internal node. Taking K,*= the
following dynamic-stiffness matrix is obtained 
7 — 4 i —8 — 2 S 1 + S
—8 — 2 ^  l6 — l6 S —8 — 2 ^  ! 10
1 + S —8 — 2 S 7 — 4 ^
(1.62)
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The corresponding reduced dynamic-stiffness matrix is 
15 - 52 & + 12 • -5 - 8& - 12
-5 - 8 i - 12 15 - 52 i + 124(1-4)
Hence, the frequency equation becomes
( 3 - cos c<) - 8( 13 + 2coso()A^+ 240( 1 - coso^ ) « 0
. . . (1.63)
It can be shoMfu that the smaller root of this equation converges 
to the exact values, whilst the other diverges to infinity,
iii. Elements with one internal parameter (model T3) : The function
X ( 1 - X) satisfies the zero displacement conditions at the nodes, 
and can be used in extending the unit displacement functions of the 
basic element, namely, 1 - K  and X  (these are obtained from the relation 
©  « G D15^ , where G and D are given by the equations (1.49) and (1.52), 
respectively). Then the same frequency equation as that for one internal 
node element will be obtained, Argyris's type internal parameter (see 
article 1.2.2.3) can be introduced by the function X*^ ( 1- X)“ which 
satisfies the zero displacement and torque conditions at the nodes of 
the basic element. The resulting dynamic stiffness matrix and the 
frequency equation will be
105( 1 - 44 ) -21^ -105( 1 + 2<J )'
-21 S 2( 1 -4) -21 4
-105( 1 + 24 ) -214 105( 1 - 44 )J (1.64)
where 4 » / 12 .
2(l9“Coso< ) ^ 0  - 120(5+coso^ ) ^ 0 + 1440( 1-GO'Soi ) « 0 
which again has one convergent and one divergent roots.
(1.65)
iv. Elements with two internal nodes (model T4) ;
Element displacement vector = |0^ 0;^  ^ 0;^  ^ ®i+l}
Element continuity function 0 « 0^+X^e^+
where 0 ^  X,  ^ <^ l are the positions of the internal nodes. Taking
Kj =4' and the following dynamic-stiffness matrix and frequency
equation are obtained
148-1284 -189- 994 54+ 364 - 13- 194
-189- 994 432-6484 -297+ 814 54+364
54+ 36 4 -297+ 814 432-6484 -189- 99 4
- 13- 19 4 54+ 36 4 -189- 99 4 148-128 4
where 4 « A 0 / 42 .
(4+cosot)'A| - 30(l8-cosoC + 36o(32+3cosot ) Ag, - 25200 ( 1-cos <<. ) « 0
. . . (1.67)
(l.6 6 )
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It should be noted that this equation and the equation (1,63) hold 
for any positions of internal nodes. The foregoing equation can be 
solved by Cardan's formulae, Thcqit can be shown that the smallest 
root converges to the exact eigenvalues, whilst the other two roots 
diverge to infinity as the number of elements is increased.
V, Elements with higher derivatives (model T5) :
Element displacement vector « 10^ 0^ ®ij.l ®i+l 1
^ o %Element continuity function
The corresponding dynamic
" 36-156 4 3-224
3- 22 4 4- 4 4
-36- 54 4 -3-135
. 3+134 -1+3 4
where 4 =Ag/ 14 . The I
-36- 54S 5+134"
— 3— 13 & —1+ 3 4
36-156 6 -5+22 &
- 3+ 22 4 4-4 4
(1.68)
size by the elimination of the displacements 0^ and , which are
not associated with nodal forces, leads to the frequency equation (1,6?)• 
However, as far as the displacement formulation is concerned, such 
solutions will be fallacious for this model. The correct values 
must be obtained by the dynamic-stiffness matrix assembly procedure.
The accuracy of the five models have been studied in detail.
Table 1.3 shows some typical results obtained for clamped-free beams.
The eigenvalues obtained by various models are compared against the size 
of the beam dynamic-stiffness matrix (or, the degrees of freedom given 
to the beam), which need to be solved. It is seen that all the higher 
models except the model Tj^are superior to the basic model. As it 
would be expected, two internal node elements give much better eigen­
values than the one internal node elements at the same number of degrees 
of freedom, especially for the higher modes of vibration. Two internal 
node elements and the higher derivative elements compete very closely.
In general, the latter yields slightly lower results.
The eigenvectors, on the other hand, are exact at the nodes 
considered, for all models. This can be seen from the equation (A4.14) 
of.Appendix 4.
It is interesting to note that in the foregoing equations (I.63), 
'(1.65) 'and (1.67) the terms occui^ng with the higher powers of A q  are 
small compared to the other terms. Thus, as an approximation, one can
write the following frequency equations
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Model Tl: 6.
Model T2: 30,
Model T3: A q « 12,
\ '. Model T4: ^0® 70,
? 4coacx ^  .EJ 0*.  ^1+ •" Jg— +
2/. (X^ cx'^° “■ ~U5 ÏÏÏS5 "
. ^*(1- ~  '' '
2 COSOt
1 — cosol
13 + cosol
1 cosol
5 cosol
1 cosol 2 4 I_______________2/, vx \ (T2"+3cS5 ^  - “Ï2S " essim - ' ' ' /
where the series on the right hand sides are obtained from the formula
(l.60). It is seen that the approximated forms of the higher upper
bound models give lower bounds to the exact eigenvalues, and better
approximations than the basic model (ie., model Tl). For the v/ell{2>Vkno\m lower bound model, namely Duncan's model, it can be sho^ ra that
9 ^ 2  42, (l “ cos 01)b3 ot (l- "Yg— * “5^ 01" ” •. * * )
ie,, this is a "dual" of the present basic model.
1.5,2 Bending Vibrations
Similar analysis can be carried out for the bending vibrations of 
. the Bernoulli-Euler beams. The closed forms of the frequency equations 
are, however, practically impossible to determine, and one is forced to 
use digital computers. '
The derivation of the element matrices follows the same pattern as
that for torsional vibrations, but now a basic node is given two degrees
of freedom (deflections and rotations). The dynamic-stiffness matrices ' 
for the basic, ono-intornal-node and one-higher-derivative uniform 
Bernoulli-Euler beam elements are shown in Table 1.6. .
The basic element for uniform beams has been studied by a number
of authors. A r c h e r a n d  Leckie and Lindberg^^^^ derived, independently,
the basic element dynamic- stiffness matrix, and shown that it gives 
better results, ie., frequencies and mode shapes, than other methods such 
as Finite Differences method, Stodola method, Myklestadt's method and 
other methods where continuous beam parameters are physically lumped.(52)Uhrig; ' demonstrated that the basic element dynamic-stiffness matrix 
can be obtained by the expansion of the terms of the exact dynamic- 
stiffness matrix in powers of the frequency parameter A  . Leckie and 
Lindberg(^^) have also shown that the error of the eigenvalues in this
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idealisation is proportional to l/n^, where n is the number of elements, 
for all boundary conditions. Clearly, this error law would be valid 
when a uniform convergence level has been reached. In general this is 
attained by the first four eigenvalues, after 4 or 5 elements.
Tables 1,4a to 1.4d are prepared to indicate the typical improvements 
that can be expected when using one-internal-node and one-higher-dorivative | 
elements in vibration problems of uniform Bernoulli-Euler beams. It is | 
seen that the improvements vary with boundary conditions amd modes of *
vibration, and are substantial especially for the higher modes.
The internal node and higher derivative elements compete closely. The 
choice between the two models would depend on the type of data required 
from the eigenvectors. In the present analysis the internal node method 
is preferred, for it provides more points for plotting the beam deflections 
and slopes. The higher derivative method will be more advantageous when 
moments and shear forces, as well as deflections and slopes are required.
An important feature of the higher derivative approximation is the 
possibility of imposing the natural boundary conditions. In Tables 1.4a 
to 1.4c eigenvalues obtained from the use of one-higher-derivative elements 
with moment imposition at the appropriate ends of clamped-free, clamped- 
pinned and pinned-pinned beams are shown, A particular case, namely the 
free-free Bernoulli-Euler beam, where the application of the higher 
derivative approximation with imposition of the natural boundary conditions 
can be effective, is given in Table 1.7, The results obtained by the use 
of the two-higher derivative elements are also included in this Table in 
order to demonstrate the effect of imposing all the natural conditions at 
the ends of the beam.
The basic, one-internal-node and one-higher-derivative finite element 
solutions obtained for clamped-free, slidiug-free, pinned-free and free- 
free wedges are compared in Tables 1.5a, 1.5b, 1.5c and 1.5d, respectively.' 
The explicit forms of these matrices are not included here, but can be 
inspected from the catalogue given in Appendix 5. For example, in the 
notation of the latter, the one-internal-node element dynamic-stiffness 
matrix for a beam tapered both in depth and width will be
4 2
I j
0=0 j=0
It is interesting to note that, at 8 degrees of freedom, the one- 
internal node element solutions improve the third eigenvalue of the clamped-
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free wedge obtained by the basic elements by 12.2fo, whilst the 
corresponding improvement in the case of the uniform beam is 1,3^*
The comparison of Tables 1.3 and 1.4a shows that the basic 
element approximation can be applied with higher accuracy for the 
case of bending vibrations than for that of torsional vibrations.
For example, at 8 degrees of freedom the percentage error of.the 
fourth mode eigenvalue of clamped-free beam for torsion is^ahout 18j&, 
whilst for bending it is about 3^. This fact is valuable in the 
analysis of vibrations of beams where the torsional and bonding 
vibrations are coupled due to the non-coilinearity of the shear centre 
and mass centre axes.
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Table 1.3, Torsional Vibrations
Eigenvalues of Clamped-Eree St.-Venant
Beams by Various Finite Elements Models,
Exact eigenvalues are 2,4674022.206661.6830
120.903
Degreesof
Freedom Mode
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
Tl T2 T3 T4 T5
1 1 3,00000
2 1 2.39666. 2.48596 2.616852 31,6891 32.1807 28.9621
3 1 2.52427 2.46774 2.467742 27.0000 23.3913* 23,39135 88.8603 109,141* 109.141
4 1 2.49927 2,46866 2.505312 24.8721 22.9462 25.12493 82.0727 77,0631* 79,4358*- 4 171.628 198.699* 147,247*
5 1 2.48776 2.46742 23,8939 22.24383 75.0000 63,04354 168.648 135.009
6 1 2.48153 2.46766 2.48429 2.467412 23,3699 22.3737 23,5517 22.23763 70.8756 64.5987 71.4925 63.0379*4 156,161 145,253* 153,248* 133,523*
7 1 2.47778 2.46742 23,0573 22.21153 68.5838 61.86364 147.000 122.772
8 1 2.47534 2.46748 2.476912 22.8559 22.2621 22.26213 66.7800 62.7527 67,43934 140.808 127.468 141.839
9 1 2.47367 2.46740 2.46742 22.7185 22.2097 22,20773 65.6902 61,8393 61.72954 136.539 122.772* 121.344
10 1 2.47248 2.46743 2.473492 22.6205 22.2299 22.69703 64.9165 62.1490/ 65.42134
L _ . .
133,499 124.059 134.880
* These values belong to the divergent branches of spectra
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Table 1,4
Bending Vibrations
a. Eigenvalues of Uniform CLAIŒED-EREE Beams by Various Finite Element Models
DegreesofFreedom
C3 c= B  0  c= S3 cs c: c: ce 
2
Mode
12
BasicElements
s es ss B  cs ss ss s: B  es= c= 1
12.48001211.50
Internal
NodeElements
: es s; S  IS CS S3 CS C3 B  B  B  Ci
Higher Derivative Elements
Normalc= s  c: ss s: ss S3 (33 C3 BS ce e
Force
Imposed« ra ea s: S3 s: s = s  B  c;
3 1 12.36242 494.019
3 4194.55
4 1 12.3743 12.3624 12.36242 493.794 490.966 490.966
3 5648.59 4012.97 4012.984 47584.2 79358.7 79358.5
6 1 12.3648 12.36242 480.715 485.5293 3902.04 3828.034 19788.3 15197.3
7 1 12.36242 485.526
3 3823.054 15028.6
8 1 12.3634 12.36242 486.651 485.520 '
3 3865.72 3816.524 15044.9 15032.0
9 1 12.36242 485.520
3 3806.754 14669.2
10 1 12.3624 12.36242 486.003 485.5203 3833.94 3806.694 14962.1 14661.6
12 1 12.3624 12.36242 485,520 485.520
3 3806.72 . 3806.594 14639.5 14618.5
SSCSSBSSBSCSaSCSS ssBseBssssesBBSSces
Exact eigenvalues are..(53) 12.3624485.520
3806.5514617.3
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Table 1,4
Bending Vibrations
b. Eigenvalues of Uniform CLA1I1T)D»PINNED Beams by Various Finite Element Models
KSS58t=CS:8SSse=
DegreesofFreedom
C= C3 C3 s: s =3 != c: c: c= 
1
Mode
SCSBdCSBC:
1
S3 B S3 &5 £3 SS= B C: S= BCS :
BasicElements
420,000
Internal
NodeElements
sSSESSSBSCSBSSSBCSC»
Higher Derivative Elements
Normal ForceImposed
2 1 238,48202 2575.057
3 1 242,143 238,182 238,1822 3411,27 2572.89 2572,893 24223,3 32827,7 32828,9
5 1 238.662 237.7232 2584,52 2501,95.3 14034,2 11022,5 •4 51914.4 52673,8
6 1 237,7232 2500,48
3 10993.74 32651,7
7 1 238,021 237,7212 2527,73 2496,55
3 11562.9 10876.44 40070,4 31906,7
. 8 1 257,7212 2496,60
3 10887.54 31997.5
9 1 237,850 237.7212 2509.69 2496,573 11101,6 10884.0■ J ■' 4 33433,5 31957.4
11 1 237.721 237.7212 2496,49 2496.493 10868,1 10868,64 31803,1 31032.9
Exact eigenvalues are (53) 237.7212496.49IO867.63178O.I
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Table 1.4
Bending Vibrations
c. Eigenvalues of Uniform PINNED--PXN1ÆGD Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models
« m a  ss Ks s  Kt e  K  ka
Degreesof
Freedom
B B S : B S 3C B B a c
2
s3BaoancsE3S
Mode
S Û
12
BS ks S3 sa a  ta la B  B  ca ta B  c
BasicElements
s:e:tscs=s=Bs:sC3ssst
120.0002520,00
p a  S3 £s E5 c= a: cs cs t= cacc a
InternalNodeElements
:BBBSSC3 8 S : B S S C 3£
: £s e: C2 B  ca B  B  cs B  c; cs ts ta s= ES ts a; cs C3 cs £3 IS
Higher Derivative Elements
Normal
: SE SS S3 B= c: sa ES13 B  sr.
Force
Imposed
97.5484
1584.00
4 1 98.1793 97.4668 97.46682 1920.00 1571.77 1571.773 12130.7 17375.3 17374.54 40320.0 76168.5 76188.2
• 5 1 97.40932 1560.773 7972.334 25343.9
6 1 97,56702 1596.61
3 9720.004 35606.6
7 1 97.40912 1559.96
3 7936.884 25266.9
8 1 97.4600 97.4090 97.40912 1570.87 1559.45 1558.583 8181.12 7957.02 7901.424 30720.0 25148.8 . 25069.3
10 1 97.4284 97.40902 1563.71 1558.573 8015.95 7898.594 26098.8 25OI8.5
11 1 97.40922 1558.55' 3 7890.664
a S B B S S B S S a S S t S S B B B S S B B C a S : BSS3 SSSSBB SS C3 S3 B S S ca s; S31= B  ss cs sa ss B  ta
24972.4
c; S3 c: s: S B  S3 a  ES cs s
Exact eigenvalues are 97.4091
1558.557890.14
24936.7
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Table 1,4
Bending Vibrations*d. Eigenvalues of Uniform GlampGd->Clamped Beams
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
DegreesofFreedom Mode BasicElements(2n-2)
One 
Internal Node Elements • (4n-2)
One
HigherDerivativeElements
(3n-l)**
2 1 516.923 504.000 504.000
2 6720.00 3960.00 3960.00
4 1 504.667
' 2 3956.93
3 21405.0
4 84538.0
5 1 500.565
2 3815.71
3 14943.3
4 41200.9
Ô 1 501.894 500.564
2 3874.23 3810.91'
3 15248,7 14943.3 ■
4 54580.0 41166.1
8 1 501.022 500.564
2 3833.96 3803.58
3 15025.0 14654.7
4 41706.1 40280.3
10 1 500.564
' 2 3803.56 •
3 14636.4
4 40189.7
Exact eigenvalues are..(53) 500.564
3803.54
14617,6
39943.8
Expressions in brackets indicate the relationship between 
the degrees of freedom and number of elements, n.
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Table 1.5
Bending Vibrations
a. Frequency Values of the CLA11PED~FREE Wedgeby Various Finite Element Models
Internal
NodeElements
HigherDerivativeElements
Degrees BasicElementsModeFreedom
2,3090
4.07377.2201
2.3056
3.92995.71868.8640
2.30543.90005.48407.0828
Exact values are(64) : 2.306, 3.900, 5.484
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Table 1.5
Bending Vibrations
b. Frequency Values of the SLIDING-MiEE Wedgeby Various Finite Element Models
MISS S3 C3 C3 S3 cs C? la I
Degrees
3 c: E5 c= ca ts BS ss e d  B3 £S S= sa S3 S3 SS C3 S3 ca cs rSG C3 css d  S= C  CS S3 S3 S3 C3
Internal
ai3 CSC3C3B C 3a S 3C=C3C3Ga
Higherof Mode Basic Node Derivative
Freedom -O- Elements Elements Elements
■B Sa kS B3 S3 SB SS as X
3
a S3 BS BS CZ Cl ss d  &  
1
owtstscstscssscsigdcs
2.5708
3  Q  cs cs Es ts sa S3 C! GS CS d 3 S? &S S3 X3 CS CS SS S3 SB S5 SSS 6S
2 4.7842
4 1 2.57622 4.5119
3 8.5746
5 1 2.5684 2.56782 4.2578 4.2107
3 6.2879 6.03944 9.4531 10.3762
n 1 2.5679 2.5684i 2 4.2237 4.23583 5:9043 6.06194 8.0484 8.3738
9 1 2.5679 2.56782 4.2141 4.2087
3 5.8567 5.81164 7.5653 7.4594
10 1 2.56792 ' 4.2144
3 5.87314 7.7005
11 1 2.56782 4.2110
3 5.83444 7.4880
13 1 2.5678 2.5678 2.56792 4,2098 4.2087 4.2105
3 5.8234 5.8101 5.83214 7.4560 7.4009 7.5188
15 1 2.56782 4.2093- 3 5.81784 7.4363
16 1 2.56782 4.2094
3 5.81954 7.4541
17 1 2.5678 2,56792 4.2090 4.20873 5.8148 5.81004 7.4237 7^ .3985
Exact eigenvalues are(6&); 2.568, 4.209; 5.810
Table 1,5
Bending Vibrations
c. Frequency Values of the PINNÏÏD-FREE Wedge
by Various Finite Element Models
Degrees
B ts ES C3 csss fiS Cc= E3 sr: ts c= c= cs cs c= s cCS SSC3 S SS B ss c= ca n CS B
Internal Higherof Mode Basic Node Derivative• Freedom XI. Elements Elements ElementsliS t^SSKS SÜ H C— cvc
3
CSBCSCSSM*
1
SBBBCStSBBBCSSC
3.3613
S SS B S 8 S C= CS B B S3 B 3888888888888
3.3687
2 7.5887 6 .O865
5 1 3.3117 3.3019
2 ■ 5.0666 4.9922
3 7.9536 7.48634 12.5179 16.9117
6 1 3.3064
2 5.0537
3 7.1012
4 9.7804
7 1 3.3042
2 5.0042
3 6.76764 9.5469
9 1 3.3027 3.3019 3.30282 4.9806 4.9633 4.98353 6.6581 6.5836 6.72004 8.5409 8.3626 8.6886
11 1 3.30222 4.9712
3 6.62284 8.3177
12 1 3.30222 4.96993 6,62744 8.3918
13 1 3.3020 3.50192 4.9673 4.96303 6.6029 6.57374 8.2591 8.1791
15 1 3.3020 3.3020' 2 4.9654 4.96593 6.5914 6.59724 8.2306 8.2761
17 1 3.3019 3.30192 4.9645 4.96303 6.5848 6.5732
IS :a B Bis cs BB C3 cs s;
4
ssssssstscsis::
8.2119
B S C= B css BBSS C= CS£=
8.1676
88BB88888888: 5888888888888
Exact values are(64)î 5,302, 4.963, 6.573*
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Table 1.5
Bending Vibrations
d. Frequency Values of the FREE-FEEE Wedgeby Various Finite Element Models
C3 a cs » xs n o K3 ss
Degrees
aOISSSESCSBtSC3 CS CS S3 SS a Ca S3 ca C3 B2 C5= C3 CB BO B C= B S= » SS CSC
Internal
B 0 C3 S CS CS S3 ta CS G S3 n
Higherof Mode Basic Node j DerivativeFreedom JTL Elements Elements Elements■■BBSCsasBza
4
sBBtssaiaBC
1
=s ts Bs ca B cs s= s s c; c= sr
5,7201
BCSBOBOSSSOOOOCSSISSSStSOOSSOCSOB
5.69482 9,2650 7,1151
6 1 3.5933 3.57192 5.4452 5.3368
5 8.5340 8,46904 15.0524 21.0270
7 1 5.5804- 2 5.4076
3 7.59274 10.4694
8 1 3.57702 5.3284
3 7.21024 10,0607
10 1 3.5735 3.5718 3.57352 5.2955 5.2689 5.30073 7.0084 6.9202 7.09984 9.0671 8.7986 9.1500
12 1 3.57252 5.28153 6,96274 8,7069
13 1 3.57232 5.27933 6,97444 8.7912
14 1 3.5721 3.57182 5.2753 5.26843 6.9380 6,89884
. 8,6179 8,5273
16 1 3.5720 3.57202 5.2725 5.27503 6,9251 6.93254 8,5821 8,6467
18 1 3.5719 3.57182 5.2707 5.2684
3 6.9141 6.89784 8,5600 8,5055GB S3 a c=: c: x= == ss= ocsoBssscsooescssts
Exact values are(64): 5*572, 5.269,>6,898,
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nTable 1,6 
Dynamic-Stiffness Matrices 
for Various Flexural Finite Element Models
a, Basic Element
6-156 S
^ c= A  /840
Syjianetric j 
5- 226 , 2- 4^ I j
—6— 54 S j —J)—15 & I 6—156 S I
_ 5+ 13 & I 1+ 3I  Î -3-J' 22 6 J 2-46
b, Gne-Internal-Ncde Element ^ = ^/792
“ 2546-2092S, J Symmetric , 1
569- 114%  1" 166- 8 ^[* 1 I 1
-1792- 880 & ! -448-88 & J 5584-5652 & 1
960+ 160 S[ 160+12 S| 0 1 640-128 1
- 754- 262 & j-121-29 ^ 1 -•1792- 880 & 1 —960—160 S j 2546-2092i j
121+ 29^1 19+ 3 448+ 88 ^ 1 160+ 12 S 1 "■ 569+ 114^1 166-8 &_
c, One-Higher-Derivative Element
1200-21720 jI I
& z: "X /792
S y m m e t r i c
n -------------■ ----- —  — --------- J-----600- 5732 <S( 384- 852 & I
50 - 281 <51 22- 69 & I 6- 6Sj
 ---------- j _   ---------- ------- 1 -------- —    1 .—
-1200- 6000 SI -^600-1812 & I -50-181 i ; 1200-21720 &
600+ 1812 i I 216+ 532 6 ! 8+ 526; - 600+ 5752 S- —  —  — —J — --- —  —  —j-- - — ---1 —     -j
• 50- 181 &|- 8- 52 & I 1- 5 6 ; 30- 281 & I
■*   T --I ------- Y ---
584-852 & J
 ------“ 'j— '
- 22+ 69 SI 6—6 &
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Table 1.7 
Bending Vibrations 
Comparison of Eigenvalues Obtained by Higher 
Derivative Elements for a EREE-EREE Beam
C S3 E3 IS ES aa BS S  CS ES S3 fS Cfss ES s; a  s:; S  C3 CS CS a  Œ  C3 E= t3 c; S  S3 S3 O  C3 C3 :
One Higher 
Derivative Elements Two Higher Derivative ElementsDegrees Mode ForceImposed ForceImposed
500.6745816.70
Freedom Normal Normal
10
For thejexact eigenvalues see Tablel,4d
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Fig,1.1. Node Counting System
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SKCTIOM 2
2, APPLICATIONS TO P1Œ-TWI8TED BMIS
In this Section the general non-dimensional forms of the stiffness, 
inertia and dynamic-stiffness matrices for pre-tv/istod beams are 
presented. The analysis includes the effects of shear and rotatory 
inertia, the coupling of bending and torsion deformations due to the 
non-coilinearity of the shear centre and centroidal axes, and the double 
taper. Explicit forms of the matrices are given for basic elements, with 
polynomial approximation of argument functions which are taken to be 
displacements in the principal directions and torsional twist. The usé 
of the principal co-ordinates greatly simplifies the calculations and 
the subsequent computer programming. However, a method for transformation 
to a fixed co-ordinate system is shown.
According to the formalism of ibrticle 1.1, the potential energy of 
a beam is completely defined by the matrices A,«^,Cr,5) » the kinetic 
energy is similarly defined by the matrices B, ^  ,6*,^ . Therefore, in 
the following analysis the energies will be identified simply by 
specifying these quantities. It should, however, be noted that this 
notation is not introduced only for reference purposes. Their direct 
use in the derivation of the element stiffness, etc., matrices 
substantially simplifies the calculations.
The general expressions presented in this Section can be used when 
internal node displacements and higher derivatives are included in the 
element displacement vectors.
2.1 P r e - T w i s t e d  U n i f o r m  B e a m s \
The first part of this article investigates the bending-bending- 
torsion vibrations of uniform beams where the effects of shear and 
rotatory inertia are negligible. In the second' part these effects 
are taken into account,
Eor the co-ordinate system used the reader is referred to the 
figure A1.2.
2.1.1 The Non-Dimensional Dynamic-Stiffness Matrix for a 
Slender Beam with Non-Symmetrie Cross-Sections
The strain energy of the beam is^  assumed to be given by the
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equation (AI.25). Using the equations (AI.28) and (A1.29), the non- 
dimeusionalised form of this equation can be identified with the 
following-matrices
A !  LS x
COS0 sin9 0
-sin0 cos8 0
0 0
COS0 sinG 0
—sin0 COS0 0
0 0 1 - i
1 1 ij ^
The non-dimensionalisationjis ^ffected by
-k /e ^ « V /(!
CO80 -sin0 o"
sin0 COS0 0
0 0 1
(2.1)
u / e (2.2)r.and the resulting non-dimensional physical beam parameters occuring in
the foregoing equations are defined as follows
= ly I
A
%  / X X
< - 4 ’
E l  / GJ“x
Similarly, the kinetic energy given by the equation (A1.56) can be
made non-dimensional by the use of the quantities (2,2). The resuit
will be as follows •
B 5s p = "i 1 1
Q/ “ 1 0 -
0 1 ÊY . IJiOlP
_” ^X I
6- « ©' ; (2.3)
where = 4 / 2 ' &Y = Gy n . ^0 “ ^0 /p ' 4  " ^ g /P
and the following relationship between and 3^ is valid, namely, 
2
/
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The derivation of the stiffness and inertia matrices proceeds as 
described in Article 1.2. In this case the argument functions are,
cr, , o-g = $ , 0-^=0
ie., N = 3. It will be convenient to write the matrix, G, of the 
continuity functions (see equation 1.9) as
G.Yxe “ p Y G (2.4)
where Gj^ *=Gy, Gq=G^ and G^eGg , By using the conditions (l.l6) the 
transformation matrix, I), will be found as
^YX& “ p Y  ^X (^"5)
Hence, the stiffness and inertia matrices for this problem can be 
determined from the formulae (1,2?) and (l.2S), ie.,
^ 0 “ Y^X0 I
^^XX0 “ ^XX0 ^YX©) G  ^XXG " ^YX0 1 2 .7)
'0
The stiffness matrix is now obtained by substituting the equations 
(2.1), (2.4) and (2.5) into the equation (2.6), and performing the 
simple integration and matrix multiplications. The inertia matrix is 
obtained in the similar manner. The results of these operations are 
listed below
i. The stiffness matrix
4 x 6  “ 4 i <
4 i 4 a
4 i
ifK^2 4 3
E I■ T Gj (2,8)
where
K
K
11
21
31
= Ky + g^(4l)Ry -IL, + )0 ^0 0 ^0
= 2 ^  ( (N^  - 9 N  ) ^ - N ) ) ^ ^0 “0 -^ 0 *0 /
— S j )<  - 4  I
"1 ^3 ^2
K “ + s  ^ (4Ry - Hy + )Aq Aq Aq Aq
= - ^   ^ (l^ - #  IVrp ) “ 2^3 Vy j
1 ^  ^2
22
K,32
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
(2.8c)
(2.8d)
(2.8e)
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The matrices K_. , IL^  , , E^ . , ïl^. , are defined in
(2.8f)
0 0 *q '"q “0 0 "0 o
Ai’ticlo 2,2,2 by equations (2.30a) to (2.30h), The rest of the matrices 
in the foregoing equations have the following f'orms
^1
1
%  “ "^ 0 S (%
Ï .'P 11
G y  dx B y
%  = » 05S<%
T 'Gy dX Dy
G y  d X  B y
( Y -^X ) 
( Y ^ X  )
( Y ^ X  )
% ax B0
(2.9a) ] 
(2.9b)
(2.9c)
(2.9a)
The notation { Y ) after an equation implies that the same equation 
exists with all the Y s in it replaced by X. This notation will be used 
throughout this section,
ii. The inertia matrix
‘‘ï X 0 “ % ■ .
0
0
4  \ «0
• p o i e
where
M. bA \ GA G„ dK D,
M0
®y " "0 J “0 "y 
1
( y -»X )
0
(2,10)
(2,10a)
(2,10b)
iii. The dynamic—stiffness matrix 
^ 0
K
0
21
Symmetric
K22^ (2.11)
where
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4 l  “ M  V 4 v  - V  ) - %  I (2.11a)1 S  2
4 a  “ - $ i V 4  I ( 2 - i ib )1 ^  2
K33 “ (^*^4 + 1 / ^^ 0 ’ (2.11c)
and
^ p 'V^ y ■=* ly / ^ o^G-,
4  “ '4 / ^ 0  • “y “ ®y/'^o
> =  O ü ^ ^ q g . ^  /  El
The explicit form of the dynamic-stiffneas matrix (2,ll) will 
obviously depend on the continuity functions, ie,, Gy, G^, Gq .
Although there is a wide variety of complete sets which can be used in 
the approximations, the simple polynomials provide the simplest 
matrices with satisfactory accuracy, and when non-uniform beams are 
considered no additional difficulties arise in the integration process. 
On the other hand, any polynomial set, for example the Legendre 
polynomials, which can be reduced to the simple power series, will 
give the same dynamic-stiffness matrix as that obtained from the 
latter. The component matrices occuD^ing in the equations (2.8a) to 
(2.8f), (2.10), and (2.11a) to (2.11c) will be termed the "submatrices” 
of the approximation,
A catalogue of the submatrices of polynomial approximation is 
given in Appendix 5, from which a variety of stiffness, inertia and 
dynamic-stiffness matrices can be formed for basic and one-internal 
node flexural elements, basic and one, and two, internal-node torsional 
elements, and for any combination of these.
The explicit form of the basic dynamic-stiffness matrix resulting 
from the approximations
G = [1 k] 2Gy = [1 y /
G„ » [1 KX
and including the effects of rotatory inertia and shear displacements, 
is given in Table 2.1. From this, the basic form of the matrix (2.11) 
can easily be observed, /
v>
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2.1,2 The Non-Dimenaioiial Dynamic-Stiffness Matrix for a
Non-Symme trio Beam, Including the Effects of Rotatory 
Inertia and Shear Displacements
i. The kinetic energy due to the rotatory motion of cross-sections, 
expressed in principal co-ordinate system, is given fay the equation (A1.38), 
which when non-dimensionalised by the quantities (2.2), becomes \
B =
CT = H  ^ }
"V 0 0 V
0 1 -1 0
0 -1 1 0
0 0 V,
« ' 1 0 1 0 '
0 1 ' 0 1
•r4. eX (2.12)
The effect of rotatory inertia alone will effect the translational 
inertia matrix, given by the equation (2,10), only. It is noticed that 
in the foregoing equations only the co-ordinates and $ are present. 
This is a result of the simplifying assumptions made in the theory, 
which is presented in Appendix 1. The substitution of the continuity 
functions Gy and G^ into the general inertia matrix equation (l.28) 
will result in the following rotatory inertia matrix
& 11 021
21 22 I. e (2.13)
where#
IL = ,, + „
T.1 ^0 ^0
IL =^{N -VN ) 21 -^0 0
% 22
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.130)
^ See the equations (2.30) in the next Article for the definition of 
the matrices My , , Ry , , / and N, , 'O ^0/
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i]1and tho zeros are introduced to accomodate the torsional co-ordinate 0 
(and also, ^ and when the shear displacement is considered), With 
this notation the complete inertia matrix becomes
i^S:x0 “ \rx© %  (2.14)
ii. The effect of shear displacement.v.is such that both the |
translational inertia matrix (2,10) and the stiffness matrix (2,8) will \
be modified, Two methods ,of the finite treatment of beam vibration 
problems where the shear displacement effect is considered had been 
successfully applied by the author in relation to non-uniform Timoshenko 
beams. In the first method the static equations of equilibrium are used 
in forming the continuity functions, and the resulting basic element 
matrix is of the order 4x4, In the second approach .(see Article 1,4,2) 
the use of two internal nodes is made for permitting the approximation 
of bending slopes and total deflections by tvfo seperate cubic polynomials. 
The size of the element matrices in this case is 8x8, Both these 
methods can be extended to the case of coupled vibrations. However, the 
derivation of the element matrices becomes complicated and the convergence 
characteristics is rather poor if tho first method is used, and, on 
the other hand, the second method will give rise to matrices of large 
order which will not iDermit an effective application on an average 
sized digital computer.
The third method presented here is particularly suitable to coupled 
vibration problems. It differs from the above mentioned approaches in 
that the shear displacements are explicitly introduced into the analysis 
by assigning two extra degrees of freedom to a basic node; corresponding 
to shear displacements in two perpendicular directions.
The displacement vector of the problem will be taken as
{ 4  %  © 4
in the principal frame, subscripts b and s referring to bending and 
shear, respectively. If the corresponding non-dimensional vector is 
taken as
{■>; Ç 0  y } (2.15)
where
n  » 4  / Î  , c “ / r  ; 4  / £  (2. 16)
the kinetic energy of translation, as obtained from equations (AI.35), 
(A1,39) and (AI.29), can be identified with the following forms
B
8 1
C I  P  S 3 T i 1 1 1 i j
C T  " $ 0  ' i ]
Q / = 1 1 0  1 . " ^ X I
1 1 0  ’
4  . u . L .
0 1
1
1  1 
1 %
!
1
0 1
1
1
~ ^ X
1
1
4  .
r '  
G y  ! 
u .
^ 0
V
\
J . .
“ ^ x
1
1
- , . J ..
G y
1 I
1 °  1 •"  ^ X
1
1
1 1
1
0
_  0
“ 'I' ‘  
1 I ' l G y
r
1 0
■ " I  ■
1 1  _
fO[t (2.17)
Let the matrix of continuity functions, G, be taken as
X G© Gq G*"X
(2.18)
which has one-to-one correspondance vrith the vector (2.15). By using 
the conditions (l.l6), the transformation matrix, I), will be found as
(2.19)By ^x D© B. B.^  "X
Hence, it can be sho^m that the new inertia matrix of translation is
4.
- Gv 1'X
M
1
I IS y m m e t r i c
_ —  _  _   j-. -
%  i 1
% ! X
M
M
jJOlf (2.20)
where
M
4xx.
( Y X ) (2.20a)
and the remaining submatrices , IL , and Mq, are defined►iy «W.Y ""YY —^0 ''0 ""0 '""0 
by the equations (2.37a) .and (2.37b) of the .Article 2.2.5.
The stiffness matrix due to shear displacements is obtained from 
the non-dimensional forms of the strain energy equation (A1,41), namely,
/
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A *=5 -(5- "Sx
0* SS r }
3 = * 1 0 0 • 1”
0 1 41 0 •kOlG-20 -1 1 0
_ 1 0 0 1.
1 . 0 1 0~
0 1 p 1
(2.21)
Hence, the stiffness matrix of shear can be written as
where
K„ « 0 0 00
0 hi hi
0 hi hs
hi “ V
.kO|G& '(2.22)
K,54
K
(2.22a)
(2.22b)
(2.22c.)
and the zeros are introduced for the accomodation of the co-ordinates 
'q , Ç and © , Again, the definitions of the submatrices Kq , Kq and
%  %
Nq are given by the equations (2.37c) and (2.3?d) of Article 2.2.5.
The combined stiffness matrix of the element is obtained by the 
addition of the equations (2.22) and (2.8), namely.
(2.25)
Similarly, tho inertia matrix where shear and rotatory inertia effects are 
included, is obtained from the equations (2.20) and (2.I3), namely,
S[ftx0 “ &  (2.24)
iii. The dynamic-stiffness matrix
sr\ x ©
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^0
Symmetric I 1J________ L-
4 2 - ^ ( y - 4 g g )
JL U 4-
h 2 ~ ^ h ic-j- A M q
-XlL4 "X0 4 S ' K 4 , r ) i %
-XM, X, - V ‘a 8.K54X
(2.25)
where
ft “ ig  / a e 'X , S = l c O t G £ ^ / E I ^X
The explicit form of this matrix is given in Table 2,1 for the 
basic polynomial approximation, ie,,
[iGy = = y. X X
G = Gsy = Gg^ ° [l % ]
A variety of improved models can be obtained from the submatrices listed 
in Appendix 5.
2,2 P r e — T w i s t e d  N o n - U n i f o r m  B e a m s
The matrices derived in the preceding part of this Section can be 
employed in the analysis of any non-uniform beam by considering the beam 
as made up of stepped uniform segments. While such analysis can be 
effective for beams where the non-uniformities are gradual and small, 
in the case of taper of the rather high order the convergence properties 
of the results will be slow, resulting in an increase in computer 
time and space
In cases where the non-uniformity of sections is analytically 
defined, the dynamic-stiffness matrix can be derived without any 
difficulty, with the aid of polynomial approximation. As a result, 
computer time and space will be saved, and there will be more scope 
to get more accurate results.
In this Article the element matrices for a pre-twisted slender 
beam which is linearly tapered in both the principal directions are
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presented,The analysis is restricted to bending-bonding vibrations.
However, it can be extended to non-sjTiiinetric beams, too, if the ' ^
analytical expressions for the cross-sectional moduli of such beams 
are available. Later, the modifications necessary for taking into 
account the effects of shear and rotatory inertia are briefly indicated.
General expressions are given for the stiffness and inertia i
matrices. The formulae for the derivations of submatrices are also |
presented. The matrices listed in Appendix 5 can be utilised in 
determining the explicit forms of the stiffness and inertia matrices 
with polynomial approximation, for basic and one-internal-node elements,
2,2,1 Cross-Sectional Moduli for a Linearly 
Tapered Beam
The cross-sectional shapes of the beam are taken so that the areas 
and second moments of area conform with the following relations
oC h.j;.,Ii-,.
3 I
^G y^ I
where by and hy are some dimensions of the sections in the principal 1
directions X and Y, respectively. For example, for rectangular, circularj |
triangular and elliptical sections the foregoing relations will be true, |
Consider a beam element who se terminal nodes are denoted by i and ■
i^ -l. The cross-sectional properties of this beam at the nodes i and in-l |
will bo referred to by subscripts i and i^ -1, respectively, <
In the case of linear taper, it can be shovm that (%, Ip and Ip ;X '"Y
at any point on the beam can be \vritteu as
oi =01. a*'1
^x  ^x. S : 1
where
Oj =« Uq + a. %  *1* Uq X
Ig = b^ + b^K + bg -h b^ X"' + b^ ^
\  = ®o + « P  + 4
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vdxerc, = 1 j « 1 ; «= 1
a= «= EL •{’ E» t “ 3Ev + H,'. ; c- « 3Hv ByX X Aj_ I,
4 “ 4. 4. ! 4  “ 54. (4.+ 4. ) : 4  “ 3^ 4. (4. " 4. )1 % % X X X
4 “ 4 . ( 4 4  3H^„) ; °3 = B§.(%x.+ 30%. )
1 1
where,
1 1 1  1 1
1 1  1 1  '
iL = ( h,. / ) - 1  (2.26a) ii
I *i+l I
H-. = ( h., / 6.^  ) - 1 (2.20b) :'
i i+1 i ;iÜ
The quantities Hy and IL. will subsequently be called element depthi i ii
and width taper parameters, respectively.
If the beam depth and width taper parameters are denoted by
By “ ( hy / Iiy ) “ 1n n ^0
&  ^  ) - 1n n 0
then the following relations can be show
B y  «= H y  / ( n + i J L  )i n  n
Hy = H,. / ( n + i.Hy )
■ - i 4  n
01  ^= (31q(.1 + i.Ey / n )( 1 + i.Hj. / n )n n
Ip « Ip ( 1 + ijly / n )^( 1 + i.EL. / n )
4  \
I_ = 1. ( 1 + i.H / a j( 1 + i.H,, / n )34. \  . 4 4
where i = 0,1,2,,,,,n-l, and n is the number of elements.
2,2,2 The Non-Dimensional Dynamic-Stiffness Matrix 
for Linearly Tapered Slender Beams
i. The non-dimensional form of the strain energy, in the principal 
co-ordinate system, for the present case can be shown to be identifiable
1.1
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with the following forms (see equation Al.30)
A
0-= [v 
■ J ) "X
G.X
GX
-2^ _ L -2^ 7 k
$ }
0 0
A y 0 0
A \ 0 0
0 ' 0 <
0 0
A \ 0 0
‘'i G,
Y G.
(B I(j /E )
%i
o? 1 0  1 0  1 0  
0 1 0  1 0  1 (2.28)
where 4^ . » L  / L  « and the non-dimensionalisation is affected 1 G»
by the quantities (2,2),
Tyjj.Taking = |~Gy G^J . , tho stiffness matrix can be written as
K11 ^21
hi  4 2
(2.29)
where ( )  denotes that taper is considered, and the submatrices have 
the following forms 
4
K11
j=0
4
K , = ) 2ÇC L ( N  - #  4  ) - 0. 9.(N -S' N )\
L-, ^  ^ 0 a  ^ ^ 0 'j=o .
K22
(2,29a)
,(2,29b)
(2.29c)
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where,
4 . “
Hy “ By j
4. “ 4J
4. “ 4J
4. = 4
, (Y->X)
. W )  
, (Y-a)
^  % j . ( G y ' ) ^  G y  d - K  j B y
0
1 ^
\ % 4 ( G y f  G y  d X  j B l y
0 
1
1 x Â ( Q y f  G y  d X  I B y
0 1
\ xÀ((6y )‘^ Gy + G^ Gy ) dx  ^ , (Y*>X)
0 •
^ x 4 ( G y f  Gy d x  j By
0
^  x J . ( G x ' ) ^  G y  d x  j B y
“'0
\  x 4 ( G y f  G y  d x  j B y
Gy dX j By
2.30a)
2.30b)
i
2.30c) \
2.30(1)
2.30e)
2.30f)
2.30g)
2.30h)
ii. The kinetic energy of translation of linearly tapered beam 
can be determined from the following non-dimensional matrix forms
B =p= fl ij
Or~\ri Ç}
0,= P- Ij-OL 01.^f3 (2.31)
Hence, the inertia matrix becomes
(2.32)
where
“ P'V Mxl a ^  ‘
, (Y4%) (2.32a)
j=0
iii. The dynamic-stiffness matrix associated with the equations
(2.29) and (2.31) will then be
4 i - ^ i 4
K21
4 i
(2.33)
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2,2,3 Modifications of the Stiffnoas and Inertia Matrices 
of Linearly Tapered Slender Beams Dne to the Effects 
of Rotatory Inertia and Shear Deflection
The inclusion of the effects of rotatory ine];tia and shear 
deflection exactly follows the same pattern of the analysis presented 
in Article 1.1.2, Therefore, here only the results are given
i 0=0
2
y » ;
.T
0=0
 1 r
_ _ _ ! ____   J.
” I VI J
SymmetricI"  I-M4 y .
0 I IL • ^XX.I J  J
(2,34)
(2.35)
S?4x ”  ^ ^ i ^  ^  2-, ^
0=0
L' __ _§y^ :^ ûtric
0 j K
. _ L _ i ____
0 II S
where,
\  = Y Î Î  Gy dX
0 0
M  =  ] £  i \ G q  a x  <  DiT. ^  ^  4  /
'8. (
K + 0 %X . ^XX.J J J
( Y - > X )
(Y->X)
0 
1N „  =  K  x 4 ( G q  G q  -  ( G q ,  f G q  )  d x {  D
0 Sy
(2,36)
(2,37a)
(2.37b)
(2,57c)
(2.37d)
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2.3 T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  t o F i x e d
C o - o r d i n a t e  S y s t e m
In the determination of the dynamic-stiffness matrices presentedIf 1'in the preceding analysis the principal co-ordinate system was nsod.
However, a local fixed frame, generally taken in the direction of the
principal axes at the origin, can be used,-too. If the continuity
functions are chooseu with their meaning implied in the preceding
analysis, the resulting dynamic-stiffness matrix will yield the same
eigenvalues, but, evidently, the eigenvectors will be those associated
with the fixed directions.
For simplicity, consider a basic beam element of the type 
investigated in Article. 2,1,2. The strain energy of this element in 
the fixed co-ordinate system can be written as
Ï
Y =0) are the undetermined constants occuring in‘Awhere e = | e the equation (l,9), ie.,
^ = Gy Gy , ' ®X ®e
and the square matrix given by the equation (l.l2). The
undetermined constants are then obtained, from the geometry of the-^ 
element, in terms of the element nodal displacements, which are now in 
the fixed directions. Thus, denoting the displacements in the fixed frame 
by a bar on the corresponding principal displacements
« 'Î' e
where
say.
^i* ^i» ®i» 'fi+1» i^-i-l' Ei+l? 6>i+l}
Since a fixed local non-dimensional co-ordinate system is,used,
Vi * ^i » ^i+1 obtained from the equation
TV COS0 sin0 0
? -sin0 cos8 0
by putting %= 0 and X- 1, respectively,. The resulting transformation 
matrix can then be written as
Therefore
Therefore
°YX0 
'^ ■E£0 ®
D.
whore the supermatrices and D.,^^^0''are defined before, and the matrix
P   ^has the form shown in Table 2,2 for this particular case. Hence, 
the strain energy becomes
''XXQ ®YX0 ^
= i ^ h r - Y K ^ 0 r - ' ^
Similarly, it can be shown that
Therefore, it is seen that the matrix is the required matrix for
the transformation of the dynamic-stiffness matrix (2.11) to a fixed 
frame, in the case of basic elements. Similar matrices can"be found 
for other types of elements.
Table 2.2
Transformation Matrix for Basic Elements
COS0.1 11 0 L1- sinG^ 0 iQl 1 i 0 0 0. 1 i . 0 io~I
-^sin6^ * cosG^ (--®cosG. ^ 1 -sinG i | ° T 0 -, ■ o'" r1 0 10 1
0 1 1 0 ■ 1 0 0 10 1 1 ! ■ 0 0 )0 1
0 1 1 0 ‘ t 0 0 M - -î>oosS.^^t.-sinG. T * 0lH-1 J
sinG. * 11 0 ' I cosGf 0 0 0 0 '! 0 *0 i
^cos8^ * sin6^ *-^sin0^ cosG i | ° l 0 0 0 *1 0 >0 1
0  ^I 0 *! 0 0 0 0 *0 I
0 ' 0 ' 0 0 ! « ! sinG. ,i-i-1 COS0. ,^0 i-î'li
1 0 ‘ i. 0 0 X 0 0 ° ! 0 *0L  “ ! 0 ‘ 0 0 X 0 0 °  1 0 *1
2.4 . N u m e  r i 0 a 1 It e 8 u 1 t s
During the course of this research a number of programmes have 
been written, in Algol, towards solution of various vibration problems 
of beams, vlmong these, one included the.effects of shear and rotatory 
inertia on the bending-bending-torsion vibrations of uniform beams, the 
other, on the other hand, included the effect of linear double taper on 
the bending—bending vibrations. Each programme w^ as incorporated with 
a simple procedure which enabled the treatment of any boundary conditions
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without re “G al cul at i ou of the beam clyixamic-stiffnoss matrix.
In this jlrticle a few results obtained for the eigenvalues of
various pre-twisted beams are slioxra in order to indicate the degree of
accuracy that can be expected in the applications of the Finite Element
Method, as formulated here, to such problems. For the present the
discussion of eigenvectors is omitted. However, it should be stated |
that they were at least as accurate as the corresponding eigenvalues. ]JThe Tables 2,3 to 2.9 are prepared to show the eigenvalues obtained * 
by the use of various number of elements, in each case. These results 
are then compared with those obtained by other authors where available.
Better values of frequencies can, evidently, be obtained by 
considering greater number of elements. On the other hand, an extra­
polation from an assumed error law may also improve the results 
substantially. The Tables include frequencies obtained using the 
f ormula
(2.38)
S«1
where .OX is the frequency parameter from n elements, Xl-* is the 
improved frequency parameter, and « a constant function. This 
formula is based on the error law obtained in the case of classical 
beams, and should be used only when a uniform convergence level has 
been reached.
The Tables 2,3 and 2,4 show the convergence characteristics of 
the eigenvalues,iTL , in the case of bending-bending vibrations of 
clamped-free uniform beams. Comparison with the existing solutions 
given by other authors shows that the basic elements yield satisfactory 
results for the first four modes at five elements. The matrix size of 
the eigenvalue problem for five elements is 20x20 in this case, and \
the corresponding computer time is about two minutes on Elliott 303,
This favourably compares with the Finite Difference results, which are 
extrapolated from 8,10 and l6 elements corresponding to matrix sizes 
l6xl6, 20x20 and 32x32, respectively. Extrapolation of the Finite 
Element solutions by the formula (2.38) from 3 and 4 elements gives, 
consistently, slightly better frequency values than those obtained 
from 5 elements.
Table 2.5 shows the improvements that can be expected when one
* The extrapolation was done by the formula ^
_n.% =
8=1
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internal node twisted beam elements are used in the case of uniform
clamped-free beams. Comparison with respect to the degrees of
freedom given to the beam shows only.a slight improvement, which
becomes greater at the higher modes. This can be seen by comparing •
the fourth colmii of Table 2.3 with the third column of Table 2,5 (see |
also Article 1.5.2). In order to show the power of the internal \
node technique in the determination of the characteristics of the
higher modes of vibration, the frequency values of the fifth mode
obtained by the 8 basic element approximation, which gives the beam
32 degrees of freedom, are also included in Table 2.5. These arc
only slightly (about 0.05/^ ) bettor than the corresponding values
obtained from 2 one-internal-node elements approximation, which gives
the beam only l6 degrees of freedom.
In Table 2.6 the first five frequency ratios*, obtained by the 
basic element approximation, of a linearly tapered cantilever beam 
of 30,60 and 90 degrees pre-twist angles are shown. It is seen that 
the frequency ratios converge rapidly as the number of elements 
increases. Comparison with the Finite Differencesolutions, which 
are extrapolated from the frequencies obtained by the use of 8, 10 and 
16 elements, indicates that satisfactory results are obtained from 
5 basic elements. The Finite Difference results are slightly lower.
This is to be expected, since in this method the eigenvalues are 
are approached from a lower bound,
A detailed investigation of the vibration characteristics of 
uniform and tapered pre-twisted beams with various end conditions is 
given in the second Part of the thesis.
The Table 2.7 demonstrates the accuracy that can be expected 
in applications where bending and torsion vibrations are coupled due 
to the non-collinearity of the shear centre and centroidal axes, the 
beam being uniform and the cross-sections having one axis of syrmaetry.
The solutions obtained by the basic elements, elements having one 
torsional internal node, and elements having one basic internal node 
are compared, for a clamped-free case, with the exact values calculated 
by using the method described in Appendix 3» In Tables 2.7a, b and c
* The term frequency ratio denotes the ratio of any value of a
beam to the first SlP' value of the uniform classical beam having the 
same cross-sectional properties at the root section.
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the matrix sizes are given by 3n, 4n and 6n, respectively, n being 
the number of elements. The percentage errors in frequency 
parameters iX. at a matrix size of only 12x12 are: 4.3^ , 3«2 o^ , 
l,2 j^ for the fourth mode, 1.4^ , 0.22^ , 0.13/» for the third mode,
0.6^ , 0,6^0 , 0.05//' for the second mode, for the three models 
considered. The columns that correspond to 12 degrees of freedom are 
marked by an (*),
The effects of rotatory inertia, and rotatory inertia and shear 
displacements are presented in Table 2.8, in relation to a pre-twisted 
uniform beam, with pre-twist angles 30 and 90 degrees, and ratio of 
flexural rigidity 16. Only solutions obtained by basic elements are 
shown. The first five frequency ratios with the both effects included 
are a v a i l a b l e ^ T h e  present results agree closely with the 
latter values at even a few number of elements.
An advantage of the present method in problems whore the effects 
of shear and rotatory inertia are involved is the possibility of 
investigating the two effects separately with the greatest ease.
"Degenerate" internal nodes can also be used in the problems 
where the effects of shear displacement and rotatory inertia have to 
be taken into account. Hov/ever, as the following table shows, tho 
inclusion of internal nodes for the improvement of the shear 
displacements is inferior to the basic element approximation.
Mode
Frequency Ratios 
of a 90  ^pre-twisted uniform cantilever 
beam of ratio of flexural rigidities l6, 
including the effects of shear and 
rotatory inertia, by
4 basic elements 
(24 degrees of 
freedom)
3 elements with one 
internal node for shear 
displacernents(24 degrees 
of freedom)
1.0300
2.8526
8.7567
13.7216
28,4503
1,0422
2.9285
8.8447
14.7261
28.8376
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The Table 2.9 contains the Finite Element solutions for a 
clamped-free beam of the aerofoil section and 30 degrees of 
pre-twist. These results compare favourably with the Itunge-Kutta 
solutions, at a few number of elements,t' Further analysis, which is 
not included hero, has sliorni that in the bending-bending-torsion 
vibrations the consideration of torsional internal nodes has a 
similar effect to that discussed in relation to the bcnding-torsion 
vibrations.
In Table 2.9 the effects of rotatory inertia and rotatory 
inertia and shear displacements, which are small due to the rather 
slender nature of this beam, are also shown.
The foregoing examples demonstrate the accuracy that can be 
expected in various coupled vibration problems of clamped-free beams.
In general, the finite element solutions converge to the exact values. 
The speed of convergence, however, varies with boundary conditions,as 
well as the pre-twist angle and ratio of flexural rigidities. In 
order to present an idea of the convergence properties in the extreme 
case of the beam parameters considered in this thesis, the frequency 
values,n, of pre-twisted uniform beams having various boundary 
conditions, the Tables 2.10a to 2,10f are prepared. Results obtained 
by the basic, one-internal-node and one-higher-derivative elements are 
presented for a 90 degrees pre-twisted beam having ratio of flexural 
rigidities 256, and compared with those given by Anliker and Troesch^^^^ 
where available. ^
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Table 2.3 
Bending-Bending Vibrations 
Frequency Values of Uniform Cantilever 
Beams by Basic Bleraents
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FiniteDifference
{ 32)Metbod^^ / extrapolated from 8, 10 and 16 elements
a. Number of Elements Extrapolated from 3 and 4 elements
Anliker 
and Troescb 
Ref.(29Mode 1 2 3 4 5
0  n = 30° ; '
1 1.8792 1.8777 1.8775 1.8774 1.8774 1.8758 1,87
2 2.6408 2.6385 2.6381 2.6379 2,6379 2.6373 2.63
3 4.7665 4.7582 4.7305 4.7281 4;7269 4.7322 4.73
4 6.6359 6.5740 6.5586 6.5535 .6.5514 6.5549 6.55
0 n  = V = 4
1 1.8936 1.8861 1.8847 1.8343 1.8840 1.8843 1.88
2 2.6159 2.6035 2.6011 2.6004 2.6000 2.5976 2.57
3 4.9167 4.8414 4.8257 4.8210 4.8183 4.8I74 4.82
4 6.5680 6.4106 6.3713 6.3587 6.3529 6.3471 6.35
0n T 90", V = 4
1 1.9267 1.9020 1.0971 1.8957 1.8949 1.8956 1.89
2 2.6030 2.5601 2.5511 2.5485 2.5469 2.5450 a.54
5 5.1481 4.9955 4.9675 4.9591 . 4.9524 4.9524 4.95
4 6.5100 6.2442 6.1647 6.1397 6.1268 6.1179 6.12
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Tabic 2.4 
Bendiug-Bending Vibrations 
Frequency Values of Uniform Cantilever 
Beams by Basic Elements
XL.
FINITE ELEMENT IlETHOI)
AnlikerandTroescb
Ref,(29)
Slyper Stodola Method
Ref.(27)
Number of Elements Extrapolated from 3 and 4 elementsMode 2 3 ■ 4 5
Q n  = 50° , *0 = 16
1 1.8825 1.8789 1.8782 1.8781 1.8779 1.87
2 5.6432 3.6284 3.6254 3.6245 3.6240 5.62
3 4.9304 4.8810 4.8704 4.8672 4.8654 4.90
4 8.4379 7.7655 7.7051 7.6802 7.6766 7,70
ÇDn = 30* , 0) = 64
1 1.8916 1.8810 1.8789 1.8777 1.8770 1.87
2 4.4883 4.3420 4.3145 4.3066 4.3017 4.26
3 5.8309 5.7940 5.7855 5,7855 5.7846 5.76
4 8.7675 7.9788 7.7827 7.7027 7.7574 7.75
0 n  = 30° , = 256
1 1.9096 1.8863 1.8802 1.8772 1.3772 1,88
2 5.0071 4.5535 4.4695 4.4432 4.4290 4.42
3 7.8912 7.8O54 7.6455 7.5752 7.5679 7.53
4 9.4145 8.5560 8.2772 8.2287 8.1380 8.22
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Table 2.5 
Bending-Bcnding Vibrâtions 
Frequency Values of Uniform Cantileve] 
Beams by One-Internal-Wodo Elements
These values are obtained from 8 basic elements.
X L
FINITE ELfîî,IENT METHOD FiniteDifference
Method^^S) 
extrapolated from 8, 10 and 16 elements
Anliker
andTroescli
Ref.(29)
Number of Elements Extrapolated from 3 and 4 basic elementsMode 1 2 3
Basic
5
^ n  “ 50® , V  = 4
1 1.8773 1.8773 1.8773 1.8774 1.8774 1.8758. 1.87
2 2.6380 2,6380 2.6380 2.6379 2.6379 2.6373 2.63
3 4.7425 4.7264 4.7264 4.7281 4.7269 4.7322 4.73
4 6.5920 6.5501 6.5499 6.5535 6.5514 6.5549 6.55
5 8.0879 7.9692 7.9641 7.9663*
g&n « 60° , 1)= 4
1 1.8842 1.8842 1.8842 1.8843 1.8840 1.8843 1.88
■ 2 2.6006 2.6002 2.5980 2.6004 2.6000 . 2.5976 2.57
3 4,8426 4.8176 4.8179 4.8210 4.8183 4.8I74 4.32
4 6.4612 6.3501 6.5484 6.3587 6.3529 6.3471 6.35
5 8.4111 8.2297 8.2236 8.2263*
:= 90® , 1; = 4
1 1.8965 1.8940 1.8940 1.8957 1.8949 1.8956 1.89
2 2.5494 2.5470 2.5463 2.5485 2.54-69 2.5450 4.54
• 3 4.9970 4.9540 4.9531 4.9591 4.9524. 4.9524 4.95
4 6.5511 6.1226 6,1208 6.1397 6.1268 6,1179 6.12
5 8.8389 8.5515 8.5425 8,5460*
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Table 2,6 
Bending-Bonding Vibrât i ons 
Frequency Ratios of Linearly Tapered Clamped* 
Free Beam by Basic Elements,
1 , = -n 0.25 , II = 0 n .75
&0 O
FINITE ELE>^ iENT METHOD FiniteDifference
Mothod^^ / 
extrapolated from 8, 10 and 16 elements
O 'HP -PD-' Cj 0) #&
Number of Elements Extrapolated from 4.and 5 elementsMode 1 2 3 4 . 5
0 n  = 300
1 0.8924 0.8782 0.8769 0.8766 0.8766 0.8766 0.873
2 1.0955 1.0380 1.0342 1.0355 1.0333 1.0332 1.031
3 8.3576 5.5620 5.5024 5.4853 5.4798 5.4760 5.473
4 16.3959 8.1744 7.8737 7.8226 7.8081 7.7980 7.761
■ 5 18.5820 15.6065 15.4021 15.4136 15,3659 15.276
~ 600
1 ■ 0.9626 0.8877 0.8810 0.8798 0.8794 0.8792 0.873
2 1.1297 1.0363 1.0303 1.0293 1.0290 1.0288 1.027
3 9.2476 5.7432 5.5665 5.5252 5.5127 5.5040 5.487
4 17.5797 8.1822 7.8084 7,7448 7.7264 7.7135 7.644
5 19.2446 16.0205 15.7592 15.6487 15.5715 15.488
0 n  = 900
1 1.1281 0.9115 0.8899 0.3856 0.8844 0.8836 0.881
2 1.2628 1.0473 1.0274 1.0257 1.0227 1.0220 1.020
3 10.5485 6.0568 5.6725 5.5897 5.5649 5.5475 5.513
4 19.4335 8.2507 7.7439 7.6423 7.6115 7.5900 7.511 '
5 20.3036 16,6654 16.1790 16.0035 15.8807 15.812
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Table 2.7 
Bcnding-Torsion Vibrations 
Frequency Parameters of Uniform Cantilever 
Beams by Various Finite Element Models
0.8 = 524
4-
""FINITE ELEf.SI'IT lÆTIiOB
i L Number of Elements EXilCT
(App.3)Mode 1 2 5 4 5 6
a. Basic elements
b. Elements with one torsional internal node
c. Elements with one basic internal node
1 12.5813 12.2667 12.2544 12.2516 12.2505 12.2493 12.2492
2 1173.43 464.807 458.870 455.795 454.548 455.940 452.769
•3 2760.83 2393.09 2321.82 2293.24 2287.09 2281.02 2267.53
4 5648.59 5530.42 5488.37 3434.73 3405.15 3343.01
1 12.3676 12.2611 12.2516 12.2497 12.2492 12.2492
2 1015.38 461.515 455.800 . 453.319 453.217 452,769
3 2449.15 2285.85 2272.06 2269.18 2268.17 2267,53
4 4692.43 3450.38 3395.82 3366.93 3345.01
1 12.2512 12.2490 12.2490 12.2490 12.2492
2 460.516 454.000 452.990 452.830 452.769
5 2281.75 2270.64 2268.32 2267,67 2267.33
4 3385.32 3376,02 3352.33 5345.01
* These columns correspond to the matrix size of 12x12.
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Table 2,8 
Bending-Bending Vibrations 
Frequency Ratios of Uniform Cantilever 
Beams by Basic Elements, Including the 
Effects of Rotatory Inertia and Shear,
t) = l6 , k = 5/6 , L - 6 in., h.^  <= 1 in,
* o Fli'JITE EXEMii'NT tlETIIOB - Runge- Rutta 
Method Ref.(34)
Rayleigh Ritz Method Ref.(22)
Q) -P
r5 (3 Number of Elements Extrapolated from 4 and 5 elementsMode 2 5 4 5
0 n  = 50°  ^ Effect of rotatory inertia only
1 1.0075 1.0054 1.0027 1.0025 1.0024
2 5.7596 3.7294 3.7234 3.7217 3.7205 '
5 6.8854 6.7455 6.7162 6.7076 6.7016
4 20.0172 17.0228 16.7592 16.6522 16.5777
5 26.5885 25.5136 25.4868 25.4602 25.4418
^ n  - 50 , Effect of shear and rotatory inertia
1 1.0062 1.0025 1.0023 1.0025 1.0023 1.002 1.002
2 3.7112 3.6802 5.6737 3.6716 3.6701 3.67 5.67
3 6.8137 6.6752 6.6445 6.6347 6.6281 6.63 6.67
4 19.5554 16.7046 16.4380 16.5194 16.2367 16.20 16.26
5 24.6900 23.407s 23.3159 23.2471 23.1993 25.15 23.30
^ n  = 90*^  , Effect, of rotatory inertia only
1 1.0985 1.0432 I.O3O8 1.0270 1.0244
2 3.3255 2.9527 2.8724 2.8474 2.8299
3 9.8169 9.O674 8.9617 8.9256 ■ 8.9004
4 17.9159 15.1441 15.9861 13.6692 15.4449
5 34.5666 51.6796 30.7279 29.9812 29.4521
^ n  ” 90 , Effect of shear and rotatory inertia
1 1.0975 1.0422 1.0300 1.0268 1.0245 1.023 1.025
2 3.3003 2.9326 2.8526 2,8273 2.8096 2.81 2.80
3 9.6175 8.8689 8.7567 8.7168 8,6890 8.68 8.68
4 17.4841 14.8332 . 13,7216 15.4041 13.1793, 13.14 13.10
5 32,2009 29.1507 28.4503 27.9990 27.6816 27.37 27.40
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Table 2,9 
BcncUng-Bending-Torsion Vibrations 
Frequency Ratios of Uniform Aerofoil Section 
Cantilever Beams by Basic Elements, Effects 
of Rotatory Inertia and Shear Included.
1=6 in., ^  =30°, I^ =8.4x10"^ inu, I^ =6.71x10"^ in^ \
. _."X
e„=7.6xl0“^ in., e =4.7x10"^ in., O\=9.14xl0“^ in?, E=31xl0^ Ibf/in?
, o FINITE E W Æ N T  METHOD - Bunge- 
Kutta 
Method Ref,(32)
C -rl CD p
â il Number of Elements Extrapolated from 4 and 5 elementsMode 1 2 5 4 5
Simple theory
1 1.1869 1.0202 1.0071 1.0045 1.0036 1,0029 1.00
2 8.2706 5.9395 5.4752 5.3886 5.3635 5.3461 5.35
5 12.1777 10.1444 10.0061 9.9734 9.9603 9.9513 9.95
4 15,0380 11.7562 11,5983 11.5537 11.5339 11,5202 11.66
, 5 90.3698 22.1539 18.3255 17.5288 17.2926 17,1269 17.20
With rotatory inertia only
1 1.1865 1.0199 1.0067 1,0042 1.0035 1,002s
2 8.2456 5.9340 5.4688 5.3043 5.3594 5.3421
5 12.1755 10.1149 9,9770 9,9450 9.9323 9.9235
4 14.9757 11.7121 11.5736 11.5287 11.5087 11.4948
5 85.5436 22.1135 I8.2969 17.5009 17,2650 17.0994
With shear and rotatory inertia
1 1.1862 1.0198 1.0045 1,0019 1.0011 1.0007
2 8.1544 5.9119 5.4511 5.368I 5.5412 5,5225 .
3 12.1734 9.9984 9.8570 9.8249 9.8125 9.8039
4 14.8829 11.6587 11,5160 11.4683 11.4477 11.4350
5 82.2759 22.0755 18.2264 17.4569 17.1986 17.0313
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Table 2.10 
Bending-Bending Vibrations 
a. Frequency Values of Pre-tv/isted CLAMPED-FREE Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models
256,
Degreesof
Freedom
Mode Basic
Elements
Internal Node 
Elements '  ^ _ .
Higher 
i Derivative 
Elements
MM ^
8 1
2
3
4
2.0466
4.9735
9.2305
12.4184
1.9064
3.5689
9.3397
10.5951
1.9063
3.5689
9.3397
10.5951
12 1 1.9602
2 3.9262
3 8.8770
4 10.1608
14 1 1.9017
2 3.5322
3 ■ 6.9085
4 9.7803
16 1 1.9308 1,9025
2 3.7146 3.5318
3 7.5858 6.9074
4 10.1841 9,7704
20 1 1,9159 1.8990
2 3.6303 3.5306
5 7,2523 6,8962
4 10.0315 9.6599
24 1 1.9094 1,8970
2 3,5894 3.5308
3 7.1013 6.8951
9.9045 9.6579
26 1 1.8970
2 3.5303
3 6.8921
9.6545
Anliker and Troeseii^^^h 1.9, 3.52, 6,9, 9.7.
Table 2.10 
Bonding-Bonding Vibrations 
b„ Frequency Values of Pre-twisted PINWED-FREE Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models
1)= 256, 35^= 90°
r s  =3 S= E= S3 E2 s :  E= B 1=;
Degrees
SSBStStSBSC:. e s B  K S T B S rC S C J  Cr
Internal Higherof Mode Basic Node DerivativeFreedom Elements Elements Elements
' ISCesCStSGStSBCtC 
10
S7B8C3BSC:
1 4.4265 4.0139
S S C3 SS CS S? B S3 c; S3 S S C3
4.0139
2 7.1115 7.3699 7.3699
3 17.8068 12.9688 12.9688
4 19.9677 17.9188 17.9188
14 4.1531
2 7.0385
3 10.6992
4 17.7646
16 1 • 3.9848
2 6.3707
3 9.8619
4 14.4281
18 1 4.067s 3.9845
2 6.6854 6.3695
3 10.7064 9.8503
4 14.0609 14.0124
22 1 4.0305 3.9830
2 6.5584 6.5587
3 10.2426 9.7111
4 14.0666 12.9491
26 1 4.0110 3.9828
2 6.4650 6.3580
3 10.0199 9.7082
4 13.5734 12.9340
28 1 5.9830
2 6.3564
3 9.7020
4 12.8619
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Table 2.10 
Bending-Bonding Vibrations 
c. Frequency Values of Pro-twisted FREE-3*IÏEE Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models
■V" 256, CD„= 90°
Degrees
s cr ss sr £=: &s £: s= s= K s:: a BG3BG=S=S3 CBSS S
Internal Higherof Mode Basic Node DerivativeFreedom Elements Elements Elements
S5SSSCS SS£SCS S&2 
12
J^CSI^tSSSCSCS)
1
: ss 8s S5 s s=c: ss ss B ss c
5.5077
as S3 B t3 s ss s: B ss s: C3 SB 1
4.8240
sStSBBBSSSBCSSSCa
4,8240
2 8.1398 9.0681 9.0681
3 20.5329 14.7893 14.7893
4...... . 22.4787. . , 1 20.4969 20.4969
16 1 4.9920
2 8.5569
3 11.5312
4 20.3820
18 1 4.7906
2 7,3943
3 10.7265
4 16.1571
20 1 4.8889 4.7900
2 7.7857 7.3940
3 12.2141 10.7233
4 14.9115 15.2855
24 1 4.8433 4.7851
2 7.5899 7.3736
3 11.2460 10.6122
4 15.6691 13.8955
28 1 4.8189 4.7855
2 7.4987 7.3717
3 10.9657 10.6102
4 14.6347 13.8822
30 1 4.7847
2 7.3661 ,
3 10.6013
4 13.7910S3 BEB=s:=sts=ESBiC3BSBs esc: xsc:i==:B:csBB=E=i==:sssn=BX3c: csss c: c: :===:= ssscsssEsocB
Anliker and T r e e s e h 4,8/ 7.4, 10.6, 15,8
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Table 2.10 
Bending-Bending Vibrations 
d. Frequency Values of Pre-twisted CLAMHUD-PINNEB Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models 
T)= 255, 90®
C3 22 c: CS CS IS S S3 SS B
Degrees
BBBISISSSB =£=: cs ss C3 ca c: C3 ts s  s:
Internal
't B  B  s: B SS B  B  s: sa B  CS13
Higher
of Mode Basic Node DerivativeFreedom Elements Elements Elements
BGaSBSBBBCSBZ
6
2:t3SSBC3BSS
1
« ss B  s  B  cs ss s: e  ss e: C5 c 
8.2818
BBBBBSBBBBCSB
7.3538 '
SBSSBBSSBBBBBBB
7.3538
2 10.7953 8.7737 8.7737
3 18.8825 18.4693 18.4693
4 22.5026 20.1284 20.1284
10 1 7.1758
2 8.5589
3 13.5886
4 18.4864
12 1 5.9364
2 8.2164
3 10.4083
4 14.3851
14 1 6.4806 5.9350
2 8.4998 8.2092
3 11.4367 10.4023
4 15.6727 13.9165
18 1 6.2218 5.9344
2 8.5848 8.1405
3 10.8626 10.3178
4 14.2481 12.6733
22 1 6.1014 5.9341
2 8.2994 8.1394
5 10.6109 10.3163
4 13.5652 12.6560 -
24 1 5.9331
2 8.1389
3 10.3129
4 12.5903
Anliker and Troescb (29).: 5.9,' 
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,2, 10.3, 12.65
Table 2.10 
Bending-Bending Vibrations
e. Frequency Values of Pre-twisted PINIŒD-PINNFD Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models
256, 90®
Degrees Internal Higherof Mode Basic Node DerivativeFreedom Elements Elements Elements
3 S  CS C£lCS BS B  B  C3 n  
8
. S B B S S B B S S *
1
• S C S S S B S S S B B B S S B S S
3.5327 3.2051 3.2051
2 5.6039 5.9069 5.9068
3 15.5337 10.9055 10.9055
4 18.1406 15.5888 15.5888
12 1 3.3270
2 5.7046
3 9.3422
4 15.4500
14 1 3.2007
2 5.2279
3 8.9274
4 13.0267
16 1 3.2627 3.2007
2 5.4724 5.2271
3 9.6184 8,9168
4 12.4531 12.7688
20 1 3.2348 3.2000
2 5.3638 5.2267
3 9.2665 8.8045
12.7226 11.8882
.24 1 3.2209 3.1998
2 5,3084 5.2266
3 9.0795 8,8030
4 12.3988 11.8722
26 1 3.2000
2 5.2261
3 8.8O39
4
S B S B B S S B B f iS & S S S S S
II.8I54
:  SS =S s: SS S3 B  S  B  SS B  SS B
Anliker and Troescli^^^^: 3.2, 5.2, 8.8, 11.9
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Table 2.10 
Bending-Bending Vibrations
f. Frequency Values of Pre-twiated CLAMITID-CLAÎ.IFED Beams 
by Various Finite Element Models.
256, 0 ^= 90“
E c = E E E C c s B E c 7 *c 3 i= iE S is tc 3 C = c :c = c ia E S E C = :c :c = a s :is c ;s :E S £ = c :s s s s iE ]E s = = :B 3 = r= = E = = s c = ic c s S 3 S 3
Degrees Internal Higherof Mode Basic Node DerivativeFreedom Elements Elements Elements
4
=3 B S  B  c: B  8  3 
1 12,6635 12.0076
= 8 = 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 = 8 8
12.0076
2 15.5906 12.7560 12.7560
‘ 3 22,6828 22.0113 22.0113
4 36.6320 32.247s 32.2478
8 1 10.8349
2 11.3109
3 16.5696
4 21.2069
10 1 7.0189
2 . 9.6414
3 13.0448
4 16.7682
12 1 7.9249 7.0183
2 11.2892 9.6262
3 15.2290 13.043s
4 17.4045 15.4263
16 1 7.4590 7.0160
2 10.4537 9.4603
3 13.2287 12.9747
4 16.9801 13.4661
20 1 7.0149
2 9.4582
3 . 12.9716
4 13.4462
22 1 7.0124
2 9.4598
3 12.9495
B S S B S S B B B B B B
4 13.3645
Anliker and Troescb (29),: 7,0, 9.46, 13.07, 13.37 
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SjiJCTION 3 .
3. AIT^LICATIQNS TO CONSTRAINED BEAMS
In this section the application of the finite element method to j
vibration problems of uniform (or linearly tapered) beams carrying 
concentrated masses, and being supported on elastic on rigid supports 
is presented. The analysis nan be useful in the approximate examination of 
lacing on turbine blade vibration. The inherent characteristics of the 
method enables the most versatile treatment of the subject; beams con­
taining any number of concentrated masses, and rigid and/or elastic 
supports are treated with almost the same ease as if they did not exist. 
Such a generality cannot be approached by the more conventional methods. 
Analytical solutions consist of breaking the beam into a number 
of spans and solving the system of differential equations connected with 
each span under approximate boundary conditions. This is, however, a
very tedious method. The exact analysis can be simplified, as shown by (54)Yu Chen' by the use of the Laplace Transform method. Such an analysis
is presented in Appendix 3 for single concentrated mass and single spring
support, A Rayleigh-Ritz type procedure was developed by Lee and Saibel 
(55)' ', where knowledge of the frequencies and mode shapes of the beam
under no intermediate constraint but with the same end conditions is 
required.
The present method can be extended to vibration problems of beams 
carrying sprung mass systems, and beams supported on elastic continuos 
supports, \
----------- i r ------
I
m
Fig.3«l Beam element with concentrated mass and 
spring support.
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3.1 N o n - D i m e n s i o n a l  D . y n a m i c - j S t i f f n e a a  
M a t r i x  f o r  F l e x u r a l  M o t i o n
The beam element that will be considered contains a concentrated 
mass m, and a linear spring support of modulus s, as shown in Fig,3.1.
The kinetic energy of this system is equal to the sum of the kinetic [
»energies of the beam and the concentrated mass due to their translational |
and rotational motions and the kinetic energy of the spring, the potential
energy of the system is equal to the sum of the strain energies of the
beam and spring. The former may include the effect of shear displacements.
The quadratic forms associated with the kinetic and potential energies
of the beam are obtained as described in the previous Section, In order to
simplify the presentation of the material only linearly tapered Bernoulli-
Euler beams will be considered. However, the analysis can be extended
to the general case if required.
The approximated strain and kinetic energies of the beam element^will
be given by the following quadratic forms (these are directly deduced from
the equations (2,29), (2.32) and (2.34))4
U L  - i H  EI„ . (]>] b. Ky)
j=0 •> Jj
2
' j=0 J
where the explicit forms of the matrices 1C», and My under polynomial
j japproximation of are given in Appendix 5 for basic and one-internal- 
node elements. The use of internal nodes provides great amount of 
flexibility into the analysis of beams which are rigidly supported at 
many intermediate points. The analytical work, however, is considerably \ 
increased. Nevertheless, the application of the theory of alternant 
and confluent alternant matrices simplifies the calculations greatly.
The theory of such matrices is presented in Ref.(57). ;
3.1.1 Concentrated-Mass Inertia Matrix
The kinetic enegy of the concentrated mass ra is given by
(5.1)
where m » m/f^ 0l^ 2. ,and k=radius of gyration of the concentrated mass.
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In accordance with the equation (1,23) the energy equation (3.1) ie 
approximated by the continuity function
- Gy Uy (3.2)
Hence 2
Tg - \  * S Ky^ ) -i»
where S^tg ** \  * I y^ Ix « Ê*
For basic element approximation G„ « [l , %  , ,the foregoing
matrices will have the following forms
(l-36^+2e^)^ 1 1 1I Symmetric i
£(1-3ê^+2F)(1-é)^ je^(l-É)*
ê^(1-36^+2F) (3-26) j e^(X-e)^(3-26). 6(3-2ê)^
6^(1-36^+26^)(£-1) i è’(l-e)^(6-l) ^(3-26)(6-l) â ù-if
36e^(l-é.)^
-6(1-6) (1-3é) I (l-&) (l-3c)
I I
_______________ Symmetric
2/, _.\2 • I
T *7■36 €.^ (1-6)^ 6e,(l-£)^ (l-3e) |36(f(l-e)2
66 (l— )^(S—3c) J —G.(l— é)(l—3g)(2—3Ê.) !—6& (l—&)(2—36) ! 6 (2—36)
The mass of the spring can be taken into account, as a first %. 
approximation, by a concentrated mass equal to of the mass of the 
spring situated at the spring support.
3.1.2 Spring Stiffness Matrix ^
The potential energy of the spring in non-dimensional form is '
iwhere
â •= s Ê ^  / E Ig
(3.3)
-X.
Substituting the equation (3.2) into (3.3) 
where
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^Y*l^y six «ir ‘ S
Clearly,this matrix has the same form as the matrix ,with 6 replaced 
by TT in the latter.
The dynamic-stiffneSB matrix corresponding to .the element shown in 
Fig.3,1 can now be obtained from the total potential energy ,
and/the total kinetic energy T * + Tg , Thus
. 4
Ky + 8 My^
j-0
r 2
Xi j-0  ^ j-0
where R^ 2
3.2 N o n - D i m e n s i o n a l  D y n a i i i i c - S t i f f n e s s  
M a t r i x  f o r  T o r s i o n a l  M o t i o n  •
The dynamic-stiffness matrix for the St-Venant torsional vibrations 
of a uniform beam element carrying a mass and containing a torsional 
spring can be obtained by inspection of the equation (3.4), and appropriate 
modifications of the symbols used. Thus, let 
8 « torsional spring stiffness
m *= mass of the "fly&?heel"
k " polar radius of gyration of the flywheel.
Defining the following non-dimensional quantities 
8 - S P / G J
s . (Vf*oie®) ( t
^ 0  " w  ^ 01 ^  / G J '
and neglecting the inertia of the spring the following dynamic-stiffness 
matrix is obtained
^0 “ (^0 + ® ( Mg) +raM0g ) (3*5)
where the matrices and M q  are defined as in the equations (2,9d)
and (2,10b), respectively, and
^^ 0TT “ ^0 ' I % l  K « 7T • , (tt— > e)
For basic elements G •= f 1 TCj, and the equation (3.5) ' -
becomes
V
/  •
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z » (l+(l-1T)^a)- X^ Câ+Cl-é)^  m) 1 (-l+iï(l-TT)s)- X 6( 1-6)%)
(—1+TT (l—tt) 8— €)m 1 ( 1 8 ) - Xg( ^  m ) 1
3.3 N u m e r i c a l  R e s u l t s
The accuracy of the dynamic-stiffneas matrices derived in this 
section for beams carrying concentrated masses and supported on elastic 
sptings has been tested against the exact solutions obtained by the 
method described in Appendix 3. Tables 3.1 and 3*2 show two simple 
cases, namely, a beam carrying a central mass, and a beam supported at 
its mid-span by a spring support. Close agreement exists between the 
exact and basic element solutions.
Fig, 3.2 shows the effect of the variation of the position of one 
concentrated jjiass on the frequency values of uniform clamped-free 
Bernoulli-Euler beams, for a mass ratio (ie., concentrated mass / înass 
of the beam) of 0,1 , From the energy considerations it is iumedlately 
deduced that all the eigenvalues will be leas than,or equal to,the eigen­
values of the unconstrained beam, and the maxima and minima of the 
frequency curves will occur at the nodes and anti-nodes of the modal 
patterns of the unconstrained beam. Fig, 3.2 confirms this theoretically 
and experimentally. Dual conclusions apply to the effect of spring ' 
supports, \
1
\
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TABLE, 3,1, Frequency Parameter Ratio of a Cantilever Beam Carrying 
one Central Concentrated Mass (Concentrated Mass / Mass of the Beam;» 0,l)
(Frequency
Ratio
MODE
Number of Elements Exact
(App.3)
..... ....... — TRayleigh-
Ritz
Ref.(55)5 7
1 0.3315 0.3313 0,3311 0,3313
2 16.053 16,014 16 16
3 49,245 47.953 47,334 47.748
4 267.93 259.37 256 256
5 558.29 465.93 439.74 456,68
TABUS, 3,2. Frequency Parameters of a Cantilever Beam Supported 
by a Linear Spring at its Mid-Span
s L^ / E .I « 1,0
MODE
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD EXiVCTT
(App.3)Number of Elements
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 12.9179 12.8343 12.8237 12.8221 12,8210 12.8200 12.8214
2 1213.10 495.922 490.719 488,703 488.038 487.797 487.575
3 - 5648,63 3902,00 5865.54 3833.96 3820.49 3806,77
4 — 47581,9 19790.6 15050.4 14964,1 14808,2 14630.8
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Fig. 3.2. Frequencies of o Uniform Clamped-Free 
Benm w ith  a C oncentrnted Moss. ■
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î
SECTION 4
4. CONCLUSIONS
The theoretical formulation and practical applicatioue of the 
Displacement analysis of coupled vibrations problems of beams by the 
Finite Element idealisation have been presented in this part of the thesis. 
The theoretical formulation of the subject has been unified and 
systeraatised by the introduction of a matrix notation representation of 
the quadratic energy functionals. Practical applications covering a 
large class of problems have sIioto that the method is ideally suited to 
vibration problems of beamsj simplicity, versatility and accuracy are 
three properties comparing in its favour.
The generalised displacement finitisation of the energy functionals 
can be achieved by two techniques. The first is concerned with the 
approximation of the argument functions in the,whole domain occupied by 
the beam» In this context two methods need to be clearly distinguished, 
namely the Ilayleigh-Ritz method and the Displacement method. The former 
is characterised by its variational formulation, and as a result, the 
essential boundary conditions have to be imposed on the approximating 
sequence of complete functions before the reduction of the energy 
functionals into finite quadratic forms; the latter, on the other hand, 
is based on the approximation of the field functions, and therefore the 
boundary conditions are imposed after the energy finitisation. The 
second technique is a generalisation of the displacement method, where the 
field functions are approximated piecewise continuously, leading to a 
Finite Element approximation.
In the Displacement method of Finite Element approximation (or simply 
the Finite Element method), systematically improvable results can be obtained 
either by decreasing the sixe of elements, or by increasing the degree of 
functional approximation in each element. The latter can be done in a 
straightforward manner simpi|.y by extending, linearly independently, the 
unit displacement functions, as in the Bolotin-Hurty and Argyris méthods 
of internal parameters. However, the internal node and higher derivative 
methods are preferred not only for the facts that they are more suitable 
for practical applications and yield, if not better, about the same
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accuracy but also they provide additional directly useful data concerning 
the modal patterns of vibrations.
Examples considered demonstrate the applicability of the method 
to various vibration problems of beams of some.complexity and practical 
importance. It is shown that by using a few numbers of elements |
satisfactory results can be obtained. The relative simplicity and versatility 
of the analysis and its ideal suitability for digital computation makes / 
it desirable in the applications to coupled beam vibration problems; 
a field where the application of the Finite Element method is somehow 
neglected in the past.
Based on the theoretical analysis and data presented in this part 
of the thesis, the following additional conclusions are drawn;
1, Polynomial approximation converges uniformly to the exact results 
from an upper bound,
2, For the same degree of functional approximations, the internal node 
' and higher derivative models are superior to the other refined models
considered, the latter providing slightly better results, for the same 
degrees of freedom.
In torsional vibrations the accuracy of the basic elements is lower 
than that of the basic elements in bending,
4, From the foregoing conclusion it is deduced that in coupled vibration, 
where torsional and bending motions take place simultaneously, satisfactorily 
refined models can be obtained by the consideration of only torsional 
internal nodes or torsional higher derivatives. Table 2,7 confirms this 
fact and shows that the use of such degenerate nodes also improves the 
non-dominantly torsional higher modes,
5, For a fixed polynomial approximation and degrees of freedom the 
internal node and higher derivative models yield very close results, ^
The choice between these two techniques will depend mainly on the required ' 
nodal pattern data. For example, in bending vibrations both methods will 
give displacements and slopes at the terminal nodes(ie,, junction points).
If internal nodes are used, the beam displacement vector will wontain
such displacements at additional points, thus enabling a more accurate 
determination of the displacement modal patterns. On the other hand, the 
higher derivative method will give values for second, third, etc.,
derivatives at the terminal nodes, thus enabling an accurate determination 
of the bending moments and shear forces. Evidently a compromise can be
obtained by combining the two techniques, /
' /
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6, If a beam element is incorporated only with internal nodes, for a 
fixed element number, the eigenvalues will be invariant under the 
positional changes of the internal nodes* Beoauso such changes are 
equivalent to co-ordinate transformations which do not alter the energies 
of the system, j
7, The above conclusion can be generalised as follows; If two finite >
models are obtained from the same polynomial approximation and contain, j
in equal or un-equal numbers, internal nodes, internal parameters" and 
higher derivatives, the eigenvalue problems obtained from the assembly of 
the same number of elements will give the same eigenvalues provided
the vectors of the terminal node displacements are identical for the two 
models at all nodes,
8, Frequency extrapolation based on the error laws of Finite Element 
idealisation for the uncoupled problems can be used with advantage in 
the cases of coupled vibrations,
9, The use of internal nodes and higher derivatives improves the 
convergence characteristics, in terms of degrees of freedom, of the basic 
element results for all boundary conditions* The determination of the 
"best" model requires further research.
The refined models are particularly advantageous in cases where the 
modal patterns are complex and physical parameters are non-uniform.
However, in the flexural vibrations of clamped-free beams the basic 
elements are considered to be adequate,
10, The vibrations of beams that are constrained by rigid supports at 
many intermediate points, carrying concentrated masses, and being supported 
on elastic supports are best analysed by the use of internal nodes,
11, The accuracy of the "eigensolve" procedure given in Appendix 6 was 
tested against the solutions obtained from the closed frequency equations, 
presented in Article 1,5*1 for the torsional vibrations. It was found 
that the two sets of results were identical for all matrix sizes considered, 
This study is not included in the thesis.
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PART 2
VIBRATION CIIA.MCTEIIISTICS 
SLENDER BEAMS
WITH
VARIOUS END CONDITIONS
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In this part of the thesis the vibration characteristics of un­
twisted and pre-twisted slender beams of uniform and tapered symmetric 
sections, and with various end conditions are investigated through the 
results obtained by the Finite Element method. The application of the 
latter to those problems has already been discussed in detail in the 
previous Part of the thesis.
The following notation and terminology are used throughout the 
discussion.
i. Consider a linearly pre-twisted and tapered slender beam whose ends4“are denoted by A and B, Omitting the case of sliding ends, nine types 
of beams are constructed by imposing the following conditions at A and B 
End A End B
Free(F) Free
Pinned(p) Pinned
Clamped(C) Clamped
where the letters in brackets indicate the abbreviations that will be 
used subsequently; boundary conditions of a beam will be indicated by 
the notation a — b, where a and b represent the abbreviations for the
conditions at the left end (or, root) and right end (or, tip) of the
beam, respectively,
ii. The term eigenvalue (or, frequency parameter) will denote the 
quantity
^ 1, / W If
iii. The square foot of the ratio of non-zero .eigenvalues of a beam to 
the smallest non-zero eigenvalue of the uniform classical beam with the 
same boundary conditions will be referred by the term frequency ratio,
iv. The square root of the ratio of first (second, third,.,,) non-zero ' 
eigenvalue of a beam to the first (second, third,,,,) non-zero eigenvalue 
of a uniform classical beam with the same boundary conditions will be 
referred by the term F-ratio.
V ,  If the end conditions of a beam can be interchanged without altering 
the frequencies of the system, it will be said that the reversibiliy 
condition applies. This fact will be denoted by the symbol " e.g.,
F P, C P, etc,
vi. The ratios of dynamic displacements of a beam to the displacement 
at a particular section (subsequently called reference section) of the 
beam are uniquely determined, and will be referred to as the displace­
ments (or, amplitudes) relative to the reference section.
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SECTION 5 .
5 . BEAMS WITnOUT HIB-TV/IST
The theoretical results presented in this section were obtained ' |
by using five one-internal-nodc elements. The greatest matrix size |
in this representation is 22x22, and occurs in the case of free-free 
(or, F — P) beams* The corresponding computer time , on Elliott 505» 
is about two minutes.
The comparison of eigenvalues thus obtained with the exact 
solutions of uniform Dernoulli-Euler beams showed that the accuracy 
‘ was relatively the lowest for C C beams. Hov/ever, even then the 
percentage errors of the first five eigenvalues were 0, 0,0004,
0.00147, 0,00518 and 0.0891. In general, the results presented are 
considered exact to two figures after the decimal point,
5.1 U n i f o r m  B e a m s
In this case there are only four sets of end conditions which 
have disti^t frequency spectra. Firstly, from the physical consider­
ations it is obvious that the reversibility condition will apply.
Secondly, from the comparison of the complementary energy and 
Hamiltonian formulation of the problem it can be shown that the non­
zero eigenvalues of F F and F ^ F  are the same as those of C «->P 
and C 4+ C beams. This, in fact, implies that the free and clamped 
conditions can be interchanged without altering the frequencies of 
the beam. Further analysis shovfs that the . eigenniodes of F P and ^
F F beams are the second derivatives of the eigenmodes of the '
C ^  P and C 44 C beams.
The first four frequency ratios have been listed in Table 5,1 
for reference purposes. <
5.2 L i n e a r l y  T a p e r e d  B e a m s
Consider a linearly tapered beam with a particular set of end
conditions, say P-C, and depth and width taper By and , as
shown in Fig,5,la, n . n
If the end conditions arc interchanged, as shown in Fig,5,lb,
the beam can still be considered P-C, but with the modified depth and/
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Table 5,1
Frequency Ratios of Uniform Classical Beams
Boundary Condition
Mode
F 44 F C 44 C
(22.5733)*
r 4+F 
P 4» C
(15,4182)
P 44 P
U ^ )
G 44 F 
(3.5160)
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 2.7565 5.2406 4 6,2669
3 5,4059 6.7615 9 17.5475
4 8.9330 11.5625 16 54,5861
* Numbers in brackets are the JuL values for the first mode.
n
(a) (b)
Hy " ( \  / Kn n ^0
Hv “(by / K  n n ' "0
IV "(by )-ln ^0 "n
IL. =(hy / )-l
n "0 n
Fig.5.1
Interchange of End Conditions of 
a Linearly Tapered Beam.
. /
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width taper H» and IL. which are connected to taper values It. and IL.
by the following relationships (see Fig.5.1)
- - By / (1 + Hy )
Hy - - Hy / (1 + Hy ) n n n
(5.1) '
(5.2) 1
n
n
Thus, if the eigenvalues of a P-C beam with taper values Hy and
n :
are known, the eigenvalues of the C-P beam with taper valus Hy and
n
can be determined from the equation
(eigenvalues of C-P beam with taper EL. , 11^  ) =n h
(l + By (eigenvalues of P-C beam with taper IL^  , IL, ) (5.3)n n n
since the eigenvalues are referred to the root section.
Clearly, this equation holds for all boundary conditions, and can
be considered as a modified reversibilty condition for tapered beams.
The relationships (5.1) and (5.2) are sho^m graphically in Fig.5.2,
and can be used for determination of taper values when end conditions
are interchanged.
The equation (5.3) indicates that, the nine boundary conditions
need be investigated only in the negative range of taper parameters*.
The frequencies for positive taper parameters, in a wider rapge , can
then be obtained from these results.
5.2,1
5.2.1,1
Single Taper
Depth Taper
The first, four frequency ratios of depth tapered P-F, C-F, C-P,
F-F, P-P and C-C beams are given in Figs,5.3 to 5.8. It is seen that 
the frequency ratio for the first mode of C-F beams decreases gradually 
as the depth taper parameter increases. The frequency ratio for the 
subsequent higher modes shows a marked increase with the depth taper.
In the cases of other boundary conditions, however, the frequency ratios 
of all modes show marked increases with the increase in depth taper.
This general trend also applies to F-C, F-P and P-C beams, as it can be
* ie,. By and IL. , n n
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shown easily from the application of the equation (5#3)
Figs.5,9a,b and o show the variation of F-ratio of first, second 
and third modes, respectively, with depth taper for various boundary 
conditions. F-C, F—P and P-P beams are not included in these figures: 
F-ratios of the first tv/o cases can be obtained from equation (5,3), s,nd 
F—ratios of P-P beams closely follows those of the C-C beam. It is seen 
that, the relative effects of the changes in end conditions are marked 
for the first mode. For the subsequent higher modes the curves tend to / 
approach each other. This indicates that at higher modes of vibration 
the effect.of depth taper on the F-ratios is almost the same for all end 
conditions considered.
For a value of depth taper parameter, the F-ratios of all modes decrease 
as the boundary conditions are taken in the order of Table 5,2. Hence it 
may be stated that:
a. In the positive range of the depth taper parameter, F-ratios of a beam 
with a fixed depth taper and boundary conditions at its root (tip) increase 
(decrease) as the tip (root) is subjected to successively stiffer conditions,
b. In the negative range of the depth taper parameter, on the other hand, 
the introduction of successively stiffer conditions at the tip (root), for 
a fixed boundary condition at the root (tip), results in the decrease 
(increase) of F-ratios,
Table 5.2 
Decrease of F-ratios with Boundary 
Conditions
Positive
Taper
Negative
Taper
F - C C - FF - P P - FP - C C - P
F - F F - FP - P P - P0 - G C - C
P - F F - PC - P / P - CC - F F - C
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P-ratioa of F-P and P-C, F-F and C-C, and P-P and C-P beams follow 
each other closely; the variations get incresingly niarlced as the depth 
taper parameter increases, both in the positive and negative range. It 
should be noted that these pairs of beams have equal non-zero fre­
quencies when the depth taper parameter is zero.
The F-ratios of first seven modes are plotted in Fig.5.11 for the 
extreme values of depth taper parameter considered. It is seen that 
as the mode number increases the F-ratios of beams with various end con­
ditions tend to the same value, ie., the end conditions have negligible 
effect on the F-ratios of higher modes of beams tapered in depth, Foi* 
boundary conditions lying in the centre section of Table 5.2, the F- 
ratios of all modes are effected nearly to the same degree. For cases 
which lie at the top and bottom sections of Table 5.2, however, gradual 
variations of the F-ratios with the mode number occurs. These changes 
are essentially confined to the first three modes, and greatest in the 
C-F (or, F-C) beams.
The frequencies are slightly more sensitive to changes in depth 
taper for the negative range of depth taper parameter than for the 
positive range.
The typical properties displayed by the mode shapes as a result of 
variations in depth taper arc illustrated in Figs.5.13a to 5.16a, in 
relation to the first four modes of P-F beams. These curves are plotted 
relative to the displacements of the free end. Similar plots can be made 
for the C-F and F-F beams.In the C-P, P-P and C-C cases, however, the 
displacements have to be plotted relative to an internal reference 
section. If the latter is taken sufficiently near to the tip of the 
beam, the following general characteristics of the mode shapes are 
observed, (
a. The positions of nodes and anti-nodes are affected by the depth 
taper; anti-nodes are shifted towards the root as the depth taper 
increses. The nodes show the same tendency, except in the first mode 
of P-F beams, where the movement is slightly towards the tip,
b. The anti-node displacements increase as the depth taper increases. 
This is particularly marked at anti-node positions nearer to the 
root section
0, The anti-node displacements increase more rapidly with depth taper 
as the mode number increses, and are slightly more sensitive to changes 
in the depth taper for the negative range of depth taper parameter 
than for the positive range, ^
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d. The effect of increasingidepth taper is in general, to increase 
• relative amplitudes, Tliro are, however, regions of the beam, near 
the vicinity of the nodes, where the generalisation does not apply.
This could be explained by the notion of natural reference sections.
The natural reference sections, in relation to a particular 
mode of two beams with different taper and the same boundary con­
ditions and reference section, are the points of intersection of 
modal curves. The existence of such points is ensured from the 
properties a and b.
Now, consider the flexural rigidity of a depth tapered beam 
at one of its reference sections (ordinary or natural). Prom 
geometrical considerations, it can be seen that, the ratio of flexural 
rigidity at a section to the left (right) of the refence section to 
that of the reference section will be decreased (increased) as the 
depth taper increases. Consequently, the relative amplitudes of the 
sections lying on the left (right) of the reference section will 
increase (decrease) as the depth taper increases.
The effect of increasing depth taper on mode shapes is, in general, 
to give rise to regions,bounded by reference sections,containing nodes 
and anti-nodes, in this order. Thus from above, it is seen that, as 
. the depth taper increases the relative amplitudes in such a region will, 
at first,decrease and then increase as.viewed from left to right. This 
change will clearly,occur in the region bounded by nodes (see Pigs,
5.14a to 5.16a)
5.2,1,2 Width Taper
The effects of width taper on the frequency ratios of the first 
four modes of P-P, C-P and C-P beam are shown in Pigs,5.3, 5.4 and 5.5# 
respectively. It is seen for the three cases that
a. The frequency ratios decrease gradually for all modes of vibration 
as the width taper parameter increases,
b. The change of the frequency ratio with the width taper is marked
in the first mode, but gradually decreases as the mode number increases,
c. The frequency ratios are more sensitive to changes in width taper 
for the negative range of the width taper parameter than for the . 
positive range.
The equation (5.3) in the present case becomes! frequency ratio of a \ / frequency ratio of the beam \i - ! i
“ n
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Thus it is seen that, the frequency ratios of the above beams witli 
interchanged end conditions, namely F-P, F-C and P-C beams, will 
increase gradually as the width taper increases.
The effects of negative width taper parameter on the frequency 
ratios of the first four modes of F-F, P-P and C-C beams are sho^ ra 
in Figs,5,6, 5.7 and 5.8, respectively. For the three cases, the 
changes in frequency ratios over the range of width taper parameter 
considered is negligibly small for all modes. From equation (5,4) 
it is further deduced that the changes in the frequency ratios for 
the positive range of width taper parameter will be even smaller.
Figs,5.10a, b and c show the variation of F-ratios of the first, 
second and third modes, respectively, with the width taper for various 
boundary conditions. The relative effects of the changes in end 
conditions are marked for the first mode, but as the mode number 
increases the curves approach each other rapidly.
The negligible effect of the width taper on the F-ratios of higher 
modes of vibration is clearly illustrated in Fig.5,12, where the first 
seven F-ratios are plotted for various boundary conditions and extreme 
values of the width taper considered. It is seen that the variations 
are essentially confined to the first two modes, and are greatest in the 
C-F (or, F-C) beams.
The relative effects of width taper on the F-ratios of beams with 
various boundary conditions follow the properties displayed by the 
depth taper, but in a reduced scale,
a. In the positive range of width taper parameter, F-ratios of a beam 
of a fixed width taper and root(tip) conditions increase (decrease) 
as the tip (root) is subjected to successively stiffer conditions,
b. In the negative range of width taper parameter, F-ratios of a beam 
of a fixed width taper and root (tip) conditions decrease (increase) 
as the tip (root) is subjected to successively stiffer conditions.
c. For a value of width taper, F-ratios of all modes decrease as the 
boundary conditions are taken in the order of Table 5.2, the relative 
changes being directly proportional to the absolute value of the 
width taper parameter.
Figs,5é13b to 5.16b show the mode shapes of the first four modes 
of vibration of P-F beams, where the amplitudes are plotted relative 
to the tip section. The typical characteristics of these curves, which 
also apply to beam's with other end conditions, provided the reference
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sections are taken sufficiently near the tip section, are
a. The positions of nodes and anti-nodes are affected by the vfidth 
taper; the nodes and anti-nodes are shifted slightly towards the tip 
section.
b. The anti-node displacements increase as the width taper increases. 
This is particularly marked at anti-node positions nearer to the root.
c. The anti-node displacements increase more rapidly with the width 
taper as the mode number increases, although the corresponding changes 
in the F-ratios are not appreciable, and are more sensitive to 
variations in the width taper for the negative range of the width 
taper parameter than for the positive range,
d. The effect of increasing width taper is in general, to increase 
relative amplitudes. The regions where this does not apply could be 
explained, as in the case of depth taper, by considering the natural - 
reference sections.
Experimental confirmation concerning the mode shapes of beams 
tapered in depth and width is given in Figs,5.17 and 5.18, in relation 
to third and fourth modes of C-F beams.
5,2.2 Double Taper
In Figs.5.3, 5,4 and 5.5 the first four frequency ratios of 
P-F, C-F and C-P beams tapered in depth and width are plotted, for 
constant values of depth (width) taper values, against the frequency 
ratios of beams tapered only in width (depth). In the range of the 
taper parameters considered, a straightline relationship is clearly 
indicated. Similar properties were also fond to be valid for beams 
witli other end conditions.
Further study of these lines shows that they are very nearly 
coincident with lines passing through the origin and having slopes 
equal to the F-ratios of beams of single taper, the taper parameter 
being equal to the constant values of taper parameters considered 
for beams having double taper. Thus it can be written that
i frequency ratios  ^  ^r-ratio ox a \ / irequency ratios \of beams of double taper  ^  ^beam of single (x) of beams of single <+ ^
n n r î  v n l l i o a  TT TT /  '  "honn-r* T-T \  ^  ^ -r* TJ / TT \  '
F f f
a d taper a ues IL ,IL
n n
tape IL (iL ) ' tape IL (IL )
n n n n
which can be written, more simply, asI F-ratios of beams of ) .  ( F-ratios of beams U F-ratios of beamsdouble taper IL ,11 } " ( of’single taper EL of single taper^n n / n H + 6X
(5.5)
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where ^ is a function of depth and width taper and is negligible in 
the range of taper parameters considred in the thesis.
This empirical relationship was suggested, in connection with C—F 
beams, by T h o m a s w h o  has also shown that a similar relationship '
holds for the deflections of beams having double taper, namely, I
( deflection of beam ) ( deflection of beam ) j( of single taper IL )^( of single taper IL ) •
( deflection of beam of ) n n ^ ^
( double taper ) (deflection of uniform beam)
(5.6)
at points sufficiently remote from the nodes of the uniform beam.
The present analysis has shown that the equation (5.6) also applies
• to beams with other end conditions. This is illustrated in Tables 5,3
and 5,4 for C-P and C-C beams, respectively.
The accuracy of Thomas's formulae (ie,, equations 5,5 and 5,6)
depends, as it would be expected from the perturbation theory, on the
■ closeness of the taper parameters to the zero value. In the range of
parameters considered in this thesis, namely -0,5 < Ily (H^ ) < 0,5, then n
frequencies and mode shapes obtained by the Finite Element method agree 
closely with those obtained by the application of the above empirical 
relations to the results obtained for beams having single taper.
Therefore, these relations can be employed with confidence in the 
discussion of vibration characteristics of beams of double taper, It  ^
would, however, be superfluous to dwell on these, since the character^ 
istics of beams of single taper have already been discussed ,
\
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Table 5.3 Comparison of Mode Shapes of Ciamped-Pinned Beams of Double Taper
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD. EQ,(5.6) '
K
Hy "-0.5 “n IL « 0 n
n -0
n
Hy «0,5 n
Hy « 0
n
JL « 0  ^n
Hy =-0.5^n 
IL «0.5 n
Hy =-0.5 n
II =0.5 n
First Mode
Second Mode
Third Mode
0 0 . 0 0 0 '0.1 0.124 0,271 0.240 0,140 0,1390,2 0.457 0.901 0.818 0,510 0.5030,3 0.927 1,646 1,523 1.016 1.0020.4 1.441 2.299 2.166 1.550 1.5300.5 1,890 2,708 2,593 1.997 1.9740,6 2,156 2,781 2.702 2.240 2.219
0.7 2.152 2,491 2.450 2.182 2,1680.8 1,747 1.869 1.857 1.765 1,7590.9 1 1 1 1 11 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 00,1 0.199 0.484 0,417 0,232 0.2310,2 0,630 1,331 1.172 0,718 0.7160,5 1.010 1,817 1.630 1.128 1.126 —0.4 1,077 1,580 1.438 1,182 1,183
0.5 0,690 0,686 0.622 0,748 0,7610.6 -0.075 -0,458 -0,461 —0,067 -0,0740,7 -0,890 -1,527 -1.307 -0.918 -0.9130.8 -1,325 t 1,531 -1.519 -1,339 -1.3350.9 — 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 11 0 0 0 0
■M
\
0 0 0 0 0 ,0,1 0.282 0,670 0,572 0.330 0.3300,2 0,719 1.401 ' 1.223 0.825 0.8240.3 0.755 1.047 0.931 0.849 0.8500,4 0,191 -0.177 -0.169 0.214 0.2000.5 -0.593 -1.155 -1.078 -0.635 -0.6540.6 -0.870 -1.006 -0,947 -0.919 -0.9240.7 -0,245 0.081 0,095 -0.260 -0.214 .0.8 0,762 1,052 1.045 0.769 0.7670.9 * 1 1 1 1 1 '1 0 0 0 0 ■ ■ ' Î
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Table 5.4 Comparison of Mode Shapes of Clompod-Glampod Beams of Double Taper
FINITE EXEI.ÎENT METHOD EQ.(5.6) ■
Hy «-0.5 Hy « 0 Hy = 0 Hy =-0,5 By =-0.5
X n n n n nH «-0.5 H ^ « 0 IL =-0,5 Hjr «-0,5n n n * n n
First Mode
0 0 0 0 0
•:,/ 0.1 0.379 0,758 1 0.289 , 0.287 .0.2 1.364 2.554 3.275 1.067 1,0640.3 2.675 4,656 5.796 2,152 2.149 ,0.4 3.969 6.380 7.697 3,288 3.290
- .: - <0,5 4.876 7.196 8.398 4.169 4.178: . 0.6 5.068 > 6.831 7.697 4,484 4.497‘ 0.7 4.358 . 5.339 5.796 4,001 4,014
V . ' . 0.8 2.831 3.139 3.275 2,707 2,713\ 0.9 1 1 1 1 1i 1 0 0 0 0
 ^: : . - : Second Mode
' : ' ' 0 0 0 0 00.1 0.399 0.759 1 • 0.304 0,3030.2 1.211 2.068 2,678 0,947 0,945' . 0.3 1.807 2.658 5.303 1.453 1.454’ 0.4 1.667 • 1.886 2.270 1.380 1.385L  0.5 0.637 0.005 0 0,5440.6 -0.897 -2,009 -2,270 -0.796 —0.794; • 0.7 -2.104 -3.038 -3.503 -1.935 -1.935
' , 0.8 -2,163 -2,536 -2,648 -2.071 -2.0710.9 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1. 1 0 0 0 0
Third Mode
0 0 0 0 0 ;0.1 0,426 . 0,760 1 0.324 0,325' 0.2 1.026 1.531 1.958 0,802 . 0,802•' ■ 0.3 0.929 0,909 1.128 0.746 0,7490.4 -0.025 -0.674 -0.816 -0,021 , -0.021
: . 0.5 -1.030 -1.562 -1,825 -0,883 ' -0.8820.6 -0.978 -0,725 -0,816 -0,866 -0,869\ 0.7 0.288 1,036 1.128 0.265 0,264... 0.8 1,430 1,875 • 1.958 1,369 1.3690.9 1 1 1 1 11 0 0 0 0
i
L ' • ■ .
/
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SECTION 6
6. BEAMS V/ITII LINE'Ul 3?11E~TV/IST
Pre-twisted beams of symmetric sections execute aimiltaueoiis 
flexural motions in the two principal directions giving c^)led bending- 
bending vibrations, A pre-twisted beam element and the co-ordinate 
s>’^ om to which its motion is referred are shown in Pigs.6,1 and 6.2, 
respectively. The analysis concerning the generation of dynamic- 
stiffness matrices for such elements is presented in Article 2.2.2.
The theoretical results presented in this Section are obtained by 
using eight elements of cubic polynomial approximation. The accuracy 
that can be expected when using this idealisation has already been 
demonstrated in the previous Part of the thesis.
6.1 U n i f o r m  B e a m s
The frqueucy ratios# of pre-twisted uniform beams with varioUn-- 
end conditions were determined for pre-twist angles in the range 
0^ ^  0 ^  < 90 ;^ and for ratio of flexural rigidities in the range 
1 < 'V < 256.
The effect of coupling on the frequency ratios of P «-> P, C--H P,
C <->P, F <-> P, P <i“>P and C <-> C beams is shown in Pigs.6,3 to 6,8, where 
the frequency ratios are plotted against the square root of-the ratio 
of flexural flexural rigidities (subsequently called " ^-ratio"). The 
latter may be interpreted as the ratio of the characteristic dimension 
of a beam cross-section in the X direction to that in the Y direction, 
le,, hj^ /hy.
At y  ^ =1, pre-twisted uniform beams with any boundary conditions 
have double frequencies, which are not affected by the pre-twist angle. 
This is to be expected, since for such cross-sectional shapes the 
second moment of area about any centroidal axis is invariant of its 
orientation, and the product of inertia and hence the coupling term
# The frequency ratios of pre-twisted beams arc taken reldtive to the 
fundamental frequency of the untwisted beam in Y direction. This is 
consistent with the definition given on page 123*
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in the strain energy expression; in equation (AI.25), vanishes
The following properties of the curves of frequency ratio against 
^-ratio are deduced from Pigs,6,3 to 6,8.
a. At zero pre-twist angle the frequency ratios belonging to vibrations
in the two principal directions arc clearly distinguished. The frequency -,Iratios corresponding to vibrations in the Y direction are independent |
of i)^-ratio8, whilst those corresponding to vibrations in the X direction |
vary linearly with the ^ "-ratios. The two frequency ratios■ratios are 
equal for those values of ^ ^-ratios (subsequently called critical 
ratios) equal to the ratio of any two frequency ratios of uniform
\*?rBernoulli-Euler beam. Some values of the critical 'V'^—ratios can be 
inspected from Table 5.1, for various boundary conditions,
b. For values of ^ ^-ratios sufficiently near, and greater than, unity, 
the coupling term may be neglected. Then, the increase of the pre-twist 
angle , in the range 0 to 90 degrees, increases the equivalent stiffness 
of the beam in the y direction, and decreases that in the x direction, 
consequently, in the vicinity of "^^^l (V  ^  l), the frequency ratios 
corresponding to vibration in the y direction will increase, and those 
corresponding to vibration in the x direction will decrease, as the pre­
twist angle is increased.
c. As the y^-ratio^increases, frequency ratios continuously increase 
(at least do not decrease), for all modes of vibration.
d. As the pre-twist angle increases, the common frequency at a critical 
point is seperated into two frequencies; one being greater and the other 
smaller than the common frequency. The amount of separation increases 
with the pre-twist angle.
The foregoing properties, which apply to all boundary conditions ' 
considered^ will be referred to as the properties of the frequency ratio , 
against q^^-ratio curves.
The Fig.6.9 is included to demonstrate that the effect of coupling 
is similarly reflected on the frequency values of bending-torsion 
vibrations. In this case, the role of the pre-twist angle is taken by 
the eccentricity of the shear centre and centroidal axes, and the 
ratio of rigidities now represents the ratio of the torsional rigidity 
to flexural rigidity.
The correlation between the frequency ratios and pre-twist angle 
are shovai in Figs.6.10 to 6.13, for P <4" F, G<t->F, C <-> P, F <-> F, P <-> P 
and C <->C beams, respectively. It is seen that the effect of pre-twist 
angle on frequency ratios are dependent on the value of the ratio of 
flexural rigidities, mode of vibration and boundary conditions. These
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changes may bo inspected by considering the "trapezoidal" and "open 
trapezoidal" section* , which are formed by the frequency ratio lines
of pre-twisted beams of zero pre-twist angle, in Figs,6.3 to 6.8.
The domain of a trapezoidal section contains the frequency ratio 
curves corresponding to two successive modes of vibration. It can be |
stated, as a generalisation, that as the pre-tv/ist angle increases, the \ 
frequency corresponding to the higher mode decreases, and that corres- i
ponding to the lower mode increases. The relative variations of the 
frequency ratios with pre-twist angle in the trapezoidal sections 
become increasingly marked as the boundary conditions are taken in the 
order F <4 F, F f» F, F 4» F and C F. It is interesting that, for this 
order the critical ‘^ ^^-ratios also get larger. In the cases of C C 
and C 4->P beams, the changes in frequency ratios are more marked than 
those for F 4-9 F and F <->F beams,respectively.
In the open trapezoidal sections the frequency ratios for the 
second and successively higher modes of P<->F, C<->F, F and F crf F 
beams decreases as the pre-twist angle increases. As the ratio of 
flexural rigidities increases, the frequency ratios tend to approach 
constant values. The frequency ratio for the first mode, on the other 
hand, increases slightly with the pre-twist angle and the ratio of 
flexural rigidities. These changes are small, and shown separately in 
Fig.6.16. The frequency ratios of C P and C-<->C beams show similar 
characteristics for pre-twist angles up to about thirty degrees. The 
fundamental frequencies of these beams, however, increase rapidly 
witli the pre-twist angle and ratio of flexural rigidities. For larger 
pre-twist angles the effect of coupling on frequencies becomes more 
complex.
(29)ilnliker and Troesch^ ' calculated the analytical frequency '■
values,XL , for ratio of flexural rigidities 4, 25 ,and 256. These values 
are included in Figs.6.11 to 6.15, and agree closely with the present 
results. Additional confirmation is given in the case of G 4»)F beams 
using frequency ratios obtained by Slyper^^^', and experimental results. 
Again the agreement is good (see Fig,6.4). Some typical experimental 
frequency ratios are also compared in Table 6.1 with the Finite Element 
solutions.
The deviations of the frequencies of. pre-twisted beams from those 
of the corresponding beams with zero pre-twist angle are shown in
# See page 160 /
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Figs.6.17, IS and 19, for pre-twist angles 30, 60 and 90 degrees, 
respectively. In plotting those graphs, the endwise and chordwise 
frequencies of untwisted beams are taken in ascending order, io,, it 
is considered as a pre-twisted beam of zero pre-twist angle. It is 
seen that, discontinuities'occur, as it would be expected, at the 
critical V^-ratios. For a particular mode of vibration deviations 
increase with the pre-twist angle.
The mode shapes of pre-twisted beams are actually space curves, 
and depend on the mode of vibration and boundary conditions, as well 
as the pre-twist angle and ratio of flexural rigidities, A convenient 
method of presentation of mode shapes of pre-twisted beams is to plot 
components of displacements in two directions parallel to the principal 
axes at the root section. These are referred to as the y and x comp­
onents of the mode shapes. It is also convenient to extend this con­
vention to the case of untwisted beams by taking the frequency ratios 
in ascending order, and classifying the corresponding mode shapes of 
of the independent vibrations in the two principal directions as the 
first, second, etc. mode shapes of a pre-twisted beam of zero pre-twist 
angle. The usefulness of this extension lies in the fact that it 
enables an estimation of the type of mode shape that may be expected 
in the case of non-zero pre-tv/ist angle, , from the inspection of the 
frequency ratio against V^-ratio plots.
For small pre-twist angles, it is sensible to expect the dominant 
component of the mode shape of a mode of vibration to be of the type 
which is associated with the same mode of the pre-twisted beam of zero 
pre-twist angle and of the same ratio of flexural rigidities. Then, 
by observation of the curves of frequency ratio against ■iP^ -ratio, it 
can be seen that as the ratio of flexural rigidities increases, the 
weaker component of the mode shape will tend to become the dominant 
component as the next critical V"-ratio is approached.
For larger values of pre-twist angle, as the pre-twist angle 
increases, the weaker component of the mode shape in general, increases 
and the stronger component decreases.
In order to demonstrate the foregoing points in isolation from the 
additional complexities caused by the end constraints, the x and y 
components of the first four mode shapes of F <-> F beams are plotted 
in Figs,6.20 to 6.23, for various pre-twist angles and ratios of 
flexural rigidities. It is interesting to note that, at 90 degrees %)re-
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twist angle, the x component of mode shapes of any mode of vibration 
ia the mirror image, or inverted mirror image, of the y component. This 
is due to to the symmetry of the boundary conditions, and also applies 
to P <-> P and C V? C beams.
For values of ratio of flexural rigidities greater than the highest | 
critical value associated with a mode of vibration, the y component of |
the mode shapes is the dominant (at least not weaker) component, and 
mode shapes are not substantially affected by further increases in the 
ratio of flexural rigidities.
The study of the mode shapes of beams with other end conditions 
showed that in general, the above properties are also valid in these 
cases.
In the cases of C<-->P and C <!“•> C beams , it was noted that the effect 
of coupling on the frequencies was severe in the open trapezoidal sections, 
especially for larger pre-twist angles. The corresponding changes in 
the Uiod'e^ x aiUy components of the first two mode shapes are illustrated 
in Fig,6.24 for C - C beams of 60 degrees pre-twist and various ratios 
of flexural rigidities.
Theoretical and experimental verification of the mode shape results 
are given in Fig,6.25, in connection with a C<->F beam of 90 degrees 
pre-twist and ratio of flexural rigidities 4, 64 and 256, It is seen 
that, there is a close agreement between the Finite Element solutions 
and those obtained by Finite Differeuces^^^^ (i)=4), and Funge-Kutta^^^^ / i 
(q9«64,256) methods, and the experimental values. The first three mode 
shapes given by the Stodola method^^^^ (*3^ =64) also show satisfactory 
agreement.
6.2 L i n e a r l y  T a p e r e d  B e a m s
In linearly pre-twisted and tapered beams the equation (5.5), which 
expresses the relationship between the eigenvalues of a tapered beam and 
those of the same beam with interchanged end conditions, has to be 
modified, since the eigenvalues are also dependent on the pre-twist angle 
and the ratio of flexural rigidities at the root section, , Thus
it can be written that
(eigenvalues of pre-twisted beam with parameters 11^  , 11^  * ^  n' *^ o^  ~ 
o n n(l 4- )'^. (eigenvalues of the beam with interchanged end conditions, j
n (and parameters 11^  ,  ^^  <9^
. . o (6.1)
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where 11^  and are defined by equations (5.1) and (5.2), respectively,
and is given by the equation
(1 + 14 y
n (6.2)
(1 + Hy )"n
In the following discussion the frequency ratios of pre-twisted 
tapered beams are mainly analysed through the plots of frequency ratio 
against '^^-ratio. In order to clarify the difference between the 
uniform and tapered beams, a "skeleton" form of the frequency ratio 
against q/®-ratio plot, displaying the frequency ratio lines for zero 
pre-twist angle, is sho^m below, for a pre-twisted beam having depth
•H
/ An/open / 
trapezoidal' 
> /region/ /O’
© Critical points
taper a, and width taper b. A horizontal line represents the i th 
frequency ratio of an untwisted beam having depth taper a and width taper 
b, and an inclined line has a slope equal to the i th frequency ratio 
of an untwisted beam having depth taper b and width taper a. Clearly, 
if the frequency ratios are taken in ascending order, for a particular 
value of the Y^  ^and lines will be associated with the vibrations 
of a pre-twisted beam of zero pre-twist angle in the Y and X directions, 
respectively. For a=b=0 this representation reduces to that used for 
uniform beams in the previous article.
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The critical q)''-ratios are now defined as follows
/ Critical “p^-ratios of \ 
S pre-twisted beam of ( > taper parameters < 
 ^ Hy °a, ïhj =b '
/ i th frequency ratio of \ 
/ untwisted beam of taper ( 
 ^parameters IL. i=a, 11^  =b ' 
^   n  n
/ j th frequency ratio of \ 
untwisted beam of taper < 
' parameters 11^  «b, =a  ^
n n
i, j = 1,2,3,,.,
since the depth and width taper for vibrations in Y direction become 
width and depth taper, respectively, for vibrations in X direction. It 
should be noted that for zero taper, ie,, a=b-0, the foregoing relation­
ship reduces to the definition of critical ratios for uniform beams.
Figs.6,26 and 6,27 show the variation of frequency ratio with l)^ - 
ratio for tapered P-F beams of depth taper parameters -0,5 and 0,5, 
respectively. Frequency ratios are plotted for 0, 50, 60 and 90 degrees 
pre-twist angles.
At zero pre-twist angle, the frequency ratios belonging to 
independent vibrations in the X and Y directions, which are clearly 
distinguished, correspond to vibrations of W'idth and dejvth tapered un­
twisted beams, respectively. From Article 5.2, it is knovai that, in
the case of untwisted P-F beams the increase of taper parameter increases ethe frqueucy ratios for depth taper, and decreases the frequency ratios 
for width taper. Therefore, as the depth taper of the pre-twisted beam ■ 
increases, the ordinates of the critical points will also increase. This 
implies that the heights of trapezoidal zones of the frequency ratio 
against '))^-ratio plots increase with depth taper. Similarly, the 
critical ratios also increase with depth taper, since the increase of 
the heights .of trapezoidal zones ia accompanied by the decrease of slopes \ 
of the non-parallel sides. Hence, as a generalisation, it may be stated 
that tlie increase of depth taper increases the frequency ratios of pre- 
twisted P-F beams. This is especially true for small pre-twist angles, 
and for ratios of flexural rigitxes, lying in the intervals corres­
ponding to open trapezoidal sections, ie,, for relatively thinner beams. 
Figs,6,28 and 6,29 show the variation of frequency ratios with 
ratio for tapered P-F beams of width taper parameters -0,5 and 0.5, 
respectively. Frequency ratios are plotted for 0, 50, 60 and 90 degrees 
pre-twist angles.
The frequency ratios for zero pre-twist angle in this.case,,correspond
/
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to those of depth tapered beam executing vibrations in the X direction, 
and width tapered beam executing vibrations in the Y direction.
Following a similar reasoning as in the case of depth taper, it can be 
seen that, as the width taper increases the heights of trapezoidal 
sections and the criticalT^^-ratios will decrease. Consequently, the 
increase of width taper will in general, reduce the frequency ratios of 
pre-twisted P-F beams, Again, this is especially true for small pre­
twist angles, and relatively thinner beams.
From Figs.0,26 to 6.29, it is seen that the effect of coupling on
the frequency ratios of depth tapered P-F beams disj)lay similar properties
as those for uniform beam. It should, however, be noted that depth, or
width, tapered pre-twisted beams do not have double frequencies,AThe study of the curves of frequency ratio against y^-ratio for 
pre-twisted tapered beams with other end conditions leads to similar 
deductions, Verification is given in Figs,6.30 to 6.37 for C-F and 
C-C beams tapered in depth, or width, and having pre-twist angles 0, 30,
60 and 90 degrees.
In the cases of P-F and C-F (also, F-F and P-P) beams the frequency 
ratio for the first mode is not apprciably effected by variations in 
pre-twist angle and ratio of flexural rigidities at the root section.
For C-C (also, C-P) beams the effect of coupling on the fundamental 
frequency is more marked, as in the case of uniform beams.
From the foregoing discussion it is seen that the frequency ratios
of pre-twisted tapered beams possess the combined properties of the
frequency ratios of untwisted tapered and pre-twisted uniform beams.isThe coupling phenomenon, which characterised by the presence of pre­
twist, causes added complications in assessing the effect of taper.
From the consideration of the frequency characteristics of untwisted '■ 
tapered beams discussed in Article 5.2, a rough estimate of the effect 
of depth and wâdth tapers on frequency ratios of pre-twisted beams can 
be made, as it is done above in connection with P-F beams, by inspecting 
the change^ that occur in the "skeleton" structure, of the frequency 
against "^^-ratio plots.
The mode shapes of pre-twisted tapered beams also possess the 
combined properties of mode shapes of untwisted tapered and pre-twisted 
uniform beams. In particular, the correspondance noted in the cases of 
uniform beams between the dominant component of mode shape and the 
frequency ratio against q)^-ratio curves also applies to tapered beams. 
This correspondance, which also provides a more precise description of
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the effects of depth and width taper, may be stated as follows; TJio 
effect of increasing depth (width) taper is such that the frequency 
ratios of pre-twisted beams give, approximately, similar properties as 
those of untwisted depth (width) tapered beams if the coupling is 
dominant for the y direction, and those of the untwisted width (depth) ; 
tapered beams if the coupling is dominant for the x direction. This Î
is supported by Figs,6,58 and 6,59, which show the variation of the ,
second mode frequency ratios of C-F beams with depth and width taper, 
respectively, for various pre-twist angles and ratios of flexural 
rigidities at the root section. Fig.6,58 can be explained with 
reference to Figs.6.30 and 6.31, From the latter it is seen that for 
large values of ratio of rigidities (q^>l6), the dominant component of 
the mode shape will be of the second mode type of a depth tapered
untwisted beam, for which the second mode frequency ratio icroascs as
the depth taper increases (Fig/3.^b). Hence, as the foregoing state­
ment asserts, the pre-twisted beam displays similar changes with the 
increase of depth taper. For smaller values of ratio of rigidities, 
on the other hand, the dominant component of the mode shape will be 
of the first mode type of a width tapered untwisted beam, for which 
the first mode frequency ratio decreases (Fig.5.4a) as the v/idth taper 
increases. Hence, the pre-twisted beam again sliows similar changes 
as the depth taper increases*. Fig,6,39 can be explained similarly,
A general study of the mode shapes of tapered pre-twisted beams, 
which is not included in the present analysis, confirmed the above facts, 
and showed that similar deductions can in general, be made for the 
other modes of vibration, and for beams with other end conditions.
The proprties of the curves of frequency ratio against -ratio 
are not altered by variations in depth, or width, taper, and the boundary % 
conditions. However, the quantitative effect of coupling varies with 
taper and boundary conditions. A rough estimate of this can be made
* It should be noted that this does not violate the statement made 
previously, namely, that the effect of depth taper is, in general, to 
increase the frequency ratios of pre-twisted beams tapered in depth.
Because, the interval of ratio of rigidities corresponding to dominant 
vibrations in the x direction is relatively small coiupared to that 
corresponding to dominant vibrations in the y direction.
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by inspecting the amount of frequency "separation", which occurs as a
result of variations in the pro-twist angle, at the critical points.
From Figs.6,26 to 6.37, it can'be observed that the amount of soporation
increases (decreases) as the depth (width) taper increases. Since for
the same variations of taper, the co-ordinates of the critical points
undergo similar changes, the relative effect of coupling may be related
to the relative changes that occur in the "skeleton" configuration ofAthe frequency ratio against V''-ratio plot. This idea can also be used 
in assessing the relative effects of boundary conditions.
A largo number of beams of double taper were also considered for 
various boundary conditions, The vibration characteristics.pf these may 
be summarised by noting that the Thomas's equations (ie,, equations'"
5,3 and 5.6) may be used, as a first approximation, in estimating the 
frequencies and mode shapes of pre-twisted beams having double taper. 
Table 6.2 is prepared to show the accuracy that can be expected in the
extreme case of the variables considered.
In the case of pre-twisted beams of double taper, degenerate
solutions exist for equal depth and width taper and ratio of flexural
rigidities at the root section equal to unity.
The vibration characteristics of C-F beams having double taper 
and ratio of flexural rigidities at the root section equal to unity 
were calculated by Carnegie, Dawson and Thomas^ 'using a Finite 
Differences approximation. In Table 2,6 a comparison of the frequency 
ratios obtained by the Finite Element method with those obtained in 
Bef,(32) is given.
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Table 6.1
Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical 
Eroquency Jiatios of Glam%]od-Eroe Beams.
llode Experimental* Finite Element Method
= 15°, 64
= 75°, 9= 64
1.02
3.72
12.50
16.10
13.11
15.66
Beams tested were of rectangular sections
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Table 6.2 
Comparison of Frequency Ratios of 
Pre-twisted Beams of Double Taper
= 90“ , Vo = 256
Taper
Parameter
iV11 " u
Finite Element Method
1 st ,1 mode 2^ ^^  mode 3^^mode
Glamped-Free
0 0 1.0433 3.5920 13.8436
-0.5 0 1.0960 . 5.5245 10.9412
0 -0.5 1.2786 4.1351 14.4837
—0.5 —0.5 1.4029 3.7898 11.4298
(1.3425)* (3.8272) (11.4471)
Pinned-Free
0 0 1.0347 2.6578 6.2683
-0.5 0 0.8590 2.0722 4.7136
0 -0.5 1.090s 2.7324 6.2989
-0.5 -0.5 0.8845 2.1332 4.7384
(0.8845) (2.1304) , (4.7366)
C lampe d-C lami)e d
0 0 2.2606 4.1964 7.5671
-0.5 0 1.7657 3.2803 6.6657
0 -0.5 2,146? 3.7671 6.1710
-0.5 -0.5 1.6391 3.0937 5.6706
(1.6767) (2.9519) (5.5342)
Numbers in brackets are obtained from equation (5.5)
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SECTION 7 
7. EXmiBDSNTAL m O GEPmE
iExperimental work v/as carried out vfitli the object of confirming ]
the practical applicability of the theory. It is needless to say |Ithat, the success of experimental analysis would depend on the extend |
to which the hypothesis underlying the theory could be satisfied by |
physical representation of the "theoretical" beam, as well as the I
instrumentation systems used for the excitation of natural vibration |
conditions and the measurement of frequencies and mode shapes, . ^
The beams, which were taken from the stock available in the \
Vibrations Laboratory of Surrey University, were of rectangular section \
and had 10 in. effective length; an additional 2 in, was used for ’»
clamping purposes. Cross-sectional dimensions of beams were chosen \
so as the effects of shear deflection and rotatory inertia could be 
neglected. The pre-twisted beams had been pre-twisted in intervals of |
15 degrees, up to 90 degrees. \
The beams were clamped at one end in a rigid steel block, which i
was in turn bolted rigidly to a large vibration table* An oletro- 
magnet, placed near the free end, was used to vibrate the beam. In •
some cases the excitation was also done by a lead ziconate strain gauge |
cemented near the clamped end of the beam. This method was particularly |-
satisfactory in yielding the. higher modes of vibrations. ' , [
Power was supplied to the magnet from an oscillator through an ' I.
amplifier having a large frequency range. A lead zirconate crystal, 
cemented near the clamped end of the beam and connected to the Y plates 
of a cathode ray oscilloscope, detected the amplitudes of vibration..
In some cases, the latter was also picked up by a capacitance type probe 
mounted near the tip. The frequency of vibration of the beam was 
measured by an accurately calibrated frequency counter.
During a test, the frequency supply from the oscillator was varied 
until the amplitude of the trace on the oscilloscope screen indicated f
a maximum-, ie., resonance. The corresponding natural frequency was read off .
/
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from a decade oscillator, by forming a steady Lisaajous figure on the 
oscilloscope screen; the decade oscillator v/as connected to the X plates 
of the oscilloscope and the frequency output was varied until the trace 
on the oscilloscope screen was stationary circle, the oscilloscope 
being sot to the external time base,
A schematic arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Pig,7.1.;
For a detailed study of the instrumentation the reader is  ^
referred to Ref,(22),
Frequency *■ 
Counter
Gauge
•HBeam
Electromagnet
Amplifier
Oscillator
FrequencyOscillator
Oscilloscope
Fig.7.1
Schematic Arrangement of Apparatus
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SECTION 8
8, CONCLUSIONS
In this Part of the thesis vibration characteristics of slender *
beams of symmetric sections and having linear pre-twist and/or taper 
were investigated for various end conditions. The latter included all ;i
possible combinations that can be formed by imposing free, pinned and ji
clamped conditions at either ends of a beam. Based on the data and '■
discussion presented, the following conclusions are dravm,
1, Beams without Pre-twist i|
1.1. The "free" condition can be replaced by the "clamped" condition y
without altering the frequencies of uniform beams, ,j
1.2. Frequency ratios of tapered beams exhibit the following features:’ |i
i. As the depth taper increases the frequency ratios for all end
conditions considered^lso increase, except for the first frequency . -i
ratio of clamped-free beams, which decreases gradually with increasing
depth taper, j i
ii. As the width taper increases the frequency ratios gradually j.| 
decrease for pinned-free, clamped-free and clamped—pinned beams, 
gradually increase for free-pinned, free-clamped and pinned-clamped 
beams, and do not show any appreciable changes for free-free, pinned- 
pinned and clamped-clamped beams. As the inode number increases the 
effect of width taper on the frequency ratios rapidly decreases,
iii. When the end conditions pf a tapered beam are interchanged, the 
frequency ratios can be determined from those of the original beam,
1.5. The mode shapes of beaias executing free vibrations are uniquely 
determined relative to a reference section. Y/hen the latter is taken 
sufficiently near the tip, the mode shapes of tapered beams exhibit 
the following features:
i. The increase of depth taper increases anti-node displacements and, 
in general, shifts the positions of nodes and anti-nodes towards the 
root section,
ii. The increase of v/idth taper also increases anti-node displacements, 
but the positions of nodes are now shifted slightly towards the tip 
section, and the positons of anti-nodes are not appreciably altered.
/
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1.4, The frequency ratios and mode shapes of beams tapered both in depth 
and width can be determined approximately; from those of uniform beams, 
beams tapered only in depth and beams tapered only in width,
1.5, The effect of depth taper is, in general, greater than that of width 
taper. The exception is the first mode of clamped-free beams, where 
the frequency ratios decrease more rapidly for increasing width taper  ^
than depth taper,
1.6, The deviations of frequencies of tapered beams from those of uniform 
beams of the same length and material and having cross-sectional dimen­
sions equal to those of the .tapered beams at the root section, increase 
for all modes of vibration, as the boundary conditions are taken in a 
certain order. As the mode number increases, however, these deviations 
tend to be the same for all end conditions considered,
2, Beams with Linear Pre-twist
2.1, An untwisted beam can be considered as a pre-twisted beam of zero 
pre-twist angle by taking its frequencies belonging to vibrations in 
the two principal directions in ascending order. Then the variation 
of the frequency ratios with the ratio of rigidities (at the root 
section) is represented by straight lines which intersect at "critical" 
points, I
2.2, In the cases of pinned-free, clamped-free, free-free and pinned- |
pinned beams the frequency ratios of the first mode of vibration |
increases as the pre-twist angle or ratio of rigidities increases, \
These changes are, however, small; being about jfo in the extreme cases • |
considered. The frequency ratios of second and successively higher \Imodes decrease as the pre-twist angle increases for values of ratio , |
of flexural rigidities greater than the greatest critical-ratio \ \
corresponding to that mode of vibration, ;
2.3, In the cases of clamped-pinned and o1amped-c1amped beams the fore- J
going conclusion applies for pre-twist angles up to about thirty I
degrees. The changes, however, now occur more rapidly. For . j
higher pre-twist angles the effect of coupling becomes more complex :
and requires a more detailed examination. %
2.4, The mode shapes of pre-twisted beams have components in the direc- . :
tions parallel those of principal axes at the root section. , For a 
particular mode of vibration, the dominant component is of the type *' !
associated with the same mode of a pre-twisted beam of zero pre-twist 'iangle, for relatively small pre-tv/ist angles. As the pre-twist angle i/ :. increases, the dominant component, in general, decreases and the ;
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weaker coniponeiit increases,
2.5, The frequency ratios and mode shapes of pro-twisted beams having 
double taper can be approximately estimated from those of pre-twisted 
uniform„ beams and pre-twisted beams having single depth and width 
tapers,
2.6, The curves of frequency ratio against the ratio of flexural 
rigidities are useful in analysing the nature and effect of coupling 
caused duo to the presence of pre-twist. These curves exhibit the 
following general properties;
i. Pre-twisted beams with equal depth and width taper (including 
uniform beams) have double frequencies for the ratio of flexural 
rigidities equal to unity, for all pre-twist angles,
ii. The frequency ratios increase as the ratio of flexural rigidities 
increases,
iii. At critical points the critical frequencies are seperated into 
two frequencies, one being greater and the other smaller than the 
critical frequency. This soperation increases with pre-tv/ist angle,
2.7, The foregoing properties yield an adequate picture of the effect 
of coupling on frequency ratios, and are not altered by the presence 
of linear taper, and variations in the end conditions,
2.8, The amount of frequency "separation" at the critical points in 
general increases if the changes in taper, or boundary conditions, 
result in the increase of the co-ordinates of the critical points. 
From this, the relative effects of taper and boundary conditions on 
the vibration characteristics of pre-twisted beams can be roughly 
estimated by considering the vibration characteristics of untwisted 
beams.
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APPENDIX 1 
THE DERIVATION OF ENERGY EQUATIONS
1
•lo T h e E r e n e t - S e r r e t  E q u a t i o n s  !
Consider a point Q on an analytic curve s  ^ as shown in 
PigoAlclb Û The position vector T  ^ where a bar under a symbol 
is used to indicate the vector character of a quantity,being 
measured from an arbitrary origin* Then the unit vector 'àT/ds 
is along the tangent to the space curve at point Q and is directed 
along the increasing s « Thus
U - t  (Al.l)
Since the vector ^ is of unit length,from o^t,  ^ 1
i- = 0
Hence the vector ;fc is perpendicular to * Therefore one
may write
> f^  = X n (A1.2)0 S
where n is a unit vector perpendicular to ;fc and is called the 
principal normal vector,and the scalar X  is called the curvature 
of the curve at point Q  ^ The direction of n is chosen so that X 
is non-negative*
The binormal vector b is defined by the relation
k -  txr, . (Alo3)
Since b “ ( txn ) * ( ;bxn )
" ^
the binormal vector is of the unit length* Thus
b . I k  c 0 (Al.It.)
ie.gthe vector c)b/Ds is perpendicular to b * On the other hand, 
from equations (Al*2)‘ and (Al*3)/
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^ob ~ n*b = 0
Therefore -b* ^ k"  2)5 “■ hs
“ "Xb*n
Thus toSk.«“ 0 , lOo, the vector is perpendIcular'to ^ ,hs '
Therefore = — 'T n_ (kl^p)h s ,
where T Is called the torsion of the curve at point Q * With |
respect to.the choice of signs,the torsion is positive if the 
binormal performs a twisted motion in the direction from n to 
around the tangent while it moves along the curve in direction 
of increasing arc length*
The vectors , n , and b in this order form a right-handed 
system of orthogonal unit vectors,which is called a triad* Then 
n = b X ^
% & =  b x  | i 4 - /3s
r b x x m -  T  n X t
= - x t  ^ (A1*6)
2 o T h e  S t r a i n  E n e r g y  in' T w i s t e d 
A s y m m e t r i c  B e a m s  (the effect of shear 
displacement neglected)
The positions of a beam cross-section before and after 
deformation is shown in Pig*Al*la *. The unit vectors & and /, 
are parallel to the principal axes Whose orientation relative to 
an arbitrary frame will be denoted by 9(z)  ^where z is the axis 
of the beam through its centroids^ Let £. and 7» be the same 
unit vectors after deformation* The relative position of the 
cross-section is now given by
0, ( s') = 0( z) 0(z) (A1.7)
where 0 denotes torsional displacement about the shear centre and
s is the curve length of the locus of shear centres*/
Consider a triad t_ , n , b originating from 0^ * Assuming 
that the tangent to the locus of shear centres is normal to the
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section before and after deformation,the following relations hold
S . =  n  o o -o  d) 4 -  W  0^ * (Al,8 )
'Yj ^ ^ \X b 4- .b Go-O é
Consider a point P h (Ï,?^ ) * The position vector of this point 
after deformation is given by ;
I p^ G )  = rp, (s') +-$£., A-'V'n, . . . (Al.’9)
The vectorial equation of an infinitesimal beam fibre associated 
with the point Pg will then be
c U - p ^ = d s . ( t  ^  t H i )  „ . » (Al.lO)
From equation (Al*8)
V  +  l a .  -V-i' ^  -Sis ^ , ,, s. . . . (Al.ll)
' ' i i  y  /v U x .c f )  j -  ' H -  c i• • D s  '
Substituting equations (Al.S) and (Al*6) in the foregoing equations
1 ? , -  K  t  o o o  <j> 4- ' T  (V >  u ^ c j>  -  n  /> w i  é  )  b s  3 s  “ ■ -  , _  r  ;
3) 19 . . * o o (A1.12)— =_ = - È^L ^ 4- IC L />vw d> — iT ( \o /iwi cb 4- n ccso c6 j "3s 'as 1* -  ^ -  '■
Further,using the inverse relations corresponding to equations 
(Al,8) ,namely5
n  — c<^0 ^  ~ /KaA ^
b  ■= ^  ^  />VVi. (p - h  '^7 -t ^
equations (Al*12) become 
St -  -  -b ?C c/> -i- 97 (  T  4- 2 6  1
~ " . . . (A1.13)
= t  X  w  p  _ (3" t 2 6  )>s -  '32.7'D
By the definition of scalar product 
GoC
odx — n * '^7^
Also,from equations' (Al.l) and (Al*2)
a  = ~ - ( " ^ h R
Hence,equations (A1.13) become / '
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ill ^ _ -t I l s  . Ji- -q, [ r 1 È  )3 s ”3 s.^  b  s
H = -  4  A I s . . 7, - $< ( T  -!- )3 &  3s.^ -as /
The torsion of the curve s at point 0% is clearly
\ "3s 3 S  J
(Al.l^)
Therefore
a &k  = - ^  Ip.- . i  - 1®,' '>2
(Al*l^)
3 s "3 5^ 3  s —
Substituting these in the equation (Al.lO)
dr p  = d s [ (  )- H ’("?§.-ê v l l  (ai.16)^ L d5^ OS — — ^
=ds[(i - + ( §  4' ||)('7§.-l'-'?,)lL' *^ 2^. dz- - y ^
0 * 0  (Al * 17 )
where "$ ^
The vector 0]_P2.may be written as
O / ^   ^ O P  4. B t x O P  
Further,assuming that the radius of curvature is very large 
compared to the beam length the equation (Al*17) becomes
drp^ = a s[(i- 5 p ) t  5;%)]
„ . . . (A1.18)Hence
l d r p j - d s [ ^  - +
. . . (A 1 .1 9 )
where non-linear terms are neglected *
The length of the fibre before deformation can be obtained 
by the inspection of the foregoing equation* Denoting the length 
of the locus of shear centres before deformation by c ,
|clY-pl =.A c  ( 1 -  . Ô P  - V O P ’- ) (A l„2 0 )
Let £p be the strain in the fibre joining the shear centres of
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two inf Initesimally close sections, ie *, ds - (1-V €,0 ) «de * Putting 
this into the equation (A1.19) and noting that is small
lclrpJ=,dc[M. Ê „ -  ^ | ) Ô p A j U1.21)
Then the strain in the fibre associated with point P is given by
^  p  =  \ I pj, 1 ■” I I  p  1 1 / 1 1 I
£ „ _ . o H  A ®  O P ’--hl.^ _________- ______
A ‘d^r ^  , I —  ~=-.op -i- ^  æ OP’32.
, 3; "ôs£„ - — Z  . O P  <- O P ’- (A1.22)
"3%^ "^■2-
where it is assumed that the radius of curvature is Very large
and ^  *0P <^]^ '\1 for all points of cross-sections *
The strain 6  ^can be determined from the criterion that
the axial force acting on the area dO[ must, vanish when
integrated over the whole section , namely ,2-
Î (s. - 14-op -V * 1 4  op/ E = C)''01
Thus
&o = . 0 &  - ^  . iOi (AI.23)cx C?1
where Ip^ is the polar moment of-area about the shear centre* 
From equations (Al*22) and (A1.23)
&P = - GiP -V !■ \ f  ( Ô P ’-- h;)a Z*- az ' •
Now the strain energy can be expressed as
U  = 1  0 4  E 4  a©l G T  ( ' g r }  d z  (A1.21;)
where GJ is the torsional rigidity,the strain energy of torsion 
being assumed to be given by the St.-Venant theory .Choosing the 
co-ordinate system as shown in Pig*Al*2 
\V % AA. -V j, V
GrP 9C ~b j, Aj
Thus the strain energy becomes
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2 E $ \_( e^ Ip_^ 4- ItJ  1^, + (fiy lp„ + It ^) 11 j d
= i ^  y " ^<31 .where
% > i
(A1.25)
TiGly = ?cy d  Ot
îpo = + ‘^ ei
Ij ^ [ (y-4-v"f(iOi
ly^ ^  j dov
Oi
'01
['01
and (2^ and 6 ^ are measured from the centroidal frame.
The strain energy given by the foregoing equation may 
be written as n
where
CT V
D =  E
o ^r sj} A o c O' dz_
^  1Sz’- i
*4. 0  j.
-&  lu
h .y I&a. -  ï l v
- § I v ÿ -l4  &T/B
(A1.26)
oC = [■ 1 1 1 j (A1.27)
Clearly,the following notation is used in the strain coupling 
■matrix
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Since
L  - Ipo ^Tv
I _ _ i;. / ct
-  TI g.
■'' ^Gry
^&«ui = ©  C<K> ©iac-y
îu. = I\/ 0  -V Ï  y  Coo 0
where
IV  ~ d y  C/oo 0  -  i  \J -OWL ©
^ v  = ^ x ' ï p o  +  ^ T v  
l u  = e Y  I p „  -G I t \j
the coupling matrix 2 ) can also be expressed as'follows
j CCKi 0 ■ Avvc © o l 0 - § E Iy  ■ Î
-/A/VC © CoO © O o E I© y - î 'E lv  j
O o i - $ E I j " ï b l y
•CVrtQ Coo © o
o 1 I
. . .(A1.28)
Alternatively/die strain energy can be expressed in the 
principal co-ordinate system. This is easily done by noting that
V
U !
y - ’ . r  © / V W \ 0
1j. - / i W \  0 e  .
r ir iI X ! l u  1 (A1.29)
For example,when the high order cross-sectional moduli are neglected 
in the equation (A1.25)  ^ the resulting expression can be identified 
with the following forms ;
- 2 ^  ^A = [ - #  - #
=: I  V  U  0  Î
u
o
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E 4 , 0 0 - 0 0
0 E V y E h v 0 0 E k y 0 '
0 SÏ&-Y 0 0 t l fc y 0 1
0 0 0 0 J(A i^sd)
0 0 -E l& x E k x 0 0
0 EI&v 0 0 ^ U r y 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 GT
3o T h e K i n e t i c E n e r s y Î n T w i s t e d
A s y m m e t r 1 c B earn.3 (rotatory inertia
neglected)
The kinetic energy of the beam is given by Ç __
T  = i  \ +- 8 ^ )  jc E . (A 1 .3 1 )
where )l^ = nolar radius of gyration about centroid 
|J = mass per unit volume 
But from Pig.Al.la
GrGr^ . ■= w  - 0  k GrO
where k is a unit vector in the direction of z axis. Also ,from 
Fig.Al.2
GO •= i  ^ i
v )  -  0  k  x (  i  e , ,
z = . ( A A P 0 e y ) i  4- (v  -  ) j. ( A I .32)
Hence energy equation (A1.31) becomes I
T = ^ J  V - e ^ é ) +(û + e ^0) +>(:^  ©""j dz. (A1.33)
The foregoing equation has the form
Tp= (B P  cr)^  0/ B $  Ô" d-z, (A1.3L)'Jq *with
Therefore
or.
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(T = I
1
ù.
0© 1
G  =• I^Oir  ^ o -exl
! 0 1 e «  I
-7C
(Al.32)
i
where -^o* polar radius of gyration about centroid.
Again,when principal co-ordinates are used , the equation 
(A1o3Î4-) Is valid with the following modifications
or = |v Ù © 1 
G x  = ja OV
(AI.36)
where Coo ©  /iV V \ 9  1 1 0 y
e^. - v iW v ,  © C o o  © 1 [ ©  X I
l+o T h e E f f e c t  o f  R o t a t o r y  I n e r t i a
In the previous Article the kinetic energy due to the 
out-of-plane rotations of cross-sections is Ignored. This effect 
can be taken into account by considering the rotational motion 
of sections relative to their centres of gravity. Denoting the 
components of these in the TCij frame by A,, aud , the
additional kinetic energy becomes (see Fig*A1.3)
D .  = I* ^  ) doi &
I
(A1.37)
The rotations and A^ are assumed to be given by
ovv
■0^ =. ——' + “ d: 4- ^  A0Z. SL D z
Hence I
This expression has the form of the equation (Al.3lj.) with
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O' iv
a  4 ^ ^ .
I k ,
U-
Prom PlgoAl.2,and the relationship
coo 0 o Coo © -owv 9
-/iw \ 0 uy^o O Î  ©Y /w a  © COO0
the foregoing forms can be written in the principal frame as
=-\-è  - #  &  &  1Ü
& I v 0 1 ■
a - k y o o 1 . 4
0 I & x o
0 k b o
^  O o -Gfy*
d r  i o i o
( A I , 38)
O 1
2o T h e  E f f e c t  o f  S h e a r  
D i s p l a c e m e n t s  
As with problems involving the effects of shear displacement 
it is convenient here to consider the total deflection of the 
beam as made up of bending and shear deflections(^7),ieo,
W  = W \ o  'Î- VXs
or i ÂÀ + j, V =. + j. ( V ^  A1 o 39 )
where subscripts b and s refer to bending and shear,respectively. 
With this notation the strain energy due to shear is
bis - A ( u ' - ( v ' - A x . f  I dx (AlokO)
where the meaning of the rotations and A,^ must be modified as 
i A;^ -4- i A x  =:- i Aik + j Vb 
since the shear displacements have no rotational components,and 
k is the Timoshenko shear coefficient. It should be noted that
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when the effect of shear displacement is considered the strain 
energy given by the equation (&1.22) and the rotatory energy 
given by the equation (A1.37) should be written in terms of the
rotations and A^ ,whilst the equation (A1.33) remains the same
?
but the meaning of equation (A1.39) is implied. \
The equation (Aljj.0) can be written in the form (A1.26)
with
i
A,
A  = [
or = ,LL / \
J) = r i o o
-  i - l o o  
o o \ 
o 0 - 1  i
V
' J
k 0[ Gr
]
Alternatively,these forms can be expressed in terms of the 
displacements in principal directions as follows
1
i O O \ 
\0 { - i  o0-1 i 0 
( O o i
(Aloij.1)
[ O 1 o  t
SECTION PLANE
b e f o r e DEFORMATION
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0 Shear Centre 
G Centroid
SECTION p l a n e
AFTER
DEFORMATION
Deformation of Beam Sections 
A Moving Triad
/
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w
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Pig,Alo2 EEEEPuENGE m m E B
-> X
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APPENDIX 2
NOTE ON THE DERIVATION OP EQUATIONS
OP MOTION =
iÎ
The free motion of the beam at time't^as determined by its 
strain energy and kinetic energy T p Is given by the
Hamilton's Principle,le,,
â I =. O
where t^- t^ is an arbitrary time interval,and the quantity 
H=T»?A is called the Hamiltonian of the system.
Substituting the equations (1,5) and (1,6) into the 
foregoing equation and allowing the variations of the displacement 
vector  ^^
i  P  f  I [ ( B ^ c r f  Q. Bp&o- + ( B p 6 o ' f  Q. B p  c r ]  _■ti dt, Oq I
j^(A<xo'7 4 ) A d  &QT i- ( A d & o r f  3 )  A d  cr j  j  At (a 2 , i )
where it is assumed that the onerator matrices A and B are
diagonal. Prom the symmetry of the matrices 43 and Q,
((A w q ' Q J )  A o4 &cr) = (AcxiQ-f X> A«0" (A2.2)
a  B p  S ô 'î  = ( B p i ô ' f  Q. B p cr (A2.3 )
By substituting equations (A2,2) and (A2,3) in the equation (A2*l); 
and noting that the former can be considered as identities 
between 1x1 matrices
5  j j b c i t  = [ (  B p à fo .  B p ^ à '- (A « c r fX >  W ] i ix  i t
Integrating the first term in the above equation partially with
resnect to time
j  + (A c !.(rf D  A(ASci]d2dt
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since &T=0 when t - and t = C2 , By making use of the symmetry 
proprties of oounling matrices J) and Q,
&  ^ = 1(Q 8 s O')'6 b 8g + ( D  Acicrf Acxdalcl-i it
t. A, Jo  ^ ‘ . . .  U2.k)
The equations of motion are obtained,as it is well known,from  ^
partial integration of this equation. This can be done easily | 
if the equation (A2 ,^) is written in expanded form. iïowever,a 
different method,which produces the same effect,will be employed 
here so that the resulting equations of motion can be written- 
in a compact form. Consider a series of diagonal operator 
matrices Abj sAgji?* » *, Z 
defined as follows
6> - Ag^_^. . . Ai5,| =1
A  - . . .  -
,c^ sand A  A, P i s “ 0 ■> 9 Ay
I ^
IT -11 (A2 .5 )» \  1
p A . . .  11
s=v s = l
(A2.6)
where Ag- involve the simple operator è/èz. and/or
constants as their elements. It will be convenient to extend 
these operators by the following -convention
A a o  =■ = e (A2.7)
£  is a conforming unit ■matrix. The integration operators
, and ^ ’Aj > # Q. are now defined as
■• -
= 5 a ; ' i = i,2,.. r (A2.8)
= E-Bi
= ^ai- , &= __,CJ (A2.9)
= £bo=. £ (A2.10)
where the diagonal matrices Ca^ 3 a^  have the following
one-to-one correspondance with the operator A a ;
i) a diagonal term of , is equal to -1 if the corresponding 
term in Aa^ involves the onerator ^/ 6% else it is equal to 1 ,
ii) a diagonal term of 3^- is equal to 1 if the corresponding
23%
term in is else it is equal to zero.
The correspondance between , 3ç,- and is the same. Prom
equations (A2.7) and (A2.10) it is seen that and
are unit matrices.
With this notation the first partial Integration of the
equation (A2.i|) becomes
L
+S H Jt n  (Q,Bpcr)l ^ g .BpSor +(X) Aoto-f A«S<r 
5 [(Aa,a,Bpo-)l${e^ . 6p&o-+
O  *
( A a , D A a c r j ^  A o t  Scr] Tz | dt
Thus,by successive application of the integration procedure 
indicated in' the foregoing equation,it is not difficult bo show 
that the :result of the complete inegration can be written as 
follows
r-i s=^
L
+
* I
( y  j *^2: jci-t (A2.11)
s-v ssY*
By making use of the equations (A2.5),(A2.6) and (A2,8 ),(A2,9), 
and noting that the multiplication of diagonal matrices is 
computative,the equation (A2.11) becomes
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H  at. _
S.-1
à~^  r
yr 1s--i+i
i  ( T T ^ a . V s A c i a - ) T n  3^. . T T A A ^ . c K & G i
s-iî L : ., s l l  '
\ " ' ^ ( 6 a B p o - f .  y [ - £ , ^ . p  +
L
4~
S^l
On Invoking the Hamilton's Principle the time and space integrals 
in the foregoing equation may be dropped. Hence the equations 
of motion are
r
r £ g  . B ( 3 , B s  cr +  of. T T A X )  A «  = OS = S = l (A2.13)
4
i=‘ s'4
£  3'-Si' ~-’S; • A o  -S Sor
S»-a| f
A a . o i ^ c r‘A
L
= 0
iA2,lk)
The equations (A2.13) and (A2,l[|.) are called the field and 
boundary equations,respectively.
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APPENDIX 3
EXACT ANALYSIS OP EQUATIONS
OP MOTION
1. B e n d i n g - T o r s i o n  V i b r a t i o n s  
The equations of motion,which can be obtained from the 
application of the Hamilton's Principle to the energy equations 
derived in Appendix 1  ^ can be written as follows
-  i T I t j  +  e , f 0  )  o  ( A 3 . 1 )
0" + i:fç> [ex'll+(. ) ©1 = o {.a.2)
where the beam is assumed to be uniform and symmetric about the 
X axis,and the symbols are defined in the nomenclature. 
Eliminating (or,©) from the foregoing equations
V £ f ] ' r | , 0  = 0
where D=d/d7<" , This equation has solutions of the form exp(m7<) 
where m is given by the roots of the equation 
( ( W ' f  +  = 0  ( A 3 . 3 )
Using the notation
a = ^ le^ + (A3.A)
b = - ■ ' (A3.5)
o  ( A 3 . 6 )
and defining a new variable,say X  pby
X  =. m^-v-a/3 (A3.7)
the characteristic equation (A3*3) becomesA ^ + p ’A - V - q = 0  ( A 3 . 8 )
where p ~ b - a^/3 (A3.9)
q = c - ab/3*V2a3/27 (A3.I0)
It can be shown that when p and q are real the roots of the 
equation (A3.8) depends‘on the discriminant(30)
A  = 4- Hr 27 (A3.11)
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in the following fashion
i) A > 0  , one real root and two Imaginary roots 
li ) A 4 0 , three real roots
Substituting the equations (A3,i|) to (A3.6 ) in (A3,9) and (A3.10), 
and the results into the equation (A3.11),it can be shown that 
A 4  0 • Thus the equation (A3.8 ) has three real roots,which ‘
will be given by the following f o r m u l a e (30)
ZL Z n/~p/3 C'oo(0/^)
X  z: Z  C O O  ( -V 4-1T/s )
where too ^ 3q/2p >/'-p/T • . '
Prom the transformation (A3,7) it is seen that the roots 
of the equation (A3.3) will have the following forms,.
7  (  A , -  a / s V ^ ^  (A3.12)
+ (
By Descarte's Rule of Signs(30)^however,it can be concluded that 
the equation (A3.3) has only one positive and one negative real 
roots,and the remaining four roots are Imaginary, The real roots 
will be given by the expression (A3,12),since
c<j-o ( ^ / 3) - ô./s|
= |z\/ (a/af-t-if/3 - s.lzl > o
and 0 4180°
Using the notation
( t Xj - I )
32 = ( 1  A , - a / 3 l V ' ^
®3 = ( I I )
the roots of the characteristic equation (A3,3) will,therefore,be 
as follows - -
®1 f "^1 f » ^®3
where , Hence,the general solutions of the', differential
equation are obtained as
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Tj = 4- A %  OOÙ s,,l< A^/MAX?>a'K*V A e>Cæ-^Sj'}<^A^>V^a,î»2,'K
© r .^  B ,Loo(^ S^K  t- /v w v ^ S i'k  -V Go<>Sa,'î< -V S 4 /4m ,Sj^'K  V  C ^ S j 'X 'V  S^o<
b ywhere Aj and Bj are constants which are connected^the equation 
(A3.1) or (A3.2).
For a clamped-fre© beam,for example,the boundary ,
conditions are o'Js'Tj^sOaO at K = O ,and "ïjX 9]"'= 0  O at 
K= i . Application of these and the elimination of the six 
integration constants through the equation (A3 . I )  results in the 
following frequency determinant 
?1 ?2 P3
%2 = 0 (A3.13)
R- R -
where
Ql = 8
"J  ^
-  _2
1
0 j “ 1,2,3.
Q. -8 j
cosh s^ sinh s^ 
sihh 3^ cosh s^
cos sj sin 8j 
-SjSin a j s^cos s 2,3.
Rl = (s^
Rj = (s*j:
s^sinh 8^
-SjSin 8 j
0
swoosh 8^
0
S j C O S  S j
j “ 2,3.
2, V i b r a t i o n s  o f  C o n s t r a i n e d  
B e a m s
The equation of motion of the beam shown in Fig.A3.1 can
( % )be written in non-dimensional form as follows
ir|"' + S.'rilTT).X('K-Tr) H- m . S ( ' K - £ ) ] - h , 0 (A3.14)
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where harmonic motion is assumed^and 
sii slVeIq f m = m/j^OtL , 
and the Dirac delta function ^ i s  defined as 
6 I K"" g ) ÏZ O  I-Ç "X ^
$ l K - 6 )  = 0 0  K  =. &
(x-e) jx 4
The function & is defined similarly.
Taking the Laplace Transform of the equation (A'3.1l|.)
-tx Io) - TjUo) - -t. T^ " ( o) ~ 7]"' ( o) +
s.'qlTtVe^^ -  = o  (A3.15)
where ?|^(t) denotes the transform of the deflection Tj( X  ) with 
respect to the variable t,and e denotes the exponential function,
m ■»7C
Pig.A3,1 A constrained beam.
For a cantilever beam the boundary conditions are
T j t o ^  ^yj'i.o) = 0  (A3.16)
77" (.0 = 17'" ( o ’) = o  (A3.17)
Substituting the former conditions into the equation (A3,l5)
Itand solving for 7^  (t)
^ * ( 4 ) ,  • b - V ' ( o ) ^ V ( o )  K
‘ t'*" - !!'*■ .a'*'
Hence the inverse transformation gives
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i?(x) = i-, 2L!ifîi 2Ll2l î/wrtî\iix-^Ail')<lX13*  ^ %  sv>
4- X. fn -0-. XJKoC-G). j^ mmSrv ^ H^C-ê) ■“ 'VJ (ê.)
. i l . .  M  tX-TT)*\/^il(X-'ïïV^-^l'K-Tr)’|.T7('ïï) 5
. • • • (A3.18)
where U  lX-6^ is a unit-step-function placed at X- 6 .
The function M  (x-H) is defined similarly.
The four unknowns T?"(0 ) ^ T] (0),t|(6;) ,and1]CR) are obtained
by imposing the boundary conditions (A3,17) and the values of the
function 7]( X ) at ^ and X^TT on the equation (A3,18), The
result is written in matrix notation
( c o s h J X  I X ( s i n h j C L  I - .5.{sinhfl.(l-7[) I m J l l s i n h f l  ( l - t  )I H  I SX- I
-V c o s i l  j  4-sinJCl) I 4* s i n f l  (1-TÏ^ I  4 s i n X L ( l - e ) j
(slnhil 
■ -sin^n.)
(coshlL I -s  ^coshild-T^) | raiiLjcoshXI(l-6)
4cosil) I 4cosfL(l-T[j| I 4sinil(l-e)^
^( cosh A w  I ^(sinhflTV
-c o s A-TT ) -sinllTk)
mil. U('ir - fe ) i { 
sinhil(W-e) 
-slnfL(Tr-t) )
-L (coshAw I -l(sinhAfea? I a?
-cosAe)! -sinAe)
• êvAi(£ -IT ) * (sinh 11(6. IT) 
-sin A(e-W) )
= O
(A3.19)
The corresponding eigenvector is
I t
(0)
Î Ï Î
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APPENDIX h
POWERS OF SQUARE MATRICES WITH 
DISTINCT ROOTS
Aatln(^8) recently proved two theorems which provide a 
generalisation to the Gayley-Hamilton theorem. The first gives 
the explicit expression for A^ as a polynomial in A^wher© A is 
square matrix. The second expands the first result to the case 
of matrix series. Here the main interest is in the first one 
which is quoted below:
If A is a square matrix of order P,with distinct latent roots t^, 
^2> • • ' , tp then (writing A® u unit matrix)
D A^.- Dp_iAP-l - Dp_2AF-2 _ ...DqAO (Ai+.l)
where D ■Cl , ,
t2 • .
^P—1'P ^P •
and where Dj is obtained from D by replacing the (j-l)th column 
of D by
'1N
N
It is interesting to note that D and Dj are alternants,
Consequently Dy/D can be obtained by the procedure described in
Ref.(57) for determination of bialternants.
Consider a simple dynamic-stiffness matrix of the following 
special form
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1
X (Air.2)
2 1
where the elements may be some functions of the frequency 
parameter. The corresponding transfer matrix will be given by
A = 1 . -X = 1 a d‘
?2 l(Pp-P?)
X -^1
a ' 0 a
If the corresponding system is assembled from n such elements 
the overall transfer relation will be given by the n th power 
of the above matrix. Denoting the roots of the matrix (Al|..3 ) by 
t^ and tg and making use of the Astin's Theorem,the i th power
of this matrix becomes 
A^ = 1 dfti-tg) 
a ( t^-t2 )
where t^s a- \/ cd s a_jb 
t g =  a + V  0(1 = a
(b — d ) 
( j “ )
• • ( AI}. •!}- )
(Al|..5) 
{AL}.. 6)
In the case of St.-Venant beams the foregoing matrix will' 
express the relation of the torque and displacements at the 
origin to the respective quantities at the i th station. Thus, 
denoting torque by T and twist by 0
(Al}..7)
For a clamped-fre© beam it is seen that the frequency equation 
will be
a ( t^-tg ) 4t^ tg-t^tg = 0 (Al|..8)
where the beam is assumed to consist of n elements. On the other 
hand,since O ^from equation (AI4..7 ) one obtains
0 / .  A i 0o '
T^ T1 0
ti-tg
(Alt. 9)
But by De Mo ivre Theorem
(atjb)^ »A^(cos lok 'Vj sin IK ) . (Ai^ .lO)
(a-jb)^ = A^(ûos IK .j sin iK ) (A^.ll)
where tan*K ® b/a a^nci the relation “ a b is consistent
with the meaning employed in the matrix (Al|.,3 ),namely A  s; Pg gie,,
iis the square root of the determinant of the transfer matrix. 
Thus cosKs a / A  «
From the substitution of the equations (AI4..IO) and (Al|.,ll) 
in the equation (Alj..9)
0  { « - j . — (a-jb )^  )2b A
^  sin lo(. (il).. 12)b
Similarly the equation (Al^ .,8) becomes '• •
a+jb
or, cos n K  s 0
Therefore . K s  (2r-i-l)Tf/2n , r® 0,1,2, ,n-l
Hence,the solutions .for frequencies and mode shapes of a clamped- 
free St*-Venant beam segmented into n elements can be obtained 
from the relations
b = a.fcan( 2 | ^  )? (Al)..13)
S3 (constant). sin(EZll.)iir (Ai;.lL|.)2nrespectively.
The foregoing-equations also apply to free-free beams if
c* is taken as
APPENDIX 5
A CATALOGUE OF SOBUATRICES FOP 
KINETIC BEAM PROBLEMS IN FINITE EimiBNT APHIOXIMTION 
BY POLYNOMIALS
in referring to the submatrices the notation of Section 2 is 
modified by incorporating the symbols of Section 2 with superscripts 
in brackets which indicate the number of internal nodes used. All 
internal nodes are taken in positions that divide the beam element 
into equal portions.
The reciprocals of various transformation matrices, namely the 
matrices Dy, and Dg are also included at the end of the catalogue,
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APPENDIX 6
NOTE ON THE NUI\PmiCAL EICtENVALUe'
PROBLEM 1
The determination, of the beam eigenvalues and eigenvectors by the 
Finite Element Method requires the solution of the eigenvalue problem
B V « X a  V (a 6„1)
where the matrices AyB are symmetric« This equation can be reduced to 
the simpler form
C V «X E V (a6.2)
where the matrix C is symmetric, and E is a unit matrix, V is a new set 
of eigenvectors. For the solution of eigenvalue problems of the foregoing 
type there exists a number of established direct methods (e.g., see Ref, 
(39))# Among these, the Jacobi method appears to be the simplest one,
A discussion of the Jacobi method and its Algol procedure is presented in 
Ref, (60),
The most commonly used method of reducing the equation (a6,1) to 
(a 6,2) is as follows:
By making use of the positive definitnesa property, the matrix A is 
decomposed into the form
m
A => NN
where N is a lower triangular matrix. Thus, the equation (a 6,1) becomes
B V = X NN^ V \
Putting Vs=N v^ the foregoing equation reduces to the form (a 6,2) with
C = N“^A (N^)“  ^
which is symmetric since N is triangular.
In the present thesis a different method, which produces the same 
effect with less number of operations, is used. It is based on finding 
a lower (or, upper) triangular matrix, say D, so that DA is upper (lower)m m . .triangular. Then DAD will be diagonal. Let F ~ DAD * Therefore
A = D”^F(d '^ )“^
Substituting this into the equation (a6,1)
B V « X  D”^F(D^)“ v^
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Therefore
which will reduce to the form (a 6.2) on putting V = F^(D'‘)"’^ v « The 
matrices DA, D, and DB can be obtained by performing Gaussian elimination 
on Matrix A, while simultaneously performing the same operations on a unit t 
matrix and the matrix B, respectively.
The Algol procedure "eigonsolve", written by the author, which 
performs the foregoing operations is shown in the next page. The 
procedure parameters are
n size of the matrix to be solved
A the inertia matrix
B the stiffness matrix
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be put in D and A, respectively,
"rot" will contain the number of Jacobi rotations required to achieve an 
accuracy which the computer finds satisfactory, (see Ref, (60))«
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procedure eigensolvo<n,A,D,B,rot); 
value n; 
integer n,rot; 
array A,D,B; 
begin integer i,j,k; 
real r ;
array C[1:n,1:n];
for i:=1 step 1 until n ^
for j:=1 step 1 until n docTi,j]:= if i=j then 1,0 else 0*0;ewe#«nE«aaaaefor k; = 1 step 'j until n-1 do 
for i:=k*1 step 1 until n ^  
if A[ipk]^0 then 
begin r:=A[i»k]/A[kok];
for j;=1 step 1 until n do 
.bogfn A[ipj]:=A[i,ji-r*A[k^j]; 
B[i,j]:=B[i,j]-r#B[k9j]; 
C[igj]:=C[i,j]-r*C[k*j]
end
end;
for i:=1 step 1 until n-1 do 
for j;=i+1 step 1 until n do 
begin C[iodlT^CC.i ai3 î 
C[jgi]:=0*0
end;
^or i:=1 step 1 until n do 
D[i]:=1*0/sqrt(A[i*i]*C[i,i]); 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do
for j:=1 step 1 until n do
begin r;=0;
for k:=1 step 1 unti1 n do 
r;=r+B[ij,kj’!‘C[kp'j]T 
A[i,j]:=r*D[i]*D[j]
end ;
f_o£ i:=1 step 1 until n do
for j;=1 s t ^  1 until n do
C[i,j]:=C[i,j]*D[j]; 
jacobi(n,trueoA,DoBarot); 
for i:=1 step 1 until n do
for j;=1 step 1 until n do
begin r:=0;
for k:=1 step 1 until n do 
r:=r+C[i,k]*B[k,j];
A[i;j]:=r
and
end eigensolve;
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